
ILLINOIS POLLUTiON CONTROLBOARD
August 9, 1990

IN THE NATTEPS 0~:

SAFE DRINKING WATER ACT ) P23-26
REGULATIONS ) ~Ruiem~kirg)

FINAL ORDER. ADOPTEDRULE

OPINION OF THE BOARD (by U. Anderson):

On May 24, 1990, the Board ente~ed a final Opinion and Order in this
matter. As is discussed in greater detail below, the Order allowed time for
post-adoption con~nentfrom the agencies involved in the ajtho~izati on
process. For the reasons discussed below, the Board is wi thdrewing the Nay
24, 1990, Opinion and Order, and is replacing it with this Opinion and Order.

Pursuant to Section 17.5 of the Environmental Protection Act (Act), the
Board is adopting regulations which are identical in substance to LISEPA
regulations implementing the Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA). This action
involves the repeal of much of existing 35 Il]. Adm. Code 604, 605, 606 and
607, and their replacement ~ith a new 35 ill. Adn. Cod~e 611.

Section 17.5 of the Act proiides fo~quick adoption of regulations which
are “identical in substance” to fedn~al ‘egulatiors; Section 17.5 povides
that Title VII of the Act and Section 5 of the Illinois Administrative
Procedure Act (APA) shall not apply. Because this rulemaking is not subject
to Section 5 of the APA, it is rot subjoct to first notice or to SOCO’~d notice
review by the Joint Committee on Adriini strati ye Rules (lC~R)

The SDWA program was d~-avin from 40 CFR 141, 142 and 143 (1989). The
proposal was based on the 1987 Editior~. For the reasons discussed below, in
the adopted rules, the Board has rep] aced most of tnese references with a
simple reference to the 1989 CFR Edition.

PUBLIC COMMENT

The Board adopted a proposed Opinion and Ordn~on October 5, 1989. The
proposal appeared on Dece:iber 1, 1989, at 13 Ill. Peg. 13690. Tbn Board
recci ved, and greatly appreci otes , the f31 lowing pub] ic comment fo~lowing th~
publication in the Illinois Negiste~:

PC 2 Administrative Code Division, January 8, 1990

City of Chicago, Depa~Lnentof W,ite’, January 1/, 9’~)

Tue Bound eckrowleJ~es the contnibutiuns ~f No’too Dunot.iy md ~‘~nc N in
droi:ing thn 0 pi~ion and 0 ‘uion.
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PC 4 USEPA, February 13, 1990

PC 5 Agency, Fehrua~y 15, 1990

PC 6 Illinois Department of Public Health, Ma~ch22, 1990

PC 7 JCAP~, Janua~y 12, 1990.

PC 1 was a preliminary draft proposal prepared by the Agency, which was

Docketed on March 14, 1989, prior to the Board’s Proposal.
POST-ADOPTI ON COMMENT

As noted, on May 24, 1990, the Board adopted a “Final” Opinion and Order,
which allowed a post-adoption comment period. As is discussed below, the
post—adoption con~nentperiod was extended at the request of the Agency. The
Board recei ved the fol lowing publ i c comment following the Nay 24, 1990,
Opinion and Order:

PC 8 Flo—.Systems, July 5, 1990

PC 9 City of Napenville, July 6, 1990

PC 10 Elgin Water Department, July 9, 1990

PC 11 City of Pinckneyville, July 17, 1990

PC 12 USEPA, July 17, 1990

PC 13 City of Evanston, July 17, 1990

PC 14 Agency, July 20, 1990

PC 15 Advanced Polymer Systems, August 2, 1990

This particular ‘uiemaking has presented unusual difficulties because of
the number of issues that were not addressed until after the Board adopted the
rules, that is, not until the post—adoption comment period. In so saying, we
recognize that this is the first proceeding involving “identical in substance”
public water supply regulations flowing from the Safe Drinking Water Act, and
the Agency’s Division that oversees the public water supplies. The cause and
effect of the difficulties created, however, in addition to an unfortunate
loss of time, do need to be explained so that the development of the rules and
the reasons therefore can be tracked for future interpretation.

The “identical in substance” procedures, that are intended to avoid just
a problem as occurred here, were first developed in the RCRA program, the
first of the fast track “identi cal in substance” rulemakings (which nose
irclude such areas as industrial pretreatment, underground injection control,
and unde—ground storage tanks). The Board, the Agency, USEPA Region 5 and the
Attorney General informal ly set up , in wri ti rg, a system now cal led toe “RCRA
agreement. A key provi Si on states that the parti ciparts would couaert up—
front, during the formal 45 day comment period, on pencei ved problem areas in
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tile rules as proposed. It is during this pro-adoption phase that the Board
requests comment (now in bold type), and needs responses. If the system is to
work, the Board must assume, and so states in its adopting Opinion, that
silence means no objection. It was a] so agreed that, afte~ the Board acoptod
the ru]~, it would ho]o it for an tu 39 days before fil ing it, p~ioa~’ilyto
make sure that USEPA “headquarte~s”old not have sonic p~oblern, and for a final
“1 ook—see” by the parti ci pants ot the Board’s adopted language charges in
response to the ear] icr comments. Post-adopt ion changes seldom occur, and if
they do, they are isolated. The purpose of this expedited app~’oach is to
comply with legislative adoption, and federal authorization, deadlines.
Success depends or avoiding a regulatory “rollover” caused by having to
revisit the regulations at the back—end.

This is not what happened in this Docket, and we are at this juncture in
the “back—end” phase working or’ issues that should have been dealt with at the
front—end. We certainly understand that the Agency staff was st’etched thin
and that the potential for subsequent problems, might not have been fully
percei ved. Indeed, the problems we~ecompounded for both the Board and the
Agency because of further unpredicted difficulties with the rules, for which
Region 5 has provided connents in its post—adoption co~inent (PC 12), not in
its comments on the proposed rule (PC 4). The Agency post—adoption comment,
PC 14, is a massive document, consisting of 67 pages plus appendices. Most,
but not all of this comment is directed at language which was present in the
initial proposal, where the Board in its accompanying Opinion, we note, made
its usual sped fi c requests for comment, set in bold face type.

The effect of all this is that we are dealing at this juncture with three
documonts consisting of: three orders, ore proposed -— and two adopted, the
latter ~epiading the fonine~~, and three accompanying Opinions focused on many
of the same issues; and two sets of Agency comments on the first two sets of
documents. This Dpi ni on attempts to track the issues and the 1 Inguage as they
developed. Trie Opi ni on will first set out how we addressed the issue in the
Proposed Opinior. We will then cite to the Agency’s initial cornent (PC
5). If the Agency failed to comment, the me will reference to the item in PC
5 which came the closest to the issue. In order to try to further clarify the
situation, the we will put “post—adoption” before references to PC 14. if
only PC 5 is referenced, then only the proposed and first adopted documents
need be referred to.

Finally, we rote that on August 6, 1990, three days before the Board
meet i rg, the Agency fi led an Odd Li anal set of coiner’.ts, which includes
furthe , more coniorenonsi ye, dna ft language. The Bua~dml 11 not further dcl ay
this Docket in o-d�m~to review these cornents. It will defer action on theni
to another Docket. We believe that the regulations as hereby again adopted
are acceptanle for autho~izationpurposes, and we will hove to le,il with
problems with ou’~ legislative deadlines in a subsequent Docket as they arise.

The i ni t i a] pub] i c coilnents rio in] y, and the post-adoption co~inerts in
cercai n rusoects, raised boad issues whico a~e mddressr I mn en:1c~~ai be] ow.
Comments addressing sped fic Sections are iddnassccl with tiiQ di~cjSsion of th~

sped fic Sect ions.
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EXTENSION OF TIME ORDERS

Section 7.2(b) of the Act requi~es the Board to adopt “identical in
substance” —aleS within one yea— aft-u~ adoption by USEPA. if the 3odd is
unable to complete the “uleniaki ng ii thi ~‘ one year, toe Board is to adopt an
“extension of tine” Onie-, and punl~sh d notice in the illiroit Pe-giste~’. On
August 31, 1989, Board adopted an extension Order, which appeared at 13 Ill.
Reg. 18641. On Janua—y 11, 1990, the Board entered a second extension Ode”,
which appeared at 14 Ill. Reg. 3235.

In the August 31 Orde—, the Board noted that it was inipossi b]e to
literal]y comply with the time limits in Section 7.2(b) of the Act in initial
adoption. of an ongoing federal prog—am. The USEPA rules date back to Decenbe”
24, 1975, long before Section 7.2 or 17.5 of the Act were adopted. However,
the Board noted the major USEPA amendments of June 29, 1939, and stated its
intent to develop a proposal including them.

In the Janua”y 11, 1990, Orde—, the Board noted that the Agency had
requested a 30 day extension of the pub] ic comment period. The Board granted
the extension, and ente-ed another extension of tine Order.

The Agency actually filed PC 5 on February 15, 1990. However, this
counent raised issues concerning possible overlapping junisuiction with the
illinois Department of Public Hea]th (Pub]ic Health). The Board wrote to
Public deal th, requesting comonent. A response (PC 6) was rec-el ved on March
22, 1990. At this point the matter became ready for decision. -however, these
delays had pushed this deci sian forward into tine needed for the RCRA updates,
R89—9 and P90—2, which are subject to the sane schedule undcr Sect ion 7.2(b)
of the Act.

The Board entered a final Opi nion and O-der on Mey 24, 1990, which
allowed the agencies involved in the authorization process to file post-
adoption comments through June 25, 1990. However, on June 6, 1990, the Agency
filed a request to extend the post-adoption counent period to July 25, 1990.
On June 7, 1990, the Board granted an extension, but only through July 17,
1990. On June 21, 1990, toe Board entered another ‘extension of time” Orde,
citing the Agency’s extension as the reason.

As is discussed above, the Agency did not actually file its post—adoption
comments ‘until July 20, 1990. However, these comments were incomplete,
notably lacking copies of out—of—date pub] i cations which the Agency wanted
incorporated by reference, and comment on the revisions to existing Parts 604
through 607. The absence of these documents hampered th~Board in its effort
to revise the Oni ni on and Order. As noted above, the Agency filed a
supplemental connent 1 nd udi r’q these i tens on August 4, 1990, fu’~ too late to
aid in toe preparation of tne Opi nion and Orde” tar August 9, 1u90.

‘,ii ‘~,•‘

V t’~ I ,j~V

Toe JSEPA rules use a large number of ac oryns sporadically. The Boa’a
has moved the definitions of these to too dofini ti or’s, Section 611.141, and
used the acronym wrierever approp—i ate. One of fect of tni s is to ti biten toe
use of defi red temos. For exam:lp]e , the IJELPA ‘u] as define “pub] ic water
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system”, or “PMS”, but then go on to use many synonyms, such as “supply” o
“system”, when “PWS” is obviously intended. Tne Board rules a-c clearer in
that they use the defined acronym, rather than undefined abbreviations. Also,
because the—c are a large number of long ph—ases wol cli a”e f”ecuently
repeated, the acronyms shorten the rules. Houeve”, the number of acronyms ir’

the resulting rules are apt to cause problems until people get used to then.
Since the acronyms are used in the Dpi H on a] so, the Board has included the
following table of acronyms:

Agency Illinois Environmental °rotection Agency

Ai Inactivation Ratio: Ai CTca]c/0T99.9

B The sum ofthe inactivation ratios, or “total
inactivation ratio” is calculated by adding
together the inactivation ratio for each
disinfection sequence: B = SUM(Ai)

“BAT” Best available technology

“Board” i]]inois Pollution Control Board

“CAS No” Chemical Abstracts Services Number

“C” “RDC” when used in formulas (See below)

“CT” or “CTca]c” The product of “residual disinfectant
concentration” (RDC or C) in mg/L determined
before or at the first custome—, and the
corresponding “disinfectant contact time” (T) in
minutes.

“CTY9.9” CT value required for 99.9 percent (3-log)
inactivation of Giardia lanblia cysts. (See
Appendix B)

“CWS” Connunity Water System.

“OC” “gas chromatography” or “gas—liquid phase
chromatography”.

“GC/MS” GC fol 1 owed by mass spectrometry.

“HPC” Heterotrophic plate court, measu~ed as specif~ed
in Section 611.531(c).

“MAE” Maxi nun all owuol e concentration, the cqui val ert
of an “MCL” in the cxi sting State regu]ati or’s.

‘‘MEL’’ Maximum cortami nant I ovel

“~CLG” Mmmxi mum contaminant ] eve] noal

I I -~-- I ~‘ 1
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Maximum Total Trihalomethane Potenti a]

‘NTI4CWS” Non—transient non—comnmuni ty wate system.

National p~imiarydHn~inq water eyJ]ation.

Nephe] onetri c turbidity mn ts

“P—A Coliform Test” Presence-Absence Coliform Test

“pCi” Picocurie

“PWS” Public water system.

“Public Health” Illinois Depatoient of Public Health

‘Rem” The unit of dose equivalent from ionizing
radiation to the total body or any internal organ
or organ system. A “millirem (mnrem)” is 1/1000 of
a -em.

“SDWA” Safe Drinking Water Act, 42 U.S.C. 300f et seq.

“TTHM” Total trihalomethanes.

“THM” Tn no] onethane.

‘lU” Turbidity units

“USEPA” United States Environmental Protection Agency

“VOL’ Volatile o”ganic cheoical

GENERAL APPROACH TO STRINGENCY

Act requires the Bodrd to adopt rules which are
with IJSEPA Safe Drinking Water Act rules. These
40 CFR 141.

largely supersede the existing PWS rules in 35 ill. Adrn. Code
The Board has followed a plan of adopting the larger body of

new Part 611. The no’e stringent and additional, consistent
been moved into the body of the federal text.

In accomplishing the reformatting, the Board has followed a general
approach of following the IJSEPA rules, and appending additional State
requi~emerts to the USEPA structure. It would have been possible to have
retained the existing State structure, appending the additional USEPA
requirements to it. This would have involved initially a much sialler volume
of rulemaking. However, it would have invo] ved a higher deg’moe of “e ~‘iew by
way of line—by—line compani son of the State and USE PA text. Mo’eoven, it
would have produced a set of rules which mould be difficult to nair’tiin.

Section 17.5 of the
“identical in substance”
rules are found mainly a

These rules
604 through 607.
USEPA rules in a
State rules have

I~4-~I S-~



Since it has adopted the USEPA st—uctu—e as the baseline, the Board will he
able to carry out routine updates of the ~‘u]es based on the Federal
Registers. If the State st—uctu—e were retained, it wojid be necessc~’yto
repeat the line-by—] inc comparison of the texts with each ‘update.

Most existing State “egulatlons are less svingent than, virtually the
same as o— inconsi stent with the fede”a] , so that the”e is not a large amount
of text to deal with in accomn’nodating the no—c stringent and addi tiona]
consi stent State requi nenierts.

The existing State regulations regulate more P05 contaminants than do the
federal. Fo— the contuminants regulated in both rule sets, the existing Board
regulations are mostly the sane or more stringent. An exception are the new
federal disinfection requirements and microbial standards. As is discussed
below, it is difficult to make direct comparisons of these provisions for
Stringency.

Most of the MCLs , both federal and State, are associ ated with samp] i ng,
analysis and reporting requirements. The Board has made the stringency, o~’
consistency, determination with respect to the MEL, and then retained toe
associated sampling and analysis requirement. For example, it would not make
sense to adopt the P/A standard, and then go on to req’ui re bacterial counts.

Most of the NCLs also have a reporting and notice provisions. The Board
has kept the provisions associated with the MCL.

It is a little simpler with respect to the additional MCLs in the Board
regulations. The Board has inserted these addi tional MCLs , along with the
associated analyti cal and reno”ti ny requl reuients, into the body of the federal
rules. The Board has used “Board Notes”, or other devices, to mark these as
additional State requi”enments.

AGENCY OR BOARD ACTION?

The rules are based mainly on 40 CFR 141. The USEPA rules include many
decisions which, in a system administered by USEPA, would he made by the
Regional Administrator. In fashioning the State rules from these “pattern
rules”, the Board :ias almost always changed “Regional Administrator” to
“Agency”. Howeve—, in some situations “Regional Administrator” has been
changed to “USEPA” or “Board”. Section 7.2(a)(5) of the Act requires the
Board to specify which decisions USEPA will retain. In addition, the Board is
to specify whi cli State agency is to make decisions, based on the gene—al
division of functions within the Act and other Illinois statutes.

In situations in whi oh USE PA is to retain decision—making authority, the
Board has simply replaced “Regional Admninist”ator” with “USEPA”.

Tne USE PA rules are flexible as to the procellu”al context for most
dcci si or’s. The SOdA does not “equ i ‘c a construction o” operating penni t of
tie type nequi red by 35 ill . ~tdm. Code 602. The states have unen left the
option of “equi ~ir’g a conip”ehensive pe”nit, on af adnministc”ing the nu]mms
through otiie” procedu ~‘a] arrangements. Si nce, as is di scmmss~d be] ow in
connectiorm with the A~ency cm;rent, Illinois has a pru-o\istlng hlr’mlmlt
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requirement, the Board has generally placed the ‘equirements of 40 CFR 141
into the procedural context of Agency action on a special exception permit
application. The Agency has autnonity to administer such a permit systemTm
under Sections 4 and 39 of the Act.

In a few instances in identical in substance “ales, decisions are lot
appropriate for Agency action pursuant to a permit application. Among the
considerations in determining the general division of autho”ity between the
Agency and the Board are the following:

1. Is the person making the decision applying a Board regulation, or
taking action contrary to (“waiving”) a Board regulation? It
generally takes some form of Board action to “wai ye” a Board
regulation. For example, the Agency clearly has authority to apply a
regulation which says “if A, do X; if not A, do Y”. On the other
hand, regulations which say “If not A, the state shall waive X” are
more troubling.

2. Is there a clear standard for action such that the Board can give
meaningful review to an Agency decision?

3. Is there a right to appeal? Agency actions are generally appealable
to the Board.

4. Does this action concern a person who is requi red to have a permit
anyway? if so there is a pre—exi sting permit relationship which can
easily be used as a context for Agency decision. If the action
concerns a person who does not have a permit, it is more difficult to
place the decision into a procedural context which mould be within
the Agency’s initial jurisdiction.

5. Does the action result in exemption f”on the permit requirement
itself? If so, Board action is generally required.

6. Does the decision amount to “determining, defining or implementing
environmental control standards” within the meaning of Section 5(b)
of the Act? If so, it must be made by the Board.

Once it is determined that a decision must be made by the Board, rather
than the Agency, it is necessary to determine what procedural context is best
suited for that decision. There are four common classes of Board decision:
variance, adjusted standard, site specific rulemaking and enforcement. Toe
first three are methods by which a regulation can be temoporani ly postponed
(variance) or adjusted to meet specific situations (adjusted standard o” site
specific rulemaking). Note that there are differences in the nomenc]ature for
these decisions between the USEPA and Board regulations. These differences
have caused past misunderstandings with USEPA.

A van ar~ce is mi ti ated by the operator fill ng a peti ti on pursuant to
Title IX of the Act and 35 1]]. AiIm. Code 104. The Agency files a
reconmendati on as to what action the Board should take. Toe Board may conduct
a public hearing, and must do so if there is an objection to the va”iance.

11/—1 tO
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Board va—lances are: tempona’y; based on arbitrary on unreasonable
hardship; and, “equine a plan for eventual compliance with the genera]
regulation. To the extent a USEPA decision involves these facto”s, ~aBoard
variance is an appnopHate mechanism.

A va—i ance is not an app”op’iate mechanism for a dcci sion mdi co is not
based on arbitrary on unreasonable hardship, on which grants permanent relief
without eventual comnp] lance. To grant permanent relief, the Board needs to
grant a site specific regulation or an adjusted standard pursuant to Sections
27 or 28.1 of the Act, and 35 Ill. Adm. Code 102 or 106.

RESPONSE TO GENERAL COMMENTS

The Agency comment (PC 5) md uded a comprehensive review of the
Proposal. Howeve’-, the Agency raised severa] issues which are of a global
nature, which cannot be easily addressed in the Section-by-Section
discussion. The Public Health comment (PC 6) concerns one of the Agency’s
global issues. The post—adoption comments, including PC 12 and 14, also raise
global issues. This section of the Opinion will address the global issues.
Comments addressing single Sections will be addressed below in the Section-by-
Section discussion.

DEFINITIONS IN ACT

The Agerrcy suggests that the Board change several definitions to conform
with definitions in the Act. This includes the definition of “non—CWS”, which
is discussed below, and which was also the subject of PC 6.

In identical in substance rulemaking there is always an ambiguity when
the statute defines terms, and instructs the Board to adopt regulations which
include the same terms with different defi ni ti ons. The Board has long held
that, in identi cal in substance rulemaki ng, the mandate to adopt identi cal in
substance rules nequi res that th~ Board adopt the defini tions in the federal
rules. To do otherwise would risk adopting a program which would regulate
persons and activities other than. those regulated by the federal program, in
violation of the identical in substance mandate, now defined in Section 7.2(a)
of the Act. Furthermore, using the definitions from the Act could change the
way the program components fit together, leaving loopholes and contradictory
provisions. (R81—22, February 4, 1982, Opinion, p. 17; 45 PCB 317, 333)
Therefore, the Board has used the definitions from the USEPA rules.

NON—COMMUNITY HATER SUPPLIES

The Board proposed rules, based on 40 CFR 141, to regulate POSs, which
i nc] ude both COSs and non—LOSs. As defi ned in both the USE?A rules and Act,
non—CWSs are small PWSs : systems with fewer than 15 connections, and which
regularly se”ve fewer than 25 persons. The Agency and Pub] ic Health poi nted
out that Pool ic Heal U~regal ates non—CWSs . (PC n and 6 . Tney argue tna t the
defi H t ion of “Non~Co;aoo1 ity dater Supply” in Section 3.05 of the Act
prec] udes the Soar-i from regal at i nj non—LOSs. Toe defi el ti on reads as
follows:

“Non-Cowman i tv doter Supp I y” meana a pub] i c mote”

1 I/-~I57
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supply that is not a community water supply. The
requinenents of this Act shall not apply to non-
community water supplies. (Ill. Rev. Stat. 1988, ch.
111 1/2, par. 1003.05) (Emphasis added.)

As noted above, the Board has long held that the identical in substance
mandate, as defined in Section 7.2 of the Act, requires the Board to adopt the
definitions in the USEPA rules, rather than in the Act. However, the
underlined portion of Section 3.05 is a substantive provision, limiting the
scope of the Act, rather than a pant of the definition of “non-CWS’.

The conmenter’s are attempting to change the underlined portion of Section
3.05 to read: “Board regulations shall not apply to non—CWSs”. However, this
is not what Section 3.05 says. Rather, it says: “The requirements of this
Act shall not apply to non-community water supplies.” The “requiements of
this Act” do apply to the Board, and Section 17.5 provides:

In accordance with Section 7.2, the Board shall adopt
regulations which are “identical in substance” to
federal regulations or amendments thereto promulgated
by the Administrator of [USEPA] to implement Sections
1412(b), 1414(c), 1417(a), and 1445(a) of the [SDWA]

(Ill. Rev. Stat. 1988 Supp., ch. 111 1/2, pan.
1017.5)

Section 7.2 provides that:

“identical in substance” means State regulations
which require the same actions with respect to
protection of the environment, by the same group of
affected persons, as would federal regulations if
USEPA administered the subject program in Illinois.

(Ill. Rev. Stat. 1988 Supp., ch. 111 1/2, par.
1007.2)

The Proposal was drawn from 40 CFR 141, which regulates both CWSs and
non—CWSs. As the Board sees it, Section 17.5 of the Act is a mandate to adopt
regulations which are “identical in substance” with 40 CFR 141, which includes
regulations applicable both to CWSs and non-CWSs. Therefore, Section 17.5
requires the Board to adopt regulations governing non-CWSs, regardless of the
provision in Section 3.05 that the Act itself does not apply to them.

Because of the importance of this issue, the Board has gone on to examine
two other possible arguments not specifically raised. The first is the
possibility that the portions of 40 CFR 141 affecting non-LOSs were adopted
under federal authority other than the SOdA Sections listed in Section 17.5 of
the Act. The second is the possibility is that the State statutes involved
ought to be interpreted as superseding or complementing. The Board has
determined that both of these lines of reasoning further support its
interpretation that it is to adopt regulations applicable to both CWSs and
non—CWSs.

The SOdA defines “pub] ic water system”, without drawing a distinction
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between CWSs and nor-CWSs. However, 40 CFR 141.2 defines “PdS”, and draws the
distinction between a “COB” and a “non-OWS”. 40 CFR 141 then goes on to
speci fically regal ate both “COBs” and “non—CWSs”.

USEPA cites its authority for 40 OCR 141 in the main autho—i ty note at
the beginning of the Part. This includes the Sections of the SOdA cited in
Section 17.5 of the Act, and some othe”s. Unfortunately, USEPA does not
specify which Sections of the rules are authorized by which Sections of the
SDWA. However, none of the cited Se’ctions include any reference whatsoever to
regulation of non-LOSs. Indeed, the Board has been unable to find any
references to non—LOSs anywhere in the SDWA. The Board is therefore unable to
find any basis in the citation to specific SDWA Sections for the proposition
that it should not regulate non—CWSs.

As the Board sees it, the statutory language is clear on its face. There
is, therefore, no need to address statutory intent. However, the Board will
go on with the second possible argument, which delves into intent.

The second possible argument is that the Illinois statutory provisions
should be read as either superseding or complementing each other. in the
first situation, suppose P.A. ~1 says “do A and B”. P.A. ~2 says “don’t do
B”. One could read these together’ and decide that the intent was to “do A”.
On the other hand, one would reach the opposite concl usion if the order of
adoption were reversed: the directive to “do A and B” would have superseded
“don’t do B”.

In the second situation, suppose P.A. fl tell s an agency X to “do A and
B”, and agency Y to “do B”. One might read the statutes as complementing one
another so that agency X is to “do A” and Y is to “do B”.

These arguments depend on the order in which the various statutes were
adopted or amended. Time fol lowing table sunaliani zes the order of adoption.

ch. 1111/2 P.A. Effective Summary
par. _______________________—_______________

1003.5 84-1308 8/25/86 Definition of “non-CWS”; limitation on
applicability of Act

7459 85—863 9/24/37 Public Health rulemaking authority over
~ n — COBs

1017.5 85—1048 1/1/89 Board to adopt “identical in substance”
rules.

The “identical in substance” mandate of Section 17.5 was adopted last.
To the extent pans. 1003.5 and 7459 may be inconsistent, they were superseded.

In the second Si tuati on, these p”ovi sions wo ald be read togethe”, as
coniplemiientirig one another. macyen, they were added in three scip~’m”ate Acts
over a span of tml”ce years. Tnc Boa”d does not see any indic mtioml that these
snpa’-atn Acts we’e a pant of a conineliensi ~‘e p1 an to di ‘iido a ithoni ty over
pub] ic water smmppl ies between tee Board and Pun’] Ic Heal th. On Lie contrany,
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it is more likely that Section 17.5 of the Act was added to remedy
deficiencies in the prior Acts.

The Agency and Public Health have cited the UIC identical in substance
mandate, in Section 13(d) of the Act, as an example of a split of authority to
adopt portions of a federal program. Pursuant to Section 13(d) of the Act,
the Board adopted U1C regulations applicable only to Class I, III, IV and V
wells, leaving the regulation of Class II wells to the Department of Mines and
Minerals. (R81—32, Opinion of May 13, 1982, p.9; 47 PCB 95, 103) However,
Section 13(c) directs the Board to adopt the entire text of the USEPA UIC
rules, without reference to the omission of Class II wells. The reasoning
behind the omission of Class Ii wells is not contained in the R81—32
Opinion. At th~ same time as R81-32 was pending, Mines and Minerals was in
the process of adopting regulations which closely tracked the USEPA rules
governin~ Class II wells, which inject fluids for recovery of petroleum.

In R81-32, the Agency proposed regulations to the Board. The omission of
Class II wells was a major component of the Agency’s proposal. The Board put
the Agency’s proposal out for public comment, and no one raised the issue of
the statutory basis for excluding Class II wells. R81—32 predated the
specific definition of “identical in substance” in Section 7.2 of the Act, and
also predated the UST authority, which spetifically directed the Board to
adopt identical in substance rules to be implemented by an agency other than
the Agency. (R88-27, Opinion of April 27, 1989; R89-19, April 26, 1990)

It would be easier to read these statutes as coriplementing each other if
Pan. 7459 contained a directive to adopt “identical in substance” rules, on if
Public Health in fact had done so. However, Par. 7459 is very different from
an identical in substance mandate, and Public Health has not so construed it.

Par. 7459 reads as follows:

The Department shall promulgate rules for the
construction and operation of all non-community and
semi—private water supplies. Such rules shall include
but need not be limited to: the establishment of
maximum contaminant levels no more stringent than
federally established standards where such standards
exist the maintenance of records; requirements for
the submission and frequency of submission of water
samples by suppl icr’s of water’ to determine the water
quality. (Ill. Rev. Stat. 1988 Supp., ch. 111 1/2,
par. 7459) (Emphasis added)

The directive to Public Health is to adopt MCLs “no more stringent than
federally established standards”. T:ois is vastly different than the identical
in substance directive of Section 7.2 and 17.5 of the Act to adopt regulations
“which require the sdne actions, by the same persons”. Pa”. 7459 places a cap
on MCL5: it requires that they be “no more stringent”. It is silent as to
the floor. On the other hand, Sections 7.2 and 17.5 establish a floor, by
requi ring the same MCLs as the federal rule, unless the Board adopts ‘none
stringent State requirements.
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Section 7.2 also generally requires the Board to adopt the verbatim text
of the USEPA rule. Public Health has recently implemented pan. 7459 by
amending 77 Ill. Adni. Code 900, at 13 Ill. Reg. 12578, effective August 1,
1989. The adoption ‘of federal rules consists mainly of inconponations by
reference of 40 CFR 141; for example, see 77 111 . Adw. Code 900. 30. There
has been little effort to set out the verbatim text of ‘JSE?A rules as
applicable to non—LOSs.

The Board interprets Section 17.5 as requiring it to adopt the entire
text of 40 CFR 141, as app] icable to both LOSs and non-CUSs. The Agency is to
imp] ement the ponti on of the roles appl icab] e to LOSs, Puo] ic Health the
portion applicable to non-CUSs. The Act clearly contemplates that the Board
has authority to adopt regulations with which other agencies must comply.
Section 47 provides:

The State of Illinois, and a]] its agencies,
institutions, officers and subdivisions shall comply
with all requirements, prohibitions, and other
provisions of the the Act and of regulations adopted
thereunder. (Ill. Rev. Stat. 1987, ch. 111 1/2, pan
1047(a)).

Furthermore, Section 7.2(a)(5) of the Act, which governs identical in
substance rulemaking, provides that, in adopting an identical in substance
regulation:

...[T]mie Board regulation shall specify whether a
decision is to he made by the Board, the Agency on
some other State agency, based upon the general
division of functions within this Act and other
Illinois statutes. (II]. Rev. Stat. 1983 Supp., ch.
111 1/2, par. 1007.2(a)(5)).

As the Board sees it, the General Assembly intended the Board to adopt
the verbatim text of 40 CFR 141, as applicable to non-CUSs, to establish the
minimum requirements applicable to non—COSs. The rules are to be implemented
by Public Health, which also has the authority to adopt additional, no more
stringent requirements. Once the Board rules are adopted, Public Health may
elect to replace the general references to federal law in its rules with cross
references to the Board’s identical in substance rules.

As is discussed above, the Board is moving its “additional requirements”
into tois Part, so as to afford a complete statement of requirements.
However, the addi tional requirements are clearly applicable only to CUSs. The
Board has reviewed the ‘ules to make certain that this is correctly stated
with respect to each additional State requirement. The Boa”d has also added
to Section 611.100 an introductory provision so stating, so as to provide a
genera] rule to cover army omissions.

Another aspect of Pub] ic Health’s jurisdicti on over nun—LOSs conce”ns
perami ts and other approvals, and ncpo—ts. it is clear that the statute did
not i ntenj to dud] ic~te these nequi remnants for non—CUSs. Tue Board Has
re’~’ie~~edthe rj]es , an~I inserted “or, for non—CUSs, Pub] ic Heal tb’ at points
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where confusion is likely. Howeve’-, there a-c too macny of these to change all
of them witnout introducing more confusion into the rules. The Board has also
added an int’-oductony provision in Section 611.100 to coven the general
situation.

MASTER PERMIT

40 CFR 141 includes in excess of 55 “unless otherwise specified by the
State” provisions. In the pnoposa] the Board provided that the Agency was to
specify most of these “by permit condition”. The Agency objected that, iii

PUSs, it does not issue a “master permit”, but rather issues construction
permits for each project. The “operating permit” in 35 I]]. Adm. Code 602.102
is used only to assure that a project has been completed in accordance with
the construction permit. (PC 5 and 14) Because there is no “master permit”,
there would not generally be an outstanding permit on application to form a
procedural context for these decisions. Pursuant to the suggestion in the
Agency’s post—adoption comment, the Board has added Section 611.110, which, as
is discussed below, provides for a “special exception permit” as a vehicle by
which the Agency makes these decisions.

RETAINING PARTS 604 - 607

The June 29, 1989 disinfection and filtration rules have a number of
delayed effective dates. The Agency pointed out that immediately repealing
the existing Parts, while adopting the new Parts with delayed effective dates,
would deregulate many PUSs during the phase-in of the new rules.

The Agency’s suggestion is to drop many aspects of the disinfection rules
from this Docket, and to address them in a series of rulemakings as the
delayed effective dates approach. However, Sections 7.2 and 17.5 of the Act
are keyed to “adoption” on “promulgation” of rules by USEPA, not to the
effective dates of the rules. Fo] lowing this course would run counte’ to the
time requirements of Section 7.2(b) of the Act.

It is arguable that the USEPA rules are presently less stringent, and
hence need not be adopted under Section 7.2 of the Act. However, what would
then be the trigger for the one year deadline? One could go on to argue that
Section 7.2 of the Act requires the Board to initiate identical in substance
rulemaking one year prior to, and complete rulemaking just prior to, the
effective date of any USEPA rule which would he more stringent than the
pnesently more stringent State rule. However, this is remote from the actual
language of Section 7.2.

The Agency’s suggested course would involve a series of actions and
filings over several years. in the event of an appeal, it would be uncertain
whether the Board would be able to carry out the required future filings while
jurisdiction was with the Appellate Court.

The Board has construed Section 7.2 of the Act as requiring the Board to
adopt the needed rules within one year of USEPA adoption, providing any needed
transitional rules at that time. Where the USEPA rule is presently less
stringent, the Board will provide that the State rule continues up to the
effective date of the more stringent USEPA requi”enient.
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The Board had proposed to repeal all of Parts 604 though 607. tde have
identified the “presently more stringent” equi rements , based on the Agency’s
comment, and retained them, in their p’’esent locations. (PC 5) The Board has
added “until the effective date” of the new rule clauses to them. These
actions are summarized in a Table at tile end of tois Opinion.

IEPA TREATMENTREQUIREMENTS

The June 29 USEPA disinfection rules include “treatment requirements”.
The Agency has “criteria” which specify treatment technique nequiements,
which the Agency claims are none stringent than the USE PA treatment technique
requirements. The criteria include 35 I]]. Adm. Code 652, 653 and 654.
Specifically, the new USEPA rules require PWSs using surface water to filter,
with some exceptions. The Agency claims that 35 111. Adm. Code 654.101(d)
requires a]] surface supplies to filter.

Tne Agency wants tile Board to omit the treatment technique requirements
from this rulemaking, and defer to the Agency’s criteria. (PC 5) There are
several problems with this.

USEPA has adopted these treatment technique requirements. Sections 7.2
and 17.5 of the Act require the Board to adopt “identical in substance”
rules. Section 7.2 of the Act provides that the regulations should reflect.
any “consistent, iore stringent regulations adopted pursuant to the ru]~making
requi rements of Title VII of this Act”. This does not authorize retention of
more stringent Agency criteria, which have not gone thnough full Title VII
rulemaking.

As is discussed above, Section 5(b) requires the Board to “determine,
define and implement the environmental control standards applicable in ~the
State of Illinois”. Sections 4(g) and 39 of the Act authorize the Agency to
adni ci ster permit systems establ i shed under the Act on Board rules. Ohether
the Agency’s criteria are valid depends on whether they are ancillary to the
Agency’s authority to administer the permit system, or are “environmental
control standards”. The Act does not authorize the Board to subdelegate its
rulemaking authority to the Agency. Nor is 35 Ii]. Adm. Code 602.115 such a
subdel egati on.

Under the existing PUS rules, Board regulations set performance
standards, including numerical standards for turbidity, chlorine residual and
bacteria. The Agency is obligated to issue permits for treatment works
designed to meet these perfomnance standards. if the Agency makes a pa1 icy
dcci sion, as opposed to a dcci sian on an individual permit, that certain
treatment methods meet Board standards, Section 3.09 of the APA “equines that
it promulgate a rule stating the pol icy. For example, if a Board rule
requires th~Agency to issue permits requi—ing PUSs to meet standard X, the
Agency might make a pol icy decision that treatment techni ~ues A, B and C meet
standard K. if the Agency makes such a dcci sion as a pol icy, it should
promulgate a rule speci fyi ng that the techniques meet the Board standard.
Many of the Agency cni term a”e valid APA rules interpreting Board
regulations.

The Agency’s cni tenon requi ring fi 1 trati on, 35 Ill . Adm. Code
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654.101(d), is invalid, because it is setting an additional environmental
control standard, rather than interpreting Board regulations. For example,
consider an applicant who demonstrated that an alternative to “coagulation,
clarification, rapid sand filtration or its equivalent” met the nequiements
of Board regulations. Section 654.101(d) is purporting to give a basis for
permit denial for something which meets Board regulations. As such, it is
invalid.

In the alternative, it is arguable that the “on its equivalent” provision
in the criterion authorizes other methods which meet the Board performance
standards, thereby making the criterion valid. (Note, however, that this
interpretation is inconsistent with the Agency’s basic argument that it
already requires “complete treatment”.) Under this alternative interpretation
of the criterion, the Board must still adopt the USEPA treatment technique
requirements. Once the new rules are adopted, the existing Board performance
standards would be gone, so that there would be no way to judge whether the
alternative was “equivalent”. indeed, alternative treatment techniques must
be considered by way of an adjusted standard (a “variance” under Section
1415(a)(3) of the SDWA). (See Section 611.113). Under the alternative
interpretation, the Agency criterion is inconsistent with the SDUA.

The USEPA treatment requirements involved in this rulemaking are
fundamentally different from the existing Board regulations in that they
operate in lieu of performance standards. For example, USEPA requires
filtration and disinfection in certain situations regardless of whether the
PUS could meet finished water standards without such. (However, thene are
exceptions.) These treatment requirements are “environmental control
standards” which the Board must adopt under Section 5 of the Act.

The result of this is that some surface water supplies in Illinois which
presently filter may wind up not having to filter under the SOWArules, if
they qualify for one of the exceptions in the USEPA rule. Howeve-, this
result appears to be mandated by the Act’s requirement of an identical in
substance program, and USEPA’s adoption of treatment requirements. The
problem can be cured if the Agency proposes a more stringent rule to the Board
unaer normal rulemaking procedures.

LAB CERTIFICATION AND ANALYTICAL METHODS

The Agency has authority to certify labs under Section 4(o) of the Act.
The proposal deferred to this, and to the Agency’s rules on certification.
However, this does not mean that the Board should drop the specification of
analytical methods from the proposal

The Agency cited to its lab certification authority in Sections 4(o) and
(p) of the Act. Section 4(n) of the Act autho’izes the Agency to adopt
laboratory standards. Section 4(o) authorizes certificates of competency to
labs. Section 4(p) requires the Agency to analyse samples for PUSs. As such,
Section 4(p) is not diect]y related to lab ce’’tification. The Board believes
that the Agency intended to cite to Sections 4(n) and (a). Of these, Section
4(o) is the one which actually authorizes lab certification.

40 OCR 141 specifies many analytical methods. Section 17.5 of the Act
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requires the Board to adopt rules specifying these methods.

More generally, one needs to differentiate laboratory certification f”omi
the specification of analytical methods. When the Board, or USEPA, acopts a
concentration—based standard, it usually specifies an analytical method for
determining compliance. This is pant of the definition of the parameter to be
regulated. The Agency’s role in lab certification is to assure that the
laboratory is following the specifie’J method. There is nothing in Section
4(n) of the Act which authorizes the Agency to adopt environmental control
standards.

Many standard methods have assumptions and biases built into then. (This
is discussed in Standard Methods, 17th Edition, Method 10303) However, these
were accommodated when the standard was adopted, since the data on which the
standard was based was measured by the same methods. For example, there may
be a systematic error such that 1.0 mg/L X is really 1.2 mg/L X. However,
this also means that, after the bias is discovered, tile health effects on
which standard was based really were occurring at 1.2 mg/L, rather than 1.0,
so that the standard continues to protect. If the Agency were to change the
measurement method after d standard was adopted, it would effecti vely be
changing the standard. In the example, suppose the Agency substituted a
measurement method which eliminated the error. The effect would be to tighten
the standard, without any evidence that a tighter standard is needed to
protect the public health, or following the procedures to modify the
standard. This is why the agency with standard setting authority must specify
the measurement methods.

REORGANIZATION

In its post-adoption comments, the Agency is continuing to object to the
general organization of the proposal. (post-adoption PC 14, p. 9). The
Agency recommends that tile organi zation “follow the OCR format as much us
possible”. (PC 14, p. 12) However’, the Agency goes on to recommend a number
specific changes which would destroy the close correspondence between Part 611
and 40 OCR 141. This indicates that the Agency may misperceive the structure
of Part 611, and its relation to Part 141. The Board will therefore digress.

40 OCR 141 has the following outline:

General Provisions

MC L s
Inorganic s
Organics
Turbidity
Microbiological s
Rod i oacti yes

Monitoring and Analytical Requirements
Microbiological s
Turbidity
Inoryanics
Onganics
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Radioacti yes
Miscellaneous Provisions
TNMS

Misplaced Appendices

Reporting, Pub] ic Noti fication and Recondkeeping

Special Regulations
Special Monitoring for Organics
Special Monitoring for Sodium and Corrosivity
Special Monitoring for Lead

MCL G s

Revised MCLs
Organics
Inorganics
Microbiological s

Filtration and Disinfection
General Requirements
Analytical and Monitoring
Reporting and Recondkeeping

Non-Centralized Treatment Devices

USEPA starts out with a simple structure, but then departs from that
structure. This appears to have resulted because USEPA has run out of room to
insert new provisions. The special monitoring requirements, revised MCLs and
treatment requi nements have been appended to the end of the outi inc in an
arbitrary order. The Board has simply moved large blocks of JSEPA rules into
their proper place in the original USEPA outline. The resulting outline is as
fol 1 ows:

General Provisions

Treatment Requirements
Filtration and Disinfection
Point of Use Devices

MCLs and Revised MCLs
I norganics
Organ i cs
Turbidity
Microbiological s
Rod i oacti yes

Monitoring and Analytical Requiements
Miscellaneous Provisions
Microbiological s
Turbidity
Inorganics
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Organ ics
THMS
Red ioacti yes

Reporting, Public Noti fication and Recor’ikeeping

The structure which the Agency requested represents a drastic departure
from the USEPA rules. The Agency has asked the Board to group the MCLs, and
monitoring, analytical and reporting requirements for each parameter, as
follows: (PC 5, item 59; Post—adoption PC 14, p. 11, 59)

Organ ics
MCLs and Revised MCLS
Monitoring and Analytical Requirements
Reporting, Public Notification and Recordkeeping

I no rg an i Cs
MCL5 and Revised MCLS
Monitoring and Analytical Requirements
Reporting, Public Notification and Recordkeeping

Microbiological s
MCLs and Revised MCLS
Monitoring and Analytical Requirements
Reporting, Public Notification and Recordkeeping

Rad i oacti yes
MCLs and Revised MCLS
Monitoring and Analytical Requirements
Reporting, Public Notification and Recordkeeping

T HM s
MCLs and Revised MCLS
Monitoring and Analytical Requirements
Reporting, Public Notification and Recordkeeping

There one a number of problems with this structure. The first is that it
does not follow the USEPA structure at all. It would be necessary to
duplicate and/on rewrite many USEPA rules to accomplish this. Furthermore, it
does not track the logical division of functions within a PWS. For example,
under the Agency’s recommended structure laboratory provisions are scattered
throughout the rules. On the other hand, in the Board and USEPA structures,
laboratory provisions are in large blocks. Moreover, the Agency structure
fundamentally assumes that each analytical and reporting requi nement is
associated with an HILL, which is not always the case.

Another factor which apparently disturbs the Agency is the Board’s
Subpart headings. The Subpart headings are intended as broad headings into
which related provisions are grouped. The Board believes that its headings
closely track the functional groupings of the USEPA rules, and that they
represent a complete categori cation of drinking water pararnete’s such that any
future USEPA rule could be placed into the st”uctu”e without di fficu]ty. The
Board does not see any necessi ty in creati eq indefi mmi te Subparts for each
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further subdivision of these categories.

Subpart 0 is entitled “Organics”. Since the next Subpart is “THMs”, it
is not necessary to say “Onganics othe~ than THMs”. For monitoring, the Board
has tracked the basic split in the USEPA rules between TUMs and other organics
(40 CFR 141.24 and 141.30). As to the other onganics, the USEPA rules include
many subclassifications: pesticides and three lists of specific onganics.
(See 40 CFR 141.12, 141.24, 141.40, 141.61). The scatte~’ing of these
provisions appears to result from USEPA having run out of space, rather than
any fundamental regulatory policy.

The Board has also rearranged the USEPA rules at lower levels. First,
USEPA tends to append general provisions to the end of a Subpart. The Board
has moved the general provisions to the beginning of the Subpart.

Second, the Board has factored large blocks of repeated language of the
USEPA rules, and made them genera] provisions. For example, Section 611.213
isdrawnfrom400FRl4l.72(a)(4)(ii), 141.72(b)(3)(ii), 141.74(b)(6)(ii),
141.74(c)(3)(ii), 141.75(a)(2)(vii ) and 141.75(b)(2)(iii ).

At the subsection level there is also a close correspondence between the
Board and USEPA labels. Although the labels correspond, they are not
identical. This is for two reasons. First, the long USEPA Sections have
generally been broken into Board Sections at the first level of subdivision.
Second, the subsection labels required by the Code Division are not the same
as in the OFR. For this reason it is necessary to translate subsection
labels. The following example illustrates this process:

Section 611.232 40 OCR 141.71(b)

(a)(1) (1)(i)

(a)(2) (1)(ii)

This simple translation breaks down at a few points, such as in Section
611.232(b), which corresponds with 40 OCR 14i.71(b)l~2). The USEPA Section
contains a “hanging paragraph”, which cannot be simply codified under Code
Division regulations.

In some situations a USEPA subsection has no Board counterpart. For
example, as is discussed above, some USEPA provisions govern the authorization
process. In these cases, the Board left a “hole” in the numbering, in order
to preserve the correspondence with USEPA subsection labels, which is
necessary to allow cross-reading of the texts. The Agency has persisted in
characteni zing these as ‘mi snumbenings”, even though the Board has taken care
to note all of them specifically in the Opinion. The Code Division does not
allow the Board to insert the word “Reserved” to mark these holes. However,
the Board has attempted to respond to the dilemma by inserting an explanation
in Section 611.100(e). The Board will cross reference the explanation at the
holes. However, this may cause the rules package to be rejected.

The Board has also followed a rule for assigning Section numbers. As
noted, the USE PA Sections have been broken at the first level of
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subdivision. The Board has “reserved” 10 to 20 numbers for each USEPA
Section. The final digits of the. Section number indicate the USEPA subsection
f’om which the Section was drawn. For example:

35 II]. Adm. Code 40 2CR

611.230 141.71, introduction
611.231 141.71(a)
611.232 141.71(b)
611.233 141.71(c)
611.234 — .239 “Reserved”

In some Sections the USEPA subsections are not all long enough to be
complete Board Sections. in these situations the Board has lumped USEPA
Sections, following the above rule with respect to the first USEPA Section in
the lump. For example:

35 Ill. Adm. Code 40 OCR

611.650 141.40(a) - (f)
611.651 — .656 “Reserved”
611.657 141.40(g) — (m)
611.657 — .679 “Reserved”

COMBINING MOLs

40 OCR 141 includes three types of numerical finished water standards:
“HILLs”, “national revi sod MCLs” and “MCL goals”. In the proposed Opinion the
Board asked what the difference was:

What is the difference between an MOL and a “national
revised I-ICE”? The preamble discusses MOLG’s, NPDWR’s,
MCL’s, treatment techniques and BAT’s, hut never
mentions “national revised MOL’s”. (52 Fed. Reg.
25691, July 8, 1987). The Board assumes that a
“national revised HILL” is the same as an “MOL”; but,
USEPA is placing into a separate Section MOL’s adopted
after the 1986 SDWA amendments. This may be in part
because of the different “variance” requirements under
Sections 1415 and 1416 of the SDWA, and the
requirement to specify an MOLG.

Assuming a “national revised HILL” is the same thing as
an HILL, is there any need to keep these standards
separate in the. State regulations? Would it simplify
the regulations to consolidate these lists? The Board
solicits coment on this. (Proposed Opinion, p. 35)

The Board received no direct response to this question. (PC 5, item GO,
61) in the May 24, 1q90, Opinion, the Board decided to keep the HICLs separate
from the revised HILLs, because of possible differences in the applicability of
SDWA van ances * (p. 18). how the Agency has c] eanhy commented to time effect
that it wants the MEL and nevi sed MCL tables combined. (post-adoption PC 14,
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p. 36) USEPA appears to agree that the Board is to choose the currently
enforceable MCL, and adopt only that. (PC 12)

As was discussed in the earlier Opinions, there are other possible ways
to read these USEPA rules. The first is that the 1986 amendments to the SDWA
were a legislative repeal of the old HILLs, such that the revised MCL5 are the
only enforceable standards. The Agency and USEPA have still not directly
addressed this possibility, but it is fairly clean that they do not agree that
this is this case. The second has to do with whether USEPA will repeal the
old MCL at the time it adopts a revised MOL for a parameter. Apparently, both
the Agency and USEPA believe that USEPA will leave the old HiLL in place. (PC
12; post—adoption PC 14, p. 36) If this is to be the case, it is important
that the Board combine the MOL tables to avoid possible confusion.

In connection with the MCL/revised MCL question, the Agency has node a
comment which appears to reflect a questionable interpretation of the SDWA.
The Agency has stated that the “VOCs” in 40 OCR 141.61 and 35 Ill. Adm. Code
611.311 are “new standards, not nevised standards”. (post—adoption PC 14, p.
38) These are clearly labled “revised tIOLs” in 40 OCR 141.61. USEPA appears
to use the term “revised MOL” for any MCLs adopted pursuant to the 1986 SDWA,
whether they replace an earlier standard on not. These are “revised MOLs”
adopted with a specification of BAT and an MCLG.

For its discussion on the difference between HiLLs and revised HiLLs, the
Board researched the following items: The SDWA; USEPA proposed MOL5 at 54
Fed. Reg. 22062, May 22, 1989; “The Safe Drinking Water Act Amendments of
1986: Now a Tougher Act to Follow”, by K. F. Gray, 16 ERL 10338.

The SDWAwas enacted in 1974. Pursuant to this law, USEPA promulgated
“MOLs” and “Recommended HiLLs”.

The SDWAwas amended in 1986. USEPA is now required to promulgate
“National Revised Primary Dninking Water Regulations”. The “revised MCLs” in
40 OCR 141.60 represent MOL’s which have been adopted pursuant to the 1986
amendments. At the time it adopts a National Revised Primary Drinking Water
Regulation, USEPA also specifies BAT, and adopts an MCLG. The MCLG replaces
the Recommended MOL under the 1974 law. In addition to MCLs, USEPA is to
adopt treatment technique requirements, such as the filtration and
disinfection requirements discussed above.

In the proposed Opinion, the Board suggested that MOLGs were policy goals
only, which did not need to be in the State program, and solicited comment.
No response was received. (PC 5, item 61) The Board determined that USEPA
does not require states to adopt MOLG5. (54 Fed. Req. 22062, May 22, 1989).
In the May 24, 1990, Order, the Board dropped the MCLGs, and specifically
requested post-adoption comnnent. The Agency has stated its support for
dropping the MOLGs. (post-adoption PC 14, p. 13)

“HiLL” is defined in 40 OCR 141.2. This is the closest USEPA comes to
saying that “no PUS shall exceed the HiLL”. As is discussed below, the Bound
has moved this prohibition out of the defini tions Section and into the body of
the rules. (Section 611.121).
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RDC, HPC AND ‘CONFINED FORMATIONS

The post—adoption comments raised several global issues which involve
none than one Section. The Board be] ieves tOut the coninents on these issues
arise from what appears to be a misreading of the “no method of measuring HPL”
determination of Section 611.213. We construe the applicability of this
provision as narrow, as an “exception to an exception” drawn directly from
federal rules, and thus not a majo- issue. As is discussed below, the Board
has added introductory language to avoid any future misinterpretation.
Although these comments have resulted in only a minor change to the rules, the
Board will respond to these comments in detail, so as to clarify the issues.
Accordingly these and related issues involving RDC and HPC have been added to
this introductory discussion.

IS THE STATE’S EXISTING REQUIREMENT TO MAINTAIN AN ADEQUATE CHLORINE RESIDUAL
A CONSISTENT, MORE STRINGENT REQUIREMENT WHICH THE BOARD OUGHT TO RETAIN IN
LIEU OF ADOPTING THE NEW USEPA REQUIREMENTS?

As is discussed in general above, Section 7.2(a)(6) requires the Board
regulations to reflect consistent, more st-ingent State regulations. Are the
Board’s existing requirements more stringent and consistent with the new USEPA
disinfection requirements?

USEPA Requirements

The USEPA rules include three disinfection rules. The rules are slightly
different depending on whether the supply must filter, but the differences are
not genmaine to this discussion. The rules are contained in 40 CFR 141.72(a)
and (b), which are reflected in 35 Ill. Adm. Code 611.241 and 611.242. The
Board will focus on 40 OCR 141.72(a), since this was the focus of the post-
adoption coniiient. The three rules are as follows:

40 OCR 35 IAC Summary
141.72 611.241

(a)(i) (a) 99.9% inactivation of G. Lamblia cysts, and
99.99% inactivation of viruses

(a)(3) (c) RDC entering the distribution system must not be
less than 0.2 mg/L for more than 4 hours.

(a)(4)(i) (d)(1) RDC in the distribution system cannot be
u~ndetectable in more than 5% of the sanlp~eseach
month, for any two consecutive months. An HPC
count less than 500/mnl implies that RDC is
“detectable”.

40 CFR 141.72 requires disinfection of PUSs which use a su’face wate’ or

*The Agency appears to asset that this provi si on is not

present in tile USEPA rules. As is discussed below, we bel~evn
that the USEPA rules include this presumotion.
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“groundwater under the influence of surface water”. In other words, it
exempts groundwater not “under the influence of surface water” from the
disinfection requirement, including chlorination.

In addition, 40 OCR 141.63 (reflected in Section 611.325) sets MCLs for
microbiological contaminants. No moore than 5% of of samples in any month may
be total coliform positive (“P/A Standard”).

Existing Board Requirements

In the existing Board rules, Section 604.102 sets total coliform limits,
which depend on the method of analysis employed. With the membrane filter
technique, the arithmetic mean coliform density cannot exceed 1 count/100
ml. Nor can co]iform colonies exceed 4/lOOm] in any sample. With the
fermentati on tube method, no more than 10% of samples in any month can show
the presence of coliform bacteria.

When bacterial plate counts (“HPC” in the USEPA rules) are taken, Section
604. 105 sets a standard of 500 counts/ml, based on the an thmnetic average of
a]] samples taken in a mnonth.

Section 604.401 requires that a]] supplies chlorinate water before it
enters the distribution system. Section 604.401(a) requires that all supplies
which are required to chlorinate maintain residuals of free or combined
chlorine at levels “sufficient to proiide adequate protection”.

Section 17(b) of the Act requires the Agency to exempt from “any
mandatory chlorination requirement of the Board” any CWS which meets certain
criteria. A key criterion is that the OWSdraw water from “confined geologic
fomations”.

Comparison of Sub-requirements

The USEPA and existing Board requirements constitute “clusters” of
related requirements. It is very difficult to make a true comparison of these
clusters by comparing related sub—requi rements. One reason is that some
comparable sub—requirements serve a different function in the two clusters.
For example, the “HPC” or “standard plate count” is used in the USEPA cluster
in association with the requirement to maintain an adequate RDC. 500/mi
implies an adequate RDC. On the other hand, in the existing State cluster,
there is a numerical MCL associated with the standard plate count. These
happen to be the sane number (500/rn] ), but what does this mean for stringency
when the requirements occur in rules which bear a logically different
relationship to the overall regulatory schemes?

Another problem with comparison arises from the relationship between a
P/A standard and a bacterial count standard. For example, 40 OCR 141.63
requires that no none than 5% of samples be total co] i form posi tive. This is
based on Standard Methods, 16th Edition, Method 908E, which uses a 100 ml
sample. How does this relate to the coliforn count standards of old Section
604.102? While it is possible to compare these standards using statistical
methods and a thorough knowledge of the test methods, this would require time
for securing documents and doing a thorough analysis, time which is
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unavailable in “identical in substance” rulemaking.

An alternative would be to examine the impact of the USEPA rules on a
representative sample of Ill i nois supplies, to determine if tne USEPA rules
would be “mo—c stni ngent” as app] ied. Howeier , thi s would a] so take time.
Because of these difficulties, it is not possible to conduct a detailed
comparison of these sub—requirements in an identical in substance
rulemaking. Mci then approach would be consi stent with the legislative
directive of Sections 7.2 and 17.5 of the Act, which contemplate prompt
adoption of USEPA requirements. When the rules themselves on subsequent
comments do not give a clean answer, the Board will adopt the USEPA
requiremnent and methodology.

Mix and Match Standards

As the Board sees it, the stringency or consistency requirement usually
applies to a cluster of interrelated requirements as a unit. An alternative
approach, which the Agency appears to favor, involves comparison of sub-
requirements within a cluster. (post—adoption PC 14, p. 25) The Board is to
comnpare each sub—requi nement, and create a hybrid cluster consisting of the
more stringent sub-requirements. There are several problems with this
approach.

First, as discussed above, there are probl ems with maki ng a compari son of
the sub—requirements.

Second, as a general rule, a hybrid ci uster is going to be, a~a who] e,
more stringent than either the USEPA cluster on the Board cluster. For
example, consider a grocery list with the prices at two different stores.
Create a “hybrid list” consisting of the higher price for each item. The sum
of the higher prices is going to be greater than the sum of the prices in
either store (unless the higher prices are all at the same store, in which
case there really is no “hybrid” list.) At the ‘c] uster” level , this would
violate the directive of Section 7.2(a) of the Act to adopt a regulations
“which require the same actions ... as would federal regulations if USEPA
administered the subject program in Illinois.”

Third, in terms of protecting public health, if the sub-requirements were
combined into a hybrid cluster, there would be no guarantee that they would
sti]l work together to accomplish any certain level of protection, and indeed
they could conflict.

For these reasons, the Board be] ieves that it is generally more
appropriate to make the stringency conpai son with respect to the entire
cluster of disihfection—related requi nements, ather than with respect to each
sub—requi rement. Howeve, the~enay be good reasons to make exceptions.

Comparison of Specific Subrequiements

*For a related discussion in the context of a pa”mit appeal,

see IEPA v. Peabody Coal, P28 73-295, 38 PCB 131, 137, May 1,
1 980.
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In its post-adoption comments, the Agency appears to accept the USEPA
disinfection rules as the baseline. However, it is continuing to argue in
favor of a small number of assentedly “none stringent” sub—requirements.
These requirements are summarized as follows:

1. While Section 604.401(a) requires a “residual of free o~’
combined chlorine”, 40 OCR 141.72(a)(4)(i) requires an “RDC”,
which is defined more broadly.

2. While Section 604.401(a) requires a residual of free on combined
chlorine at levels sufficient to provide “adequate protection”,
40 OCR 141.72(a)(4)(i) provides that RUC “cannot be undetectable
in more than 5% of. the samples each month, fan any two
consecutive mnonths.”

3. While Section 604.401(a) requires “adequate protection”, 40 CFR
141.72(a)(4)(i) provides that HPC less than 500/rn] imp] ies a
“detectable RDC”.

4. While Section 17(b) of the Act allows exemption “from any
mandatory chlorination requirement of the Board”’ for CWSs, among
other criteria, drawing from “confined geological formations,
the 40 CFR 141.72 requires disinfection excepting groundwater
not “under the influence of surface water”.

Chlorine Residual versus RDO

Section 604.401(a) requires a “residual of free on combined chlorine”.
On the other hand, 40 CFR 141.72(a)(4)(i) requires an ‘RDO”. As defined in 40
OCR 141.2, “ROC” means the concentration of “disinfectant” in mg/L.
“Disinfectant” means “any oxidant, including but not limited to chlorine,
chlorine dioxide, chlorarnines and ozone...” The difference is that the USEPA
rule does not specify a residual of “free or combined chlorine”.

Although the Agency has argued that the existing cniorine residual
requirement is “more stringent”, the Agency has failed to recornend any
changes to the language of the rules to reflect its argument. (post—adoption
PC 14, p. 32) Indeed, the Agency has reconinended that the Board retain the
critical USEPA language requiring that “ROC in the distribution system
cannot be undetectable in more than 5% of samples each month.” (post-adoption
PC 14, p. 28)

A major concern is to keep the Board rules consistent with the USEPA
rules. Replacing tile “RDC” requirement at each point in Part 611 would
involve a massive effort, and would pose continuing difficulties in
maintaining the “identical in substance” rules. Therefore, the Board will
retain the term “RDC”, but will add limiting language to that definition.
Because there is currently no alternative to “free or combined chioine” for
meeting the residual requirement, this has no effect on the substance of the
regulations.

The terms “disinfectant” and “RDC” also occur in the first two
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disinfection requirements (Section 611.241(a) and (c)). The Board has added
language to make it clear that the “free or combined chlorine” limitation
applies only to the third requirement: to maintain an RDL in the dist~’ibution
system. (Section 611.241(d)).

“Adequate P-otection” versus “Detectable RDC”

While existing Section 604.401(a) requires “adequate protection”, 40 OCR
141.72(a)(4)(i) specifies a numnenical standard: RDO in the distribution
system cannot be undetectable in more than 5% of samples each month. The
Board believes that such a narrative standard is inconsistent with the USEPA
numerical standard, and is capable of being less stringent.

Measuring RDC by HPC

As is discussed below, the USEPA allow a PUS to measure RDC by way of
HPC. 40 CER 141.72(a)(4)(i) provides that an H?C count less than 500/mn]
implies a “detectable RDC”. As noted above, this is similar to the existing
MAC for “bacteria] plate count” in Section 604.105, although precise
comparison is difficult. The comparable existing Board requirement is again
the “adequate protection” standard of Section 604.401(a). The Bound believes
that such a narrative standard is inconsistent with the USEPA numerical
standard, and is capable of being less stringent.

The Board again notes that, although the Agency has argued that the
existing chlorine residual requirement is “moore stringent”, the Agency has
failed to recommnend any changes to the language of the rules to reflect its
argument. (post-adoption PC 14, p. 32) Indeed, the Agency has recommended
that the Board retain the critical ‘JSEPA language allowing the use of HPC to
measure RDC. (post-adoption~ PC 14, p. 28)

“Confined Geologic Cormation” versus “Under the Influence of Sunface Water”

Existing Section 604.40J(a) provides that all supplies which are required
to chlorinate maintain residuals of free or combined chlorine. Section 17(b)
of the Act requires the Agency to exempt from “any mandatory chlorination
requirement of the Board” any CWS which meets certain criteria. One criterion
is that the OWS draw water from “confined geologic formations”.

On the other hand, 40 OCR 141.72 requires disinfection of PUSs which use
surface water or “groundwater unden the direct influence of surface water”.
In other words, it exempts ‘all groundwater not “under the direct influence of
surface water” from the disinfection requirement.

One aspect of the stringency compani son conce—ns the scope of the two
exemoptions fro;n the disinfection requirements. Which exemption is “more
stringent”, or are they the same?

In the Proposed Opinion, the Board suggested that “confined goal ogic
formations” was a narrower, o’~ “nom stringent” exemption then “under the
direct influence of su”face water”. Tni s implied tn~mt there was a category
(~3in the following list) which would he exempted Iron disinfection unuen the
‘JSEPA rules, but not under Secti on 17(b) of tile Act. The Board suggested toot
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the following categories of sources exist:

1. Surface water sources.

2. Groundwater sources under the direct influence of surface water.

3. Groundwater sources not “unde— the influence”, hut not into “confined

geologic formations”

4. Groundwater sources into “confined geologic formations”.

(Proposed Opinion of October 5, 1989, p. 28.

The Agency did not address the suggested classification in its initial
comment. (PC 5, item 50). However, the Agency addressed this issue in its
post-adoption commnent as follows:

For purposes of this part, the Agency defines the
following categorizations: 1) no surface water
sources are located in confined geologic formations;
2) a groundwater supply which is under the direct
influence of surface water is not in a confined
geologic formnation. Item three, described as
“Groundwater sources not ‘under the influence’, but
not into ‘confined geologic formations’” does not
exist. This category should be deleted. (post-
adoption PC 14, p. 32)

In other words, the Agency sees only two categories of groundwater: it
is either “under the direct influence of surface water” o” it is “into
confined geologic formations”. That is to say, the geologic criterion for
exemption under Section 17(b) of the Act and the USEPA rules are the same.
The Board accepts the Agency’s interpretation.

Although the geologic criterion is the same, Section 17(b) has other
criteria, md uding the si ze of the system and the adequacy of the cross
connection program. Therefore, there is still a category of PWS5 who would be
exempt from the USEPA disinfection requirement, but who do not qualify for
exemption under Section 17(b) of the Act. Section 611.240(g) provides that
CWSs.drawing water from “groundwater under direct the influence of surface
water” must provide disinfection, unless the Agency has granted an exemption
under Section 17(b) of the Act. This remains unchanged from the May 24, 1990
Order. The Agency did not reconinend any changes in its past-adoption
comment. (post-adoption PC 14, p. 31)

IS THERE AN “HPC IMPLIES RDC” PRESUMPTION?

In its discussion, the Agency assents, incorrectly we believe, that there
is no USEPA rule which provides that HPC less than 500/rn] implies a detectable
RDC. (post—adoption PC 14, p. 25, 32). The Agency does, however, include the
provision in its reco:nnended language for inclusion in the Board rules.
(post—adoption PC 14, p. 28) 40 CFR 141.72(a)(4)(i) provides as follows:
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Water in the distribution system with a heterotrophic
bacteria concentration less than on equal to 500/rn],
measured as heterotrophic plate count (HPC) as
specified in §141.74(a)(3), is deemed to have a
detectao]e disinfectant residual for purposes of
determining compliance with this requirement. (40 2CR
141.72(a)(4)(i) (1989)

CAN HPC BE USED AS THE SOLE MEANS OF MEASURING RDO?

In, its post-adoption comments, USEPA stated that “HPO cannot be utilized
as the sole means of determining disinfectant effectiveness”. (PC 12)
Howeve—, 40 CFR 141.72(a)(4)(i) very clearly states otherwise. USEPA has by
telephone clarified that this statement in its commnent was to be read only in
conjunction with the “no method of measuring HPC” determination, which is
discussed below.

DOES THE ‘NO METHOD FOR HPC’ SHOWING ALLOW A PUS TO AVOID MEASURING RDC
DIRECTLY?

40 OCR 14l.72(a)(1~(ii) includes the following provision, which is
substantially repeated in 40 OCR 141.72(b)(3)(ii), 141.74(b)(6)(ii),
141.74(c)(3)(ii ), 141.75(a)(2)(vii) and 141.75(b)(2)(iii):

If the State determines, based on site-specific
considerations, that a system has no means for having
a sample transported and analyzed for HPC by a
certi fied laboratory under the requisite time and
temopenature conditions specified in ~141.74(a)(3) and
that the system is providing adequate disinfection in
the distribution system, tile requirements of paragraph
(a)(4)(i) of this section do not apply to that
system. (40 CER 141.72(a)(4)(ii) (1989))

The Board consolidated the six provisions into Section 611.213, which was
back-referenced at the six locations, as the “no method of measuring HPC
determination”. The Board believes that the extensive comment on this Section
derives from a misreading of the consolidated provisions. This will be
discussed further below.

In the Octobe- 5, 1989, Proposed Opinion, the Board noted that something
was wrong with the USEPA rule:

Section [611.241(d)(2)], derived fon 40 OCR
141. 72(a)(4)(ii), provides that the detectable RDC
requirement does not apply if the PUS has no method
Ion having samples transported and analyzed for HPC,
as discussed above in Section [611.213]. There is a
possible error in the USEPA rule, which clearly
el iciinates the enti —e detectable RL)C nequi renert based
on no HPC measurement. Even though a systei~icould not
measure 1iPL, it could measure EDO directly. It is
possi ale that toe USEPA rule was intended to reference
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only the portion of 40 OCR 141.72(a)(4)(i) dealing
with HPC. However, this would seem to render the HPC
determination moot, since RPC measurements are
optional in the first place. The Board solicits
coment. (Proposed Opinion of October 5, 1989, page
30. Citations changed to agree with current
numbering.)

The Agency did not initially comnment, and its recommended language was
precisely the same as the Board’s Proposal. (PC 5, items 43 and 50) Nor did
USEPA comment on this matter. (PC 4) On May 24, 1990, the Board adopted the
rule as proposed. This appears to be the principal issue in the post-adoption
comment. USEPA has stated that “The intent ... is not to allow a supply which
is unable to have a sample analyzed for [HPC] to be absolved of the
responsibility to measure [RDC] in the distribution system.. .“ (PC 12)
Apparently the Agency agrees. (post-adoption PC 14, p. 28)

Both USEPA and the Agency have actually taken the position that this was
an error made by the Board in interpreting the USEPA text, rather than an
error in the USEPA text itself. The Agency has stated that the error occurred
because the Board mnoved and consolidated the HPC determinations. (post-
adoption PC 14, p. 27) However, the Agency’s necornmmiended language in its
earlier comment also sp]it out the “No HPC” determination in precisely the
same manner. (PC 5, items 43 and 50) The Proposal was consistent with the
USEPA language, and the Board noted in the Proposed Opinion the apparent error
in the text. The Board has carefully examined the USEPA text, and believes
that the Proposal was in agreement with the text.

The following is the Agency’s interpretation of the USEPA provisions, as
best the Board can glean it from the comments (PC 12 and 14, pages 25 through
30):

The USEPA rules include a requirement that no more
than 5% of RDC samples have “no detectable RDO” in any
month. The USEPA rule intends to require all PWSs to
first attempt to measure RDC. The PWS may measure tWO
for compliance purposes if, and only if, a certain
sample shows no detectable RDC. If the HPO count is
less than 500/mi, that sample counts as an ROC
detectable. In other words, the HPC presumption
arises only to avoid a “no detectable RDC” result.

The no method of measuring HPC (“no HPC”)
determination enters the picture as a post-hoc excuse
in the event that, following a failure to detect RDC
in a given sample, the PUS is unable to follow up with
an HPC count. If the Agency grants the “no HPC”, then
the attempted EDO measurement does not count toward
the 5% undetectable requirement.

This interpretation moakes sense out of these provisions, and is
consistent with the USEPA preamble at 54 Fed. Reg. 27495. It is also
consistent with “a samopie” as used in the USEPA rule. However, it is
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otherwise remote from the language in the USEPA rule. In 40 CFR
141.72(a)(4)(i), there is no requirement to first attempt to measure EDO; nor
is an attempted EDO measurement a condition preequisite to the FIPC
mneasu’ement. Indeed, the formula includes a specific entry for “number of
instances wren RUG is not rneasu’-ed and HPC>500/rn]”. In other words, high tWO
counts go into the compliance formula even though no EDO measurement was
undertaken. This appears to contradict toe above interpretation. Moreover,
the standard for toe “no HPC” determination in 43 CFR 141.72(a)(4)(ii) does
not appear to al]oe post-hoc excuses to be used. Worse yet, the effects of
the “no ‘tWO” determination include: comi’mp]ete exemption from the “detectable
RDC” requirement for “that system” (40 OCR 141.72(a)(4)(i )); and exemnption
from the requirement to even measure RDO (40 OCR 141.74(c)(3)(ii)).

The Board has considered attempting to rewrite the USEPA language so that
it says what the Agency apparently be] ieves it says. However, this would
involve mul tiple changes at each of the six locations where the “no HPC”
determination appears. The Board cannot characterize this as a USEPA
typographical error which could be corrected under Section 7.2(a)(7) of the
Act. The Board will therefore adopt this language as it is in the USEPA
rules. If the Board is misconstruing the language, the Board requests
clarification in another Docket. The Board can adapt USEPA language to
reflect clear statements of intent.

CONDITIONS FOR THE NO HPC DETERMINATION

“No method of measuring HPO” is something of a misnomner. The Agency
grants the determination if the PUS: (1) has no method of measuring }12C; and
(2) “is providing adequate disinfection in the distribution system”. (40 OCR
141.72(a)(4)(ii) or Section 611.213)

In its post—adoption comment, the Agency asked the Board to add a third
condition: that th~ system cannot maintain a disinfectant residual in toe
distribution system. (post-adoption PC 14, p. 28) Toe Agency did not cite
any source for this condition. By telephone, the Agency indicated that it is
drawn fromo the Preamble, at 54 Ced. Reg. 27495, 3rd col umn, second paragraph,
first sentence, first clause. Based on this citation, the Board is prepared
to add this as Section 611.213(c).

By telephone, the Agency has also asked the Board to add to the third
condition reconinended in the post-adoption comment the following: “for the
sampling location ~~heneno chlorine residual is detected on a single sampling
date”. The Agency justified this, based on the “adequate residual”
requirement of existing Section 604.401. First, as noted above, the Board
does not believe that tile existing —equirement is “more stringent”. Second,
the ‘Board does not understand the nexus of this requi nement to the “adequate
residual” provision.

The Board be] ieves that the post-adoption comments arose from a
fmndaniental cii sreadi ng of tile “Mo HPC” determi nation in its consol idated
form. The Board las made two audi Ii cati ens to avoid future misreadings.

Aoparently the commenters are rea:l i rg Sectie~611.213 as sta ting some
consequence of tile “P0 MPG” determi nati on, i .e. thu the PUS doesn ‘t 110 VO to
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measure HPO, and hence EDO. However, this is not what is stated. Rather,
Section 611.213 is just the criteria for the determination. The consequences
are in Section 611.241 et seq., at the six locations where the HPC
determination is repeated in the USEPA regulations. Although the language
appears clear, the Board has added a front reference to the effect that the
“no HPC” determination is made only in the context of the six locations.
Al so, the Board has added language corresponding moore closely to the USEPA
introductory language: “if the State determines, based on site—specific
considerations...” (PC 12)

USE OF ‘MAY” VERSUS “SHALL”

A number of times in the Agency comments, the Agency has requested the
the Board not substitute “shall” for the “may” used in the USEPA rules. (See
e.g. post adoption P.O. 14, pp. 43 [~611.521], 52 [~611.533], 56
[~611.648(h)(3)], 63 [~611.731], 64 [~611.851]). The Agency’s comments on
Section 611.521 (p. 43) essentially expresses its rationale. The Agency
states:

The rule a] so requi nes the Agency to reduce the
monitoring frequency specified in the table for CWS
serving 25 to 1,000 consumers if that supply meets the
specified conditions. Federal language states that
the State ~ reduce the monitoring frequency. The
Agency prefers retention of the determination to
reduce frequency on a case-by—case basis, as other
circumstances may need to be taken into account, such
as maintenance of a cross—connection program,
employment of a properly certified operator or
registered person, or other pertinent conditions.

We decline to change the word “shall” to “may” as requested by the
Agency. We do not construe the use of the word “may” in the USEPA rule as
empowering the Agency, in its discretion, to consider more factors than those
articulated in the rule as a basis for its determination. In order to make
this clear, the word “shall” is used in Illinois rulemaking.

The Agency is essentially requesting discretion to rewrite the rule,
case—by—case. If rules are to have meaning as rules, i.e. be legally
enforceable, then what is required for compliance, including showings
necessary for relief, must be discernable in the rule; what is not there
cannot ‘be imposed.

In other rulemakings we have similarly dealt with what we believe is a
loose rule—writing tendency of the USEPA to use the word “nay” in such
circumstances, (see, e.g. the RCRA regulations). Except for situations such
as where true options a—c articulated, the use of “may”, and certainly the use
of it as the Agency would have us do to here, is unacceptable rulemaking under
Illinois administrative law. Also, we see nothing in tile language of the rule
that requi res a construction other than as an allowed exception, based upon
certain articulated showings, to the otherwise applicable rule; if the showing
is made, then the Agency shall allow it. It is obvious that the Agency
believes, in this and the other instances, that there should be a inane
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stringent showing; if so, it will heed to separately propose them in a
“regular” rulemaking. in so saying, we do not wish to imply that we here are
prejudging the limitations substantively of the rules at issues.

We do not want to imply toot language expressing fede~’a] requirements are
always to be found in the rules themselves. As we, know, ~equi rements are
often found ire the preambles or referenced guidance documents, and assuring
that they a—c correctly reflected in the Board’s rules is not an easy task for
all concerned. Here, however, the conditions are found in the federal rule,
and it is those conditions that control.

Me also recognize that much of the interaction between the Agency and the
public water supplies reflects a long history of institutional oversight
activities and use of technical documents (including those of DPH before the
Agency was created). Under todays APA, we believe that these need to be
better integrated into the Board’s rules, or we run a high risk of having them
not withstand challenge. We will place a high priority on any Agency
regulatory proposal to cure the problem. We note that the problem here is
more daunting than with the RCRA program. RCRA started off at the outset in a
regulatory context, so the institutional activities were not as affected, in a
historical ‘sense, by that “identical in substance” ruiemnaking start—up as is
the case here.

MAJOR DELETIONS FROMPROPOSAL

Pursuant to the Agency conment (PC 5), the Board deleted three large
blocks of text from the Proposal. As was discussed above, the Board has
deleted the MCLGs, which we~eproposed in Section 611.380 et seq. In
addition, pursuant to post—adoption comments, the Board has moved the Revised
MOLs into the same Subpart as the MOLs. (post-adoption PC 14)

Toe Board has also deleted the USEPA rules requiring special monitoring
for conrosivity (Section 611.621 et seq.), and for lead (Sections
611.126(a)(2), 611.861 et seq. and Appendix A, item 13). According to the
Agency, the USEPA rules for corrosivity and lead monitoring required one shot
monitoring and reporting, which has been done in Illinois. (PC 5) The Board
has dropped the rules, since they have no prospective effect.

FEDERAL BASE TEXT

The Board based the proposal on the 1987 OCR Edition, as amended through
June 30, 1989. The Board noted in the Proposed Opinion that this was
equi valent to tile 1989 ed i ti on, which includes amendments through June 30,
1989, but which was not yet available. Toe Board used the 1987 Edition,
rather than the 1988 Edition, since the Board actually has the 1937 Edition in
electronic form. Using the 1987 Edition more closely tracked the process by
which the Proposal was actually assembled, making it easier to track potential
e—rors. In the Proposed Opinion, the Board suggested that it might change all
references to the 1989 Edition on adoption.

As is discussed above, the June 29, 1939, Federd] Register mc] udec inejor
~menJments with do] ayed effective dates. The 1989 OCR ShOWS both the “bet ore”
and “after” text. A simple reference to the 1989 Edi tier is tiie~efore
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ambiguous. For the amendments involved in the June 29, 1989, Federal

Registers, the Board will cite to the 1989 Edition, “as amended”.

SUMMARYOF FEDERAL ACTIONS

As noted above, the base text is drawn from 40 OCR 141, 142 and 143
(1987), as amended through June 30, 1989. Although the Board has replaced
most of the Federal Register citations in the rules with references to the
1989 Edition, the following is a summary of the federal actions since the 1987
Edition:

52 Fed. Reg. 25712 July 8, 1987 Synthetic organic chemicals;
monitoring for unregulated contaminants

52 Fed. Reg. 41546 Oct. 28, 1987 Public notification
53 Fed. Reg. 5142 Feb. 19, 1988 Analytical techniques
53 Fed. Reg. 25109 July 1, 1988 Correction to 52 Fed. Reg. 25712
53 Fed. Reg. 37410 Sept. 26, 1988 Indian tribes
54 Fed. Reg. 15188 April 17, 1989 Public notification
54 Fed. Reg. 27526 June 29, 1989 Disinfection and filtration
54 Fed. Reg. 27562 June 29, 1989 Total Coliform MCL

SECTION-BY-SECTION DISCUSSION

The following is a Section-by—Section discussion of the adopted rules:

GENERAL PROVISIONS

Section 611.100

This Section is derived from 40 CCR 141.1 and 141.3 (1989). It has been
largely rewritten to state the punpose,scope and applicability of the State
program. This Part is intended to satisfy the requirement of Section 17.5 of
the Act that the Board adopt regulations which are identical in substance with
federal regulations promulgated by USEPA pursuant to the SDWA. This Part
includes both national primary drinking water regulations, and additional,
more stringent State requirements, which have been moved from old Parts 604
through 607.

This Part mainly applies to “PWSs”, which are defined below. As is
discussed in general above, PWSs include OWSs and non-OWSs. The regulations
governing CWSs are administered by the Agency; those governing non-OWSs by
the Illinois Department of Public Health. For CWSs, the Board has added a
cross reference to the Agency permit requirement in Part 602; for non-CUSs,
the Board has added a reference to the Public Health rules in 77 Ill. Adm.
Code 900.

As is discussed in genera] above, the Board has moved its “additional
requirements” into this Part so as to affo—d a complete statement of
requi—ements applicable to PUSs. The “additional requirements” are
specifically marked in the text of tile rules. These are ‘applicable only to
OWSs. Section 611.100(d) so provides. The Board has reviewed the “additional
requirements” to attempt to make certain that all are worded as applicable
only to CWSs. However, the preamble will cover any inadvertent omissions.
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Similarly, the Board intends that non-CUSs obtain permits or other
approvals from Public Health, and that they file all reports with Public
Health. Again, the Board has edited the rules to specify “o—, for non—CUSs,
Public Health” whenever confusion is likely, but will rely on the general
statemoent as a back stop.

40 OCR 141.3 includes a limoitation on the scope of the SDWA rules. This
was proposed as Section 611.110. However, it has been moved to Section
611.100(d), since it is an introductory limoitation on the scope of the Part.

40 OCR 141.3 is entitled “Coverage”, which is somewhat misleading.
Actually it is a narrow exemption for systems which consist only of
distribution and storage, which obtain all their water from a PUS, which do
not sell water and which are not interstate carriers. The Board solicited
comment, but received no response, as to whether this last provision is
appropriate in the State prognamim, since interstate carriers are going to be
federally regulated anyway.

As is discussed in general above, the Board has added Section 611.100(e)
to explain why some subsection labels are deliberately omitted. The Board
will cross-reference this Section where the labels are omitted. (post-
adoption PC 14)

This Section is related to existing 35 I]]. Adm. Code 604.405.

Section 611.101

This is the definitions Section. The Board has added definitions of
“Act”, “Agency” and “Board”, shortened formos of commoonly used State terms.
Note that the USEPA rules use “Act” to rican “SDWA”. The Board has defined and
used the latter acronym for the federal Act.

The Board has added a “Board Mote” after each federally derived
definition. This will make it easier to find the sources of these
definitions, many of which have recently been added or amended.

The USEPA rules include a definition of “BAT”. The SDWA requires USEPA
to specify BAT when it adopts a revised MOL. The USEPA definition specifies
factors which USEPA considers when it specifies BAT: “efficacy under field
conditions”, and “at least as effective as granular activated carbon”. This
definition is really specifying how USEPA will adopt regulations. Section
7.2(a)(1) provides that the Board is not to adopt rules governing actions to
be taken by USEPA, and Section 7.2(a)(5) provides that the Board is to specify
if USEPA intends to retain decisional authority. The Board has deleted the
substantive aspects of the definition to avoid implying that the Board will be
specifying BAT. (PC 4, 12) Rather, the Board has defined “BAT” as that
specified in Subpart G.

“BAT” enters the egui ati ores by way of Secti on 611.111, the variances
pursuant to Section 1415 of the SDMA. Under Section G11.111(b)(2), the PUS
has to demonstrate that it has anal ioU BAT. Unde tile defi nit I on above, whi :h
the Board believes is co’~sistent Wi Ml USEPA ‘equi renents , the i ssr~c would ho
whether the PUS had app Ii ed tile BAT specified wi. 1 Lne revised MOL. Toe Boa rJ
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would not undertake an independent review to determnine if the technology
indeed met the generic definition.

The USEPA rules adopted at 54 Fed. Reg. 27526, June 29, 1989, include a
defi ni tion of “CT”, meaning the p—oduct of “EDO” times “di sinfectar,t contact
time”. This, and related definitions, are important for determining
compliance with the new disinfection standard in Section 611.241 below, which
requires 99.9% removal or inactivation of G. lamoblia cysts.

The definition of “CT” includes two subsidiary definitions which have
been factored out and stated separately for greater clarity. These are
“CT99.9” and “inactivation ratio”. These have been placed in quotes to make
it clear that they are defined elsewhere, and their Board Motes indicate that
their origin is in the definition of “CT”.

The definition of “CT”, and derived definitions, include subscripts and
formulas which are difficult to place into the format required by tile
Administrative Code Unit. The literal text of the USEPA definition would have
to be moved to an appendix, which would be unsatisfactory for on important
definition. The Board has therefore broken the definition up, and changed the
format of the formulas, so as to comply with Code Unit requirements.

“0199.9” is the value for “CT” which achieves 99.9% removal or
inactivation of G. lamblia cysts. These values are found in Appendix B.

The Board has moved the definition for “community water system” (“CWS”)
back from the entry for “PWS”, where it was consolidated in the Proposal.

The definition of “CWS” is taken from the federal regulations, rather
than from the similar term defined in Section 3.05 of the Act. As was
discussed in general above, the identical in substance mandate requires the
Board to adopt the definitions in the federal rules, rather than the Act. As
was also discussed in general above, these rules apply both to CWSs and to
non-CWSs. (PC 5, 6)

The definition of “contaminant” is taken from the federal regulations,
rather than from the similar term defined in Section 3.06 of the Act. As was
discussed in general above, the identical in substance mandate requi—es the
Board to adopt the definitions in the federal rules, rather than the Act. (PC
5)

The Board has broken up the definition of “disinfectant contact time” in
order to comply with Code Division requinemnents. The Board has substituted
“RDC” for “C” in the text of the definition. Generally, the Board has used
“EDO” as the abbreviation for “residual disinfectant concentration” in the
text, and “C” in the formulas.

The Board has defined “GO” and “GO/MS”, which ane~undefinedacronyms used
in the USEPA rules. “GO” means “gas chromatography”, which is actually an
abbreviation for “gas—liquid phase chromatography”, since column temperatures
are generally kept below the boiling point of the material being analyzed.
“GC/MS” is GO, followed by mass spectromoetry.
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The Board solicited comment as to the need for a definition of
“groundwater supply survey”. The Agency provided a general definition. (PC
5). The problem with the suggested definition is that, while the USEPA rule
apparently contemplates a definite document, the general definition would
allow PUSs to use privately developed surveys, meeting the genera] definition,
to macct the requirement of the rules. As is discussed in connection with
Section 611.657(c), the Board has determined that there is no need for a
global definition.

The definition of “halogen” is drawn from the USEPA rules. Mote that it
excludes a commion halogen, fluorine.

The Board has added a definition for “HPC”, or “heterotnophic plate
count”. This is defined by reference to its measurement method. This
definition avoids having to repeat “heterotrophic plate count, measured as
specified in Section 611.531(c)” many timnes in the body of the regulations.

The definition of “inactivation ratio” is derived fnoro the definition of
“CT” as discussed above. The inactivation ratio is a measure of the success
of a single disinfection operation. The inactivation ratio is:

Ai = OT/CT99.9

The “total inactivation ratio” of a series of disinfection operations is:

B = SUM (Ai)

Tile Board has defined shorter symbols for the inactivation ratio and
total inactivation ratio. It is impossible to meet Administrative Code Unit
requirements with the symbols used in the USEPA rules. It is evident]~
impossible for the USEPA to work with them also, as evidenced by 54 Fed. Reg.
27534, in which the text of 40 OCR 141.74 collapses into utter chaos, partly
because of the problems these symbols cause.

The Agency suggested a definition of “lead free”. (PC 5) In that this
term is used only in Section 611.126, the Board sees no need for a global
definition.

40 OCR 141.2 includes a definition of “Maximoum Contaminant Level”. A
portion of the definition is that the MOL is the “maximum permissible
level”. This is as close as USEPA comes to saying that the PUS has to comoply
with the MOL. As is discussed in general above, Board has moved the
requirement out of the definitions, to Section 611.121.

40 OCR 141.2 also incluacs a definition of “maximum contaminant level
goal” (“MOLG”). As is discussed in general above, the Board has deleted the
MCLGs from the proposal, since they have no effect on PUSs. (PC 5)

The Board has added a definition for “non-CWS”. This definition is
derived from the USEPA defini tion of ‘PUS”, but has been stated separately for
greater clarity. As is discussed in general above, PUSs are ci then CUSs or
non-CMSs. The latter are subject to addi tiona] regul ations adopted by Public
Health. (PC 5, 6)
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The Board has added acronyms for “nephelometnic turbidity unit” (“NTU”),
“national primary drinking water regulation” (“NPDWR”) and “Presence-Absence
coliform test (“P-A co]iform test”). These acronyms are used in the USEPA
rules, but not defined. (PC 5)

The definition of “person” is taken from the federal regulations, rather
than from the similar term defined in Section 3.26 of the Act. As was
discussed in general above, the identical in substance mandate requires the
Board to adopt the definitions in the federal rules, çather than the Act. (PC
5) Adopting the definition urged by the Agency would exclude federal
agencies, which are specifically included in the USEPA definition. As the
Board understands the USEPA rules, the State is expected to regulate federal
agencies which own PWSs.

The USEPA definition of “person” includes “municipality”. The Board has
replaced this with “unit of local government”, the comaparable term defined by
the Illinois Constitution of 1970.

The USEPA definition of “point of disinfectant application” is not
grammatically correct. The Board has connected the errors (Section 7.2(a)(7)
of the Act).

The Agency comimmented on this definition as follows:

“Point of disinfection application” is confusing as
rewritten by the Board, as it presents wording which
is awkward. The two conditions governing where the
disinfectant is applied are much more clearly stated
in the federal rule. The Agency recommends that the
definition be adopted exactly as written in 40 OCR
141.2 . ..[R]einterpreting this definition does not
clarify the term, no- does it correct a gnarrioatical
error. The Board’s coment that the federal wording
is grammatically incorrect is inaccurate. (post-
adoption PC 14, p. 14)

The USEPA definition reads as follows:

“Point of disinfectant application” is the point where
the disinfectant is applied and water downstream of
that point is not subject to recontamnination by
surface water runoff. (sic) (40 OCR 141.2)

This is two sentences connected with an “and”. It is especially
confusing because the subject changes from “point of...” to “water” in the
middle. The Board has changed this into one sentence, as follows:

“Point of disinfectant application” is the point at
which the disinfectant is applied and downst-~eamo of
which water is not subject to recontamination by
surface water runoff.

Tile Agency may have a deepen point here. As the Agency sees this
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“definition”, it a is substantive ]imitation on the location of the “point”,
rather than a a definition. If so, it really ought to be made a separate
Section. However, the Board is reluctant to do so at this late stage in this
proceeding.

A “PUS” is a system with at least 15 service connections, which serves at
least 25 individuals on a daily basis for at least 60 days out of the year.

The definition of “PWS” is taken from the federal regulations, rather
than from the similar term defined in Section 3.28 of the Act. As was
discussed in general above, the identical in substance mandate requires the
Board to adopt the definitions in ‘the federal rules, rather than the Act. To
do otherwise would change the scope of the identical in substance regulations,
violating the mandate of Section 7.2(a) of the Act that the Board regulate the
same activities and persons as would the USEPA program. (PC 5)

There is no obvious substantive difference between the USEPA definition
of “PUS” and “public water supply” in the Act. The main difference is the use
of “system” in the federal definitions, and “supply” in the Act. The proposal
was not consistent in this usage, mainly because the USEPA rules actually use
tile terms interchangeably, and because “supply” was retained in moany
additional State requirements. The Board has reviewed the proposal, and used
“system”, or “PWS”, “CWS”, etc., instead of “supply”.

The “system”/”supply” question illustrates why it is necessary to use the
federal definitions in an identical in substance program~ Where USEPA really
means “supply”, it means the source of water. For example, the “groundwater
supply survey” in Section 611.657.

As was also discussed above, non-CWSs are also subject to regulations
adopted by the Illinois Department of Public Health. (PC 5, 6)

In the text of 40 CFR 141, USEPA defines “PUS” and “OWS”, but then uses a
large number of synonymos, such as “supply” and “system”. The Board attempted
to change all of these to “PWS”, “CWS”, “non—OWS” or “NTNCWS”, whi chever is
appropriate. This makes the rules clearer and shorter, and avoids ambiguities
which arise fromo the use of the undefined synonyms. The Board solicited
comment as to whether it had correctly construed the USEPA rules, but received
no direct response.

The USEPA rules define “supplier of water” as the owner or operator of a
PUS. however, this term is almost unused in the rules. Rather, the USEPA
rules use undefined synonyms, such as “owner or operator of the system”. More
often, USEPA uses “pub] ic water system” as a synonym for “supp] icr of
water”. This usage is contrary to the definition of “public water system”,
which, as defined, is the physical plant, rather than the owner on operator.

In developing the proposal , the Board noted the incorrect usage of the
terrmi “pub] ic water system”, and the vaious terms for tree “owner or
operator”. The Board suggested that, in the USEPA rules, the term “public
water system” is actually used to mean the owner or operator. The Board
generdlly changed all of the various synonyms for “owner or operator” to
“PUS”, on to “GUS”, etc. , as appropriate. The Board sol ici ted comwment as to
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this interpretation, but received no response.

In connection with its review of the comments, the Board recognized tnat
the USEPA rules actually include a definition of the seldom used term,
“supplier of water”. In the final Order, the Board has shortened this to
“supplier”, and has used it in the rules where the USEPA rule appears to be
referring to the owner or operator, rather than the system itself. This
includes both situations in which USEPA uses an undefined synonym and in which
it misuses “public water system”. This has resulted in the removal of most of
the occurrences of “PWS” in the proposal.

“Supplier” md udes the owner or operator of the various types of PWS,
including OWS5, non—CUSs and NTMCWSs. Where appropriate, the Board has used
“CWS supplier”, etc. to indicate that a provision applies only to a limited
type of owner or operator. Where a limited applicability is clear, the Board
has used “supplier” as a shortened term. (For example: “This Section applies
to GUS suppliers. ... Suppliers shall file a farm.) Where a USEPA rule is
specific that it applies to all PWSs, the Board has simply used “supplier”.

The Agency has indicated that it encountered problems with enfoncemnent of
older Board rules which omoitted the “official custodian” from the comapanable
defihition. (post-adoption PC 14, p. 15) As discussed above, the Board is
bound by the USEPA definitions. However, the Board believes the “offical
custodian” is an “owner or operator” within the meaning of the USEPA rules.
The Board has added a line to the definition so stating.

As is discussed in general above, the Board has added language to the
definition of “RDC” to make it clear that, in Illinois, for purposes of the
requirement in Section 611.241(d) of maintaining a detectable EDO in the
distribution system, “RDO” means a residual of free or combined chlorine.
(post—adoption PC 14).

In the Proposed Opinion, the Board noted that the USEPA rules use “TU”
and “f4TU” for turbidity units. The Board asked if there was any difference,
and indicated that if there was none, it would use just one acronym.
(Proposed Opinion, p. 8) in its initial comment the Agency stated:

“NTU” means nephelometric turbidity unit as used in 40
CFR 141.22(a). “TU” miieans turbidity unit, as used in
40 OCR 141.22(b). The terms should not be
interchanged. (PC 5, item 15)

In the May 24, 1990, Order, the Board added separate definitions, and
used two terms, as requested by the Agency. However, in its post-adoption
comment, the Agency stated:

The termo “turbidity units” is meaningless without the
proper indication of Jackson turbidity units (JTU) on
nephelometnic turbidity units (NTU). The Agency
recommoends deleting this abbreviation and using only
NTU throughout... (post-adoption PC 14, p. 14)

The Board has therefore dcl eted this defi ni tion and changed the rd atod
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rules in accordance with the Agency’s current thinking.

The USEPA rules include definitions for “tnihalomethanes” (‘THM”) and
“total tniha]omoethane” (“TTHM”). These defi ni tions are ather strange, in
that “TTHM” appears to reaefine “THU’ in a more restrictive manner. Tne
definition of ‘THM” is a gene-ic definition, three halogens on a macthere.
However, “TTHM” redefines “THU’ with a list of the possible THUs formed with
only chlorine and bromoine, omnitting the iodine THUs. As noted above, fluorine
is omitted from the definition of “halogen”. Probably the iodine THUs do not
occur in PUSs, since the chlorine and fluorine added in treatmnent would
replace the iodide. The Board therefore believes that this was an intentional
omission, and has combined the two definitions of “THU’ into a single
definition. The Board has also moved a misplaced modifier in “TTHM”.

The Agency suggested a definition of “unreasonable risk to health”. (PC
5) This term is used only in the SDWA variances discussed below in Section
611.111. The Board will adopt a local definition in that Section.

The Board has added an acronym for “VOC”, which is used in the USEPA
rules without definition. This appears to mean “volatile organic chemical”.
(PC 5)

The USEPA rules make repeated references to “well head protection prognamos
developed under Section 1428” of the SDWA. This term is used in Section
611.212, 611.232, 611.325 and 611.524. The Board requested comommient as to what
this means. The Agency provided a general definition in its comment. (PC
5) The problem with the suggested definition is that it would allow PWSs to
use data collected by private consultants in surveys meeting the general
definition. The USEPA rules, on the other hand, appear to be referring to a
certain program.

Section 17.1 of the Act provides for a “groundwater protection needs
assessment”. in R89-5 the Board is proposing to adopt in 35 Il]. Adm. Code
615 through 620 a set of groundwater protection regulations. The Agency will
seek approval of a “well head protection program”, including these components,
under Section 1428 of the SDWA. The Board has added a “Board Note”
referencing users of the rules to these comaponents of the wellhead protection
program, which is not yet approved.

Section 611.102

This is the incorponations by reference Section. 40 OCR 141 contains
more than 43 incorporations by reference.

The Illinois Administrative Procedure Act (APA), and derived regulations,
restrict the use of such references in rules. (Ill. Rev. Stat. 1987, ch. 127,
par. 1006.02) An Illinois agency rmay incorporate such standards on guidelines
into a rule without publishing the standard on guideline in full if:

1. The standard is from a fcde~al agency or a nationally recognized
organi zati on.
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2. The rule contains the address of the agency or organization for
purposes of ordering the standard.

3. The agency or organization makes copies readily available to the
pub] ic.

4. The rule includes the date of the standard.

5. The rule states that it does not include later editions o
amendments.

6. The agency maintains a copy of the standard in its files for public
inspection and copying.

Incorporations by reference have been a major issue in several identical
in substance rulemakings, including the underground storage tank program
adopted in R88-27 (April 27, 1969; 13 Ill. Reg. 9519, effective June 12,
1989.

Section 7.2(a)(4) authorizes the Board to incorporate USEPA rules by
reference where it is possible to do so without causing confusion to the
public. Section 7.2(a)(4) concerns “normal” incorponations by reference, in
which the Board references a USEPA rule rather than adopting tile verbatim
text. “Normnal” incorponations are usually placed at the appropriate point in
the verbatim text. Section 611.102 concerns “abnormal” inconporations by
reference. These. mainly consist of technical documents which are referenced
in the body of the verbatim text. “Abnormal” inconporations also in:] ude
USEPA rules which are referenced in the verbatim text, but which are not a
part of the program the Board is supposed to adopt. For example, as is
discussed below, in the drinking water rules, USEPA cites to analytical
standards for wastewater.

The APA requirements on incorporation by reference are “enforced” by way
of JCAR review of the documents during the first and second notice periods
pursuant to Section 5 of the APA. Because Section 17.5 of the Act provides
that Section 5 of the APA does not apply to identical in substance rulemaking,
the Board is not required to obtain JCAR prior approval of these documents.
However, Section 17.5 does not include a specific exemption fromrm the APA
limitations on incorporation by reference.

There is a potential conflict between the requirements of the APA and the
identical in substance mandate if a USEPA rule cites to a document which the
APA prohibits. In such a situation the Board balances the requiremoents of the
APA and the Act. The Board considers: whether the reference is really
necessary to the identical in substance program; whether the APA violation
amounts to a due process question; and, whether the—c are alternative ways,
such as setting forth the substance of the standard in the rule.

The problem with the standards in 40 CFR 141 oiainly has to do with the
requirement that the agency or organization which produces the standard has to
make it available to the public. Most of the documents referenced in 40 GEE
141 are out of print, and therefore not “publicly available.” As is discussed
in greater detai below, the Board has referenced newer editions of documents
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wherever possible.

The references in 40 OCR 141 are so out of date as to cast doubt on
whether USEPA actually relies on the documents itself. It is quite possible
that, in actual practice, !JSEPA inteprets these references as being to the
latest edition. Alternatively, the Board notes that, in 40 OCR 141.24 and
141.40, USEPA cites to the laboratory approval standards in 40 OCR 136. These
include updated editions of moost of references cited in Part 141. It may be
that USEPA certifies laboratories only if they use the Part 136 methods.
However, by its own tenros, Part 136 applies only wastewater laboratoies. The
Board solicited commiment on this possibility, but received no response.

As is discussed in general above, in connection with lab certification,
the Agency has a set of laboratory certification rules in 35 Ill. Adm. Code
183. These rules are specifically applicable to PUS labs. The rules appear
to be drawn from 40 OCR 136, rather than 141. This further butresses the
conclusion that the Agency and USEPA regard Pant 135 as in fact controlling.

When a government agency incorporates a private standard by reference, it
mnay be creating a “technical barrier” to international trade. For example,
laboratory standards may be forcing PWSs to buy American-made equipment.
I ncorporations by reference are therefore subject to the General Agreemnent on
Tariffs and Trade (GATI). This is codified in the Trade Agreements Act of
1979, 19 USC 2531, which requires federal agencies to use internationally
recognized standards, unless there is some good reason not to. USEPA needs. to
review these references for compliance with GATT. Using internationally
recognized standards would make it easier for the Board to obtain the
referenced standards also. To the extent that the Board’s readoption of these
references places the Board in violation of tile “sense of Congress” directive
of 19 USC 2533, the Board notes that its action is required by the SDWA and
USEPA’s imoplementing regulations.

The Board has assenmbled the incorporations by reference into this
Section, in a manner similar to that employed in many other identical in
substance rulemakings. This will allow the Board to use an abbreviated form
of reference in the remainder of the regulations, macking the rules much
shorter and clearer. This will also allow it to periodically update the
references without having to repropose the substantive regulations.

Many of the materials which are incorporated by reference into this Part
have very long titles. Section 611.102(a) contains a list of abbreviated
names, which a—c used in the ensuing Sections. For example, “Standard Uethods
for the Examination of Water and Wastewater” has been shortened to “Standard
Methods”. This subsection also serves to cross reference from n~rneof
document into name of publishe, by which the next subsection is arranged.
For example, Standard Methods is avail able from the Amen can Waterworks
Associ at ion.

The incorporations by reference fall into six major categories:

1. 45TH Standards

2. Standard Methods for time Examination of Water and Wastewaten.
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3. Other nationally recognized organizations

4. Government publications, including USEPA and USGS Test Methods

5. Journal articles

6. Miscellaneous.

The ASTM standards are the easiest to deal with. The problem is that
USEPA is referring to out-of-date standards. An example is the use of ASTM
D1067—7OB, used in 40 CFR 141.42. The final two digits indicates the 1970
edition. ASTF4 updates its standards on a five year cycle, so that this
reference is probably three on four revisions out of print. It is very
difficult to locate old ASTM standards. Furthermoore, it is doubtful whether
they meet the “pub] icly available” criterion under the APA, since a nmemnber of
the public cannot simply order a copy of the out—of-print standard.

In the October 5, 1989 Proposal, and in the May 24, 1990 Final Order, the
Board utilized the current editions of the ASTU standards, from the 1989
Annual Book of ASTM standards. The Board solicited comment from USEPA and
others as to whether any of the older standards are actually necessary for the
rules:

The Board has proposed to utilize the current editions
of the ASTM standards, from the 1989 Annual Book of
ASTM standards. The Board solicits coniiient from USEPA
and others as to whether any of the older standards
are actually necessary for the rules. (Proposed
Opinion, p. 10)

In response, the Agency stated: “USEPA needs to respond to the
acceptability of using the current edition of ASTU standards.” (PC 5, item
25) USEPA did not respond. (PC 4)

The Agency has still not directly addressed this question. However, in
its post—adoption comments, the Agency has asked that certain of the ASTtI
references be changed to earlier editions. (post-adoption PC 14, p. 19) The
Board has attempted to make the changes requested by the Agency.

The ASTU standards are available either as individual standards or
through the annual book. The Board has followed the course of incorporating
the individual standards, rather than entire annual books. This avoids
incorporating extraneous material. It will also simplify the routine updating
of standards as they are revised. Mote that most of the current referenced
standards will appear in the 1990 and 1991 annual books, but all will
eventually be replaced by revised standards.

Another problem has to do with references to specific moethods within an
ASTM method. This is usually indicated by a letter following the date
designation. The Board has generally dropped these subdesignations, on the
assumption that they are no longer valid with respect to the newer editions.
The Board solicited commioent as which submethods need to be specified, but
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received no response. For certain references, the Agency has apparently
requested that submethods be specified. (post-adoption PC 14, p. 19) The
Board has attempted to follow the Agency comment for these.

Following ae specific problems with individual ASTU standards.

ASTU 0992—71 is a method for determination of nitrate. This standard has
been replaced with ASTM D3867, which is also cited in the USEPA rules. (40
OCR 141.23 and Section 611.606) The Boad has readded this method at the
request of the Agency. (post—adoption PC 14, p. 19)

ASTM 02459, “Gamma Spectrornetry in Water”, was discontinued in 1988. The
Board has cited to the moost recent edition. This reference is used in Section
611.720. The Agency did not comment on this reference. (post—adoption PC 14,
p. 19, 62)

The Board proposed to add references to ASTU methods for tile additional
State contaminants. The Board has modified these pursuant to the Agency’s
post—adoption comoments. (post—adoption PC 14, p. 19)

The USEPA rules cite to the 13th through 16th Edition of “Standard
Methods for the Examoination of Water and Wastewater.” The 17th Edition became
available during the public comment period. In the proposal, the Board cited
to the 17th Edition, and solicited comment as to whether certain Methods had
to be referenced to tile older works:

The USEPA rules use at least three editions of
“Standard Methods for the Examination of Water and
Wastewater.” The 17th Edition is expected very
soon. The Board has proposed to reference this
Edition. Again, it is doubtful whether editions
earlier than the 16th are still “pub] i dy available”,
since memobens of the public could not order then.
Again, the Board solicits coniiient as to whether
certain moethods have to be referenced to the older
works. (Proposed Opinion, p. 11)

In response to the proposal, USEPA noted that the 17th Edition used new
numbers. (PC 4) The Agency did not respond. (PC 5, items 25 through 27)
Therefore, pursuant to the USEPA con~oent, the Board corrected the numbers to
properly reference the 17th Edition. However, in its post—adoption comment,
the Agency indicated that USEPA required the States to cite to the sane
methods as 40 OCR 141. (post-adoption PC 14, p. 17) USEPA joined in this
comment. (PC 12) The Board will make the changes.

Section 611.531(e) is drawn from 40 OCR 141.74(a)(5), whi:h requires the
use of the “Indigo Method” for measuring ozone. The USEPA rule makes a
forward reference to the 17th Edition of Standard Methods, which was not yet
available. Because of the ambiguity of this reference, toe 3oa~’d used the
term “Indigo Method”, which was defined in Section 611.102(a). When the 17th
Edition became available, the Board cited to the proper 17th Edition number in
the definition. The Agency has objected to this reference. (post-adaption PC
14, p. 49) However, USEPA headquarters has instructed the Board to cite to
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the 17th Edition.

The Agency comment includes a number of errors, which the Board has
attempted to correct. (post-adoption PC 14, p. 19) in Section 611.606(o)(2),
“14th Edition, Method 4130” should pobably be “16th Edition, Method 4120”,
which is what is cited in 40 OCR 136. (post-adoption PC 14, p. 20) Also, the
citation to “Section 611.145’ should probably be to “Section 611.645”. (post—
adoption PC 14, p. 21)

The Agency did not deliver copies of these olden documents to the Board
in time to aid in drafting the Order. It is very difficult to correct these
references without having the references in front of you. If necessary the
Board will fix these in a correcting rulemaking.

Standard Methods is co—published by the American Waterworks Association
(AWWA), which is a member of the American Mationa] Standards Institute
(ANSI). Although Standard Methods itself is not an Aroerican Mationa]
Standard, the Board believes that AUWA’s participation in ANSI, together with
USEPA’s use of its standards, establishes it as a “nationally recognized
organi zation”.

The third category is to standards of other nationally recognized
organi zations. This included only AWWA 0-400, a standard for asbestos—cement
pipe. However, this reference occurred in proposed Section 611.623, which has
been dropped for the reasons discussed below, in connection with that Section.

The fourth category of corporations by reference is government
publications, including the USEPA and USGS documents. The APA authorizes the
use of federal government publications under similar conditions to private
documoents. The moain problem is whether the documents are pub] icly
available.

There are three major sources from which Government documents can be
purchased: The National Technical Information Service (NTIS); the Government
Printing Office (GPO); and, the agency itself. To order the documents, one
needs to know the stock number. The information provided in the USEPA rules
is nowhere near sufficient to order these documents. Moreover, it appears
that most of these documoents are simply out of print.

Two of the USEPA documents (THH Methods) are apparently present as an
Appendix to 40 OCR 141, although the Appendix is not cited in the body of the
rules. Similarly, “Inductively Coupled Plasma—Atomic Emission Spectrometric
Method...” is apparently present as 40 CFR 136, Appendix C. The Board has
cross referenced into these CFR cites, which are incorporated by reference in
subsection (c). The Board sol icited comment as to whether these are indeed
the cited methods, but received no response.

The Board has added a reference to the USEPA Guidance Manual fo the
filtration and disinfection requirements discussed below. This is used in the
determoinations of Section 611.201 et seq.

The USEPA documents include “Methods for the Determmmination of Organic
Comiipound in Drinking Water” (“Organic Methods”). This is cited in Section
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611.648(j), which is d—awn from 40 OCR 141.24(g)(10). The Boa”d has cited to
the 1988 Edition, —ether than the 1986 Edition cited in the USEPA rule. The
Agency has made a comment which could he construed as objecting to this (post-
adoption PC 14, p. 57) However, USEPA neadquaters has instructed the Board
to use the 1988 Edition.

The USGS publications are confirmed as out of pnimlt by the GPO. Toe
Board has deleted the GPO stock numbers, which arm given at 40 OCR 141.23 and
141.24, since they are no longer valid. The Board has replaced GPO with USGS
as the source of this documaent, since GPO was uncale to find a moore current
version. Note toat similar sounding, more recent USGS publications are cited
in 40 OCR 136.

Another Government publication is UBS Handbook 69, which is involved in
interpreting radiological standards. This is now available as NCRP Report
Number 22, fromn the National Council on Radiation Protection.

1IBS Handbook 69 is cited in 40 OCR 141.2, the definition of “moan-made
beta particle and photon emitters”, and in 40 OCR 141.16. The latter
indicates that the documoen.t is “as amended August 1963”. However, both the
National Bureau of Standards and the NORP indicate that the most recent
edition is June 5, 1959, which the Board has cited.

The fifth category is Journal articles. These relate to two articles
concerning Col i form tests in the ASH journal “Appl ied and Envi nonmoental
Microbiology”. These are referenced in 40 OCR 141.21(f) (Section 611.526).
The APA does not authorize incorporation by reference of journal articles. In
the Proposed Opinion, the Board expressed hope that the contents of these will
be in the 17th Edition of Standard Methods. They do not appear to be
present. The Board indicated that if standard moethods were not available, the
Agency on USEPA would need to obtain permission from the autho’s and publisher
to ~eprint the articles in the rules. ‘Ia one obtained permission.

These journal articles are reporting the results of field trials of new
methods. The articles do not include the details of the methods themselves,
such that a person read the articles and canny out the method. As such, they
are not “standards or guidelines” which can be incorporated pursuant to
Section 6.02(a) of the APA.

The USEPA rule indicates that these journal articles are available from
the AWWA. The Board called AWWA. They had never heard of theom. The journal
is in fact published by the American Society for Microbiology, ASH
Pub] ications Department, 1913 I St., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20006 (202) 833—
9580. They make reprints available, but in minimum orders of 100 copies.

54 Fed. Reg. 29993, July 17, 1989, appears to he the only USEPA action
during the first update period for these rules. (July 1 through December 31,
1989.) This adds to this reference additional journal articles, which suffer
the same flaws. The Board requested clan fication of the agencies’ posi tioml
during the final comment period, but received no response.

The si xth category are items which appear to be popnietany. This
category in tile P reposal i nd udel: Amoco S tanda ‘d a; PASt Procedure Manual
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SPE Test Method; Indigo Method; and, Technicon Methods. The Bodrd addressed
these in the Proposed Opinion as follows:

Although the Board has not conducted a detaile’d
investigation of these items, on thei— face they do
not appea- to be publicly available. The Board has
md uded them in the proposal for tile purposes of
comment, but intends to strike themo on final adoption,
unless commenters show that the items are “available
to the public”. An alternative would be to set them
forth at length, for which comrunenters would need to
obtain permission from the authors and publishers.
(Proposed Opinion, p. 14)

The Board did not receive any public comorment indicating a need to retain
the proprietary methods. However, as noted above, USEPA headquarters
indicated informally that the indigo Method is now present as Standard Method
4500-03 B. The Board referenced this Method instead of the proprietary
method. In the May 24, 1990, Order, the Board dropped the other methods.

In its post-adoption comments, the Agency indicated that the proprietery
methods should be included in the rules. The Board has followed the Agency’s
suggestion of avoiding a direct incorporation by reference of these
documents. Rather, the Board will reference the USEPA incorporation by
reference. (post-adoption PC 14, p. 13) Howeve’~, the Agency did not
recommend any changes to the text of the rules. The Board believes that it
has found all of the occurrences of these references, and has reinserted them
into the rules:

Standard Proposal 40 OCR Comment

AEPA—1 Polymer 611.560 141.22(a)

HASL Procedure Manual 611.720(b)(2) 141.25

SPE Test Method 611.645 141.24(e)

Indigo Method 611.531(c)(1) 141.74(a) Cite to Standard Methods

Technicon Methods 611.6O6(j)(4) 141.23(f)

In a letter dated July 27, 1990, Advanced Polymer Systemos provided the
Board with a corrected name, address and telephone number for the “AHCO AEPA-1
Polymer”. They also provided the Board with a copy of ASTM D1389-SSa, which
includes an objective description of the polymer. The Board has added an
incorporation by reference of the ASTM standard, and a cross reference froma
the entry for AEPA-1.

Section 611. 102(c) references federal regulations. These md ode
“abnormal” inconponations by reference, i.e. federal rules other than the
rules which have to be adooted as identical in substance rules. These are
grouped here in order to ease the problem of routine updating of tile
references.
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40 OFR 141.136, Appendix B is cited in 40 OCR 141.24 and 141.40. It sets
laboratory approval standards.

40 CFR 141.136, Appendix C, and 40 OCR 141, Subpart C, Appendix C contain
analytical methods which are discussed above. ilote that the latter may be a
“normnal” incorporation, which should be moved into the body of the rules.
However, it seems to be floating in the body of 40 OCR 141 without any mention
of it in the text of the rules proper.

As is discussed above, the Board has added incorponations by reference
corresponding to the USEPA references to the proprieteny methods.

Section 611.103

The Board has added a severability clause. (PC 5)

Section 611.108

This Section provides that the Agency may subdelegate portions of its
functions to units of local government pursuant to Section 4(n) of the Act.
The Agency objected to this Section on the grounds that Section 4(r) was self-
implementing. (PC 5) The Board agrees that Section 4(r) is self-
implementing. However, this Section is a dummy Section intended only to hold
the reference to Section 4(r). This allows the Board to use a shorter form of
reference in the body of the rules. Also, in the event Section 4(r) of the
Act is renumbered, it will he possible to correct the rules with a three—line
amendmoent in the Illinois Register. Because the reference occurs several
times in the rules, the alternative direct citation to the Act would require a
10 page proposal to correct.

Section 611.109

This Section is derived from 40 OCR 141.22(e) (1987), as amended at 54
Fed. Reg. 27526, from 40 OCR 141.23(a)(4), as amended at 53 Fed. Reg. 5146,
February 19, 1988, and from numerous similar provisions scattered throughout
40 OCR 141. These all provide that an MCL is enforceable, and that the
results of required monitoring may be used in an enforcement action. This is
obvious as a matter of Illinois law. The numerous provisions have been
consolidated into a single Section to make the regulations more readable.

Section 611.110

As is discussed in general above, the Board has, pursuant to the Agency’s
post-adoption comment, added a “special exception permit” as a vehicle by
which the Agency will make the many decisions included in the USEPA rules.
(post-adoption PC 14, p. 6)

The “special exception permits” will be subject to appeal to the Board.
The Board notes that, 10 tile event the Board fails to reach a decision on the
permit appeal within the 120 day ti me I imits , Secti on 40 of the Act provides
for a moan,Iamus , rmther than a “deemed issued” default, only for RCRA, UIC and
NPDES per:miits, not SD~IA, air permiits or non—haza’~dojs wase permits. Tile
Board notes that a default permni t does not excuse tile permul ttee from
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compliance with the Act or Board regulations; enforcement is precluded only
insofar as operating without a permit (Marquette Cement v. POB (1980), 84 Ill.
App. 3d 434, 405 NE 2d 512; Illinois Power v. P08 (1983), 112 Ill. App. 3d
457, 462, 445 NE 2d 820, 824.) The Board also notes that, pursuant to Section
39 of the Act, failure of the Agency to timnely act regarding RCRA permnits has
been construed by the Board as not leading to a default, in pant based on the
Board’s “identical in substance” mandate. (Marathon v. [EPA, POB 88—179;
July 27, 1989) The Board requested comment on this matter, hut received no
response.

Section 611.111

This Section is derived from 40 OCR 141.4 (1987), as amended at 54 Fed.
Reg. 27562, June 29, 1989; it is intended as a State equivalent of Section
1415(a)(1)(A) of the SOWA. Section 611.111(a) provides procedural guidelines
to the PWS in filing a variance petition pursuant to 35 Ill. Adm. Code 104.
Section 611.111(b) discusses the findings the Board must make before allowing
a variance. The PWS must demoonstrate that it cannot meet an MOL because of
source water characteristics; that it has applied BAT; and, that .a variance
will not impose an unreasonable health risk. Subparts (c) and (d) detail the
compliance and imoplementation schedules to be issued by the Board. Subpart
(e) provides for a public hearing on the moe~’its of the request. Subpart (f)
specifies situations when the Board will not grant a variance.

The Section 1415, and 1416 variance discussed below, are referenced into
40 CFR 141.4. Rather than adopt a reference in Board regulations, the Board
has adopted text which is equivalent to the SDWA provisions.

There is a question as to whether the Board has authority to adopt State
equivalents of these provi sions of the SDWA. Section 17.5 of the Act
authorizes the Board to adopt regulations which are identical in substance to
certain USEPA regulations implementing certain sections of the SDWA. Sections
1415 and 1416 of the SDWA are not listed in Section 17.5 of the Act. Nor has
USEPA adopted regulations implementing them. However, the regulations which
the Board is required to adopt include citations into sections 1415 and
1416. The question is whether to adopt rules with these citations, or whether
to set forth the text of the cited sections.

The references are similar to incorporations by reference in that they
defer to another document for the standard for decision. Section 6.02 of the
Administrative Procedure Act neither authorizes nor prohibits this type of
reference to a federal statute. However, in that these references are just
like inconporations by reference, they have the same problems: the reference
would leave the regulation incomplete to the reader, and would subdelegate
State rulemaking authority to Congress in the event of future amendments.

These variances pose a basic question as to whether they ought to be
granted by the Agemlcy on tile Board. A genera] discussion of the demarcation
of Board and Agency authority appears above. In summary, these decisions must
be taken by the Board, since they amnount to a “waiver” of requi remnents
appearing in Board rules. Variances are appropriate mechanisms for the
Section 1415 and 1416 variances, since they are temporary variances, based on
a hardship showing, and include compliance plans. The Board received no
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adverse corrinent to its proposal to handle these as variances.

There is ample precedent for the Board granting variances from State MCLs
which arm the same as the USEPA MCLs, consistent with Section 1415 of the
SD~~1A. (Geneva v. IEPA, P08 86—225; 79 P08 45, 60, July 16, 1937.)

If the Boad were co simply cite the SDWA provisions, the 3oa~d rules
would fail to inform the public that the SDWA variances are to be granted
pursuant to a Board variance. The Board has had cases in the past dealing
with federal variances which, at a minimum, would have been simpler if the
federal va-iance and federal/State interaction were dealt with explicitly in
the regulations. (Stepan Chemical v. IEPA, P08 79—161; 39 P08 130, 416, July
24 and Septemober 4, 1980)

Section 1415(a)(1 ) speaks of the State granting “one or more” variances
to “one or more” PWSs. The Board’s implementing language is worded in the
singular. However, under the Board’s genera] procedural rules a PWS with
multiple problems could combine them into a single va—iance petition, or could
file a separate peti ti on with respect to each MCL. Li kewi se, PWSs with
simnilar problems could request that the Bodrd consolidate their petitions.

Section 1415(a)(1) also requires the Administrator to “promnulgate” his
findings of BAT with respect to each MCL. There are several BAT findings in
toe USEPA rules reflected in Section 611.300 et seq. (For example, see
Section 611.311(b)). It is possible that USEPA has also specified BAT by way
of guidance documents. If this is the case~, these should be incorporated into
the regulations by reference to moake this variance procedure work. The Board
so] i cited comoment as to whether this might be the case, but recei ved no
response.

In its post—adoption comment USEPA asked about the omission of “treatment
techniques on other means deemed available by tho Administrator”. (PC 12)
The Board rule uses just “BAT”. The “treatment techniques ...“ are included
in the definition of “BAT” in Section 611.102.

Section 1415(c) of the SDWA requires the State to act “within a
reasonable time” after receiving a “variance” request. As noted above, tile
Board has required the use of its variance procedures to consider such
requests. Section 38(a) of the Act requires the Board to act within 120 days
on a variance petition. This is almost certainly a “reasonable period”.
However, the Board notes that Section 38 of the Act proiides for a one year
default variance if the Board fails to act within the time period. The Board
also notes that no special legislative provisions are included for the
variances for the RCRA, UIC or NPDES programs. The Board solicited conmoent,
but received no respomlse, as to whether the vaniance procedures would result
in a decision “within a reasonable time”, and as to whether the possibility of
a default was a problem with SDUA variances.

Section 35(a) of the Act allows the Board to grant variances upon a
fi n’ding of “arbi trary or unreasonable hardship”. Toe Board construes the SDAA
standards for grantimlg Section 1415(a)(1)(A) and 1415 variances as a lesser
type of hardship which goes into the arbi trary on unreasonable hamiship
finding under State 1ev.
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The wording of Sections 1415, and 1416, of the SDWA are difficult to
understand. The Board solicited comment, especially from USEPA, as to an
alternative interpretation of the Section 1415 variance. It appears that the
basic 1415 standard, “because of the basic chaacte~i stics of the raw water
sources which are reasonably avai]ablei’, is a hardship standard. (Section
1415(a)(1)(A)) It also appears to requirm a compliance plan and eventual
compliance with the general regulations. (Section 1415(a)(1)(i) and (ii))
However, these could be read as asking for an alternative MOL, and a plan for
complying with the alternative. This interpretation is moore consistent with
the requirement that the PWS meet BAT before applying. How could the PWS
comply with the genera] MCL if it has already used BAT and failed? if this
“variance” is to lead to an alternative HCL, an adjusted standard would be
more appropriate. However, these variances are discussed at 52 Fed. Reg.
25692, July 8, 1987. This appears to say that compliance with the MCL is
ultmately required, consistent with the variance procedure.

A part of the showing for the Section 1415 variance is that the variance
“will not result in an unreasonable risk to health” (“URTH”). The Agency
offered a definition of this term. (PC 5, item 22) The Agency offered a
global definition. Howeve—, the Board has adopted this as a local definition,
since it appears to apply only to these Sections. The definition appears at
Section 611.111(g).

The Agency’s definition is drawn from the Guidance Manual for Compliance
with the Filtration and Disinfection Requirements. Although this definition
is not contained in the USEPA regulations, it does include a “rule” which
USEPA evidently expects the Agency and PWSs to abide by.

The Board has adopted a definition similar to that proposed by the
Agency. The Board has corrected a numaber of grammatical prob]emns. Also, the
Agency’s definition starts as a definition of “URTH level, but is phrased in
terms of “amnount” of a contaminant. The Board has changed this to
“concentration”, to be consistent with “URTH level”. It is clear from the
considerations going into the URTH that the Agency intended a
“concentration”.

The Agency’s definition includes a presumption that a “risk to health is
presumed to be unreasonable unless there are costs involved which clearly
exceed the health benefits to be derived.” This leaves open the question of
the burden of proof. The Board has placed this into a more standard formn for
a presumption (McCormick on Evidence, §342). As adopted, the entire
definition reads:

As used in this Section, “unreasonable risk to health
level” (“URTK level”) means the concentration of a
contaminant which will cause a serious health effect
within the period of time specified in the variance or
exemption requested by a supplier seeking to come into
compliance by installing tile treatmoent required to
reduce the contaminant to the MCL. URTH
determinations are made on the basis of the individual
contaminant, taking into account: the degree by which
the level exceeds the MOL; duration of exposure;
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historical data; and, population exposed. A ~‘isk to
health is assumed to be unreasonable unless the
supp] icr demonstrates that there are costs involved
which clearly exceed the health benefits to be
derived.

40 OCR 141.4 provides that the State cannot grant an SDWA variance with
respect to the MCL for total colifonmn on the filtration and disinfection
requirements, which are in Subpart B below. The USEPA rule does not specify
whether a Section 1415 or 1416 variance is intended. Board has repeated this
in this and the following Section, so as to get both. The Board solicited
comment as to whether this was the intent of the USEPA rule, but received no
response.

Although USEPA and the Agency did not answer any of the the Board’s
questions about this Section, USEPA did ask two unrelated questions:

It is not clear how a Section 1415 Variance ties in
with the IPCB current Variance From Restricted
Status? Under what authority does IPOB and/or the
1EPA have to enforce either or both variances? (PC 4)

Existing 35 Ill. Adm. Code 602.106 allows the Agency to imnpose
“restricted status” on a PWS if it determnines, pursuant to permit action, that
a PWS may no longer be issued a construction permit without causing a
violation of the Act or regulations. The effect of restricted status is a ban
on new construction in the area served by the PWS. This “additional State
nequiremnent” is not required by the SDWA, and is not affected by this
rulemaking. However,, if a PWS were in violation of the SDWA requiremoents in
this new Part, the Agency should, under existing Section 602.106, impose
restricted status.

Pursuant to Section 35 of the Act, the Board may grant a variance from
Section 602.106 to allow construction in spite of the restricted status. To
obtain a variance, the PWS and/or builder would have to demoonstrate “arbitrary
or unreasonable hardship”, and would have to have a plan to bring the PUS into
compliance. Board variances are temporary, and may be extended only if
“satisfactory progress is shown”. (Section 36(b) of the Act).

The variance from restricted status is a variance from restricted status
only: i.e. it authorizes new connections to the system in spite of the
violation of the regulations. The restricted status variance is not a
variance from the regulatory requirements themselves. The PWS remains subject
to an enforcement action for violation of the standard. If a PWS wants a
va’iance from the SDWA—dniven requirements in Part 611, the PWS would have to
meet the conditions of Sections 611.111 or 611.112, i.e. Sections 1415 or 1316
of the SDWA.

Tue Agency has objected to one of the foregoing paragraphs. But, it is
far fromo clean what the obj ecti on is. The Agency states that “the Agency IJOS
impose restricted status upon any [PWS] which is in viol ation of any ~S]tete
on federal drinking water requi remcents, i nd ui ing the SDWA.” (post-adoption
PC 14, p. 21) This appears to be consi stemlt witil the foregoing paragraphs.
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The second portion of the USEPA question in PC 4 deals with the authority
to enforce variances. A variance is a Board Order, which generally includes
conditions, including a compliance plan and a certificate of acceptance. If
the PUS fails to comply with toe conditions, any person, including the Agency
and the Attorney General , may bring an enforcement action before the Board,
pursuant to Title VIII of the Act. The complainant may allege violation of
the conditions of the va’iance and/or violation of the underlying regulations.

Section 1415(a)(3) of the SDWAcontains what appears to be a second
“variance” procedure which requires an adjusted standard. This is discussed
in Section 611.113.

Section 611.112

This Section is intended as a State equivalent of Section 1416 of the
SWDA. Subsection (a) provides procedural guidelines to the PUS in applying
for an “exemption”. Subsection (b) discusses the findings the Board must find
before allowing a vdriance. The Board must find that the PUS is unable to
comply with an MOL or treatment requirement “because of compelling factors
(which may include economic factors)”. This “variance” is available only to a
PWS which was in operation before the MCL, or which has no other “reasonable
alternative source” of raw water. Subsection (c) details the compliance and
imnplementation schedules to be issued by the Board. Subsection (d) provides
for extensions on the variance. Subsection (e) is a public hearing
provision. Subsection (f) notes the USEPA shall be notified of all petitions
and shall notify the Board of requests that do not meet the requirements of
the Section. Subsection (f) specifies situations when the Board will not
grant a variance.

The Section 1415 and 1415 variances are very similar. The following are
differences:

1. While the 1415 variance depends on raw water characteristics, the

1416 variance depends on economic factors.

2. The 1415 variance is available only to a PWS which has applied BAT.

3. The 1416 variance is available only to existing PWSs, or to those
with “no reasonable alternative source” of raw water.

4. While the 1415 variance requires compliance “as expeditiously as

possible”, the 1416 variance has definite time limits.

5. A 1416 variance is subject to USEPA review. (see below).

Section 611.112(d) generally limits compliance schedules to a maximum of
12 months. Subsections (d)(1) and (d)(2) allow extensions under certain
conditions. These are derived from Section 1415(a)(2)(B) and (C). Subsection
(d)(1) is a genera] three year extension for PWSs which need to mrake ‘capital
improvements. Subsection (d)(2) is for smnall PUSs which need imnprovements.

At the end of Section 1415(a)(2)(B)(iii) is a requirement that the PUS
take “all practicable steps to meet the standard.” Tnere is a questioml as to
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whether this modifies only subsection (iii), on subsections (i) through
(iii). In the versi on of the SDWA the Board is working fnomn, the text retu ms
to the preceding level of indentation, as though this was a (one line)
“hanging” paragraph, at the (a)(2)(3) level, modifying all three
subsections. The Board has followed tois reading, which makes moore sense then
the limited reading. However, “hanging” paragraphs arm prohibited by the Code
Unit. This condition has therefore been moved up to (d)(1) level, so that it
governs Section 611.112(d)(1)(A) through (0).

Section 1416(c) and (d) of the SBWA require toe State to notify the
Regional Adrnini strator of Section 1415 variances, and create a system by which
USEPA is to review variances, with possible revocation. Most of this applies
to USEPA, and should not be adopted as a State regulation. (Section
7.2(a)(1)) However, the Board has fashioned a procedure which carries out the
State’s bbligations under these provisions. (Section 7.2(a)(3) of the Act.)

Section 611.112(f) requires the Agency to send USEPA a copy of each
variance. The Board may reconsider and modify a grant of variance, or
variance conditions, if the Admoinistrator notifies the Board of a finding
pursuant to Section 1416 of the SDWA.

Section 611.113

As is discussed below, USEPA regulates some contaminants by establishing
an MOL, and others by requiring a certain treatmoent technique. Section
1415(a)(3) of the SDWA allows the Administrator to approve alternatives to
treatment technique requirements upon a showing that an alternative technique
is “at least as effective in lowering a contaminant” as the required
technique. The Bodnd has used the adjusted standard moechanism of Section 28.1
of the Act and 35 Ill. Adm. Code 106. Variances are not appropriate since the
PUS is not expected to come into eventual compliance.

Section 1415(c) of the SDWA appears to specify that this procedure can be
delegated to the States. The Board solicited comirient as to whether the
Section 1415(a)(3) “variance” is delegatable, but received no response. The
Board also noted that, if this procedure to be retained by USEPA, there needs
to be a Board rule so specifying, so that PWSs will know where to send the
form. (Section 7.2(a)(5)).

Although USEPA did not answer the Board’s question, it made the following
comment:

There is no definition of an “adjusted standard”. As
this paragraph stands, it is not equivalent to Section
1415(a)(3) of the SDWA. (PC 4)

As cited in the rule, adjusted standards may be granted pursuant to
Section 28.1 of the Act and 35 Ill. 4dm. Code 106.701 at seq. These rules
were adopted in RSS-5, July 10, 1989, and appeared on July 21, [989, at 13
11]. Req. 12094.

Section 1415(a)(3) of the Act refers to this as a “va~-iarce”. rn~Board
cannot use its variance procedures to grant t~i15 “Vd~inmlce”, Si nce, as nitOd
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above, the PUS is not expected to come into compliance with the general
treatment requirement. Rather, the appropriate State procedure is called an
“adjusted standard”.

Section 1415(a)(3) i:oposes two requirements: the standard for issuing
the variance, “at least as effective”; and a requirement that the variance be
conditioned on use of the alternative method. These are both present in the
Board rule. The Board is at a loss to understand why this Section is “not
equivalent” to the SDWA.

USEPA has renewed its objection to calling this Section an “adjusted
standard” instead of a “variance”. (PC 12) As the Board understands it,
USEPA’s problem is a nomnenclature problem stemming from its lack of
familiarity with State procedures. As discussed above, if the Board were to
call this a “variance”, it would be forced to follow State procedural
requirements which are inconsistent with the SDWA.

Section 611.114

This Section is derived from 40 OCR 141.5 (1989). This is a regulation
restricting the location of new PWS structures in locations subject to
earthquakes, floods or other disasters.

The USEPA rule merely requires notification of the State before
construction. The Board has referenced the construction permit requirement of
Section 602.101.

The USEPA rule includes restrictions on the location of structures below
high tide marks. For geographical reasons these are not applicable in
Illinois. (Section 7.2(a)(1))

The USEPA rules also require the PWS to avoid locating at a site which is
subject to a significant risk from earthquakes, “to the extent practicable”.
The Board solicited comment, but received no response, as to whether this
provision ought to be deleted as geographically inappropriate for the Illinois
program. Large areas of Southern Illinois are subject to a significant risk
of earthquakes. However, unlike California earthquakes, these are from deep
faults which are not associated with small areas of especially high risk at
the surface. The effect of this provision seems to be just to establish a
presumption against new construction in the southern third of the State.
However, the PUS regulations fundamentally assume that a water system will be
built in each community, and expanded as necessary to serve the community’s
needs. In the final rule, the Board has added a definition of “significant
risk” to make it clear that this provision is talking about a greaten risk of
locating the new or expanded facility in one part of the service area versus
an other.

The final sentence of this Section provides that USEPA will not seek to
override State on local land use decisions. The Board has deleted this,
because it governs actions to be taken by USEPA. The Board solicited comnmmment,
but received no direct response, as to the alternative interpretation that
this is a pattern rule which the states are supposed to adopt, after shrinking
it to State size.
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While Agency or Board actions do not in and of themselves “seek to
override” local land use decisions, they can have the practical effect of
superseding the exercise of local land use decisions. For example, pursuant
to Board regulations, the Agency is requi rmd to place a water system or
restricted status, thus disallowing const—uc:ion of water main extensions, fo~
non—compliance aith State standards. As another example, the Agency and Board
are in the process of implementing the State’s Groundwater Protection Act,
which includes restrictions on the location of certain facilities within set-
back zones around wellheads.

The Agency indicated that the siting requirements are currently being
implemented by way of Agency criteria in 35 Ill. Adm. Code 653.101. (PC 5,
itemo 36) This sets out an application process for someone seeking to locate
within a less suitable area. The validity of Agency criteria is discussed in
general above. 35 Ill. Adm. Code 653.101 would be a valid Agency rule
interpreting and implementing the basic siting requirements in this Section.
However, since it does not reflect a portion of the USEPA rules or existing
Board rules, the Board does not have a basis for including it in Pant 611.

Section 611.115

This Section includes existing State requiremnents governing raw water
quantity. (Section 604.502) This has been moved from proposed Section
611.131(e) — (g). (PC 5)

Section 611.120

This Section is derived from 40 OCR 141.6 and 141.60 (1989). The USEPA
rules list past effective dates for many of the USEPA provisions. The Board
has deleted these since they all are past. PWSs will oe required to cdmiiply
with these provisions, as State regulations, upon the date these regulations
are filed. Note that many of these requirements actually have earlier
effective dates under old Parts 604 through 607. Al so, federal enforcement
remains possible for past violations under 40 CFR 141.

The newer USEPA provisions include effective dates with the provisions,
and are contained in other Sections of 40 CFR 141. Section 141.60 is a dead
letter now that USEPA speci fies effective dates with each Section.

The Agency asked the Board to adopt a phase—in schedule in this
Section. As is discussed in genera] above, the adoption of identical in
suhstamlce rules is keyed to the date of adoption, rather than the effective
date of delayed provisions. The Board has to presently adopt rules which
say: “until date, do X; after date, do Y”. To the extent the Board does
this in this rulemoaking, it will follow USEPA’s current practice of attaching
the delay provisions to the individual Sections, ~-athenthan consVucting a
table.

Section 611.121

This Section is drawn fromo the defini tion of “maximum contaminant level”
in 40 OC2 141.2. As was di scissed above, 10 tile general discussior~,and in
connection with the defini tions , the USEPA rules do not state that compliance
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with the MCLs is required, except by inference from the definition. The Board
has moved the requirements from the definitions to a substantive Section.

The “definition” in 40 CFR 141.2 reads as follows:

“Maximum contaminant level” means the maximnium
permissible level of a contaminant in water which is
del ivered to the free flowing outlet of the ultimate
user of a public water system, except in the case of.
turbidity where the maximum permissible level is
mneasured at the point of entry to the distribution
system. Contaminants added to the water under
circumstances controlled by the user, except those
resulting from corrosion of piping and plunbing caused
by water quality, are excluded from this definition.

This starts out attempting to define “MCL”. But, it then moves on to
tell how to measure the contaminant level, rather than the MOL. (The MOL
itself is determined by USEPA’s regulatory process, based on toxicological
considerations.) Then it excludes fromn the definition of “MOL”, “contaminants
added ... by the user”. (Does this mean that there is no MOL for lead if a
user adds lead?) The Board has attempted to fix these problems.

Section 611.121(a) contains the requinemnent to comply with the MCLs.
This is inferred fromu the phrase “maximum permissible” in the definition. It
has been worded in the “No person shall cause or allow.. .“ format found in the
Act and other Board rules.

As is discussed in the general discussion section above, the USEPA rules
actually have two types of MCLs: “MCLs” and “revised MOLs”. As is discussed
above, the Board has collapsed these into a single “MOL” for each
contaminant. (PC 12, 14, p. 37)

Most of the text of the definition specifies measurement points for
MCLs. This is stated as a rule in subsection (b). The Board notes that there
is at least one inconsistent point of measurement rule in the USEPA rules.
See 40 CFR 141.24(g)(1). The Board has therefore added an “except as
otherwise specified” to the general measurement rule. USEPA has asked tile
Board to omit the general measurement rule, noting tile exception. (PC 12)
However, the Board is required to somoehow acknowledge the USEPA “definition”
of “MCL” in its rules. Omission would leave no way to measure most
contaminants. The “unless otherwise specified” provision will allow
measurement points to be specified for individual contamninants.

Section 611.121(c) provides that there is no violation of the MCL for
contaminants added by tile user. This is implied by the final sentence of the
USEPA definition.

Section 611.123 (Not adopted)

The, Board proposed to move the prohi biti on on cross connections f”oma
existing 35 Ill. Adm. Code 607.104. This Section is subject to major revision
in an Agency proposal in R87-37. The Agency has expressed a prmfenence for
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leaving the Section in its current location (PC 5), which has been done.

Section 611.125

The Board has moved tue mandatory fluoridation nequi remoent from 35 ill
Adm. Code 604.405. This is an additional State requiremaent. The Board
solicited commnent as to whether it should retain this provision in the
regu] ati ons, since mandatory fl uori dation is enforced by tile Departmaent of
Public Health. The Board received no response.

Section 611.126

This Section is derived fromo 40 OCR 141.43 (1989). It prohibits the use
of lead pipes, flux or solder in a PUS, and in connected private plumabing.
This has been moved to the front of the regulations, since it is a proilibition
which any moemaber of the public could violate.

40 OCR 141.43(a)(2) requires PWSs to give a one—timoe notification of
corrosivity and lead content, which has been accomplished in Illinois. This
has been dropped f’-om the proposal, since it has no prospective effect. (PC
5, post—adoption PC 14, p. 66)

FILTRATION AND DISINFECTION

This Subpart addresses filtration and disinfection. It is drawn fromo 40
CFR 141.70 at seq, as adopted on June 29, 1989. This Subpart establishes
moandatory equipment and operating regulations which function as MCLs. These
have been moved toward the front of the Part in that they establish
requirements which logically precede the MCLs.

Section 611.201 et seq.

The following Sections addresses several Agency determinations which are
referenced at several points in the USEPA rules, but which are not explicitly
stated. The Board has collected these together to efficiently specify the
standards and procedural context for Agency action. As suggested by the
Agency, the Board has broken these determinations into separate Sections. (PC
5) The standards are drawn from the body of the federal rules, fromo the
preamble to the federal rules and from USEPA guidance documents. The Guidance
Documnent is incorporated by reference in Section 611.102.

This Subpart includes other determinations which appear only once, o’ a
few tines. These remain in the body of the regulations. Most of these are
determoinations which are subsidiary to the determinations which are addressed
in these regulations. For examaple, in Section 611.232, the Agency may
determine that, as a pant of a determination as to whether filtration is
required, that a failure of disinfection equipment was “caused by
circumstances which were unusual and unpredictable.”

The rules allow the Agency moake these determinations, consi stent WIth tile
general discussi on above. These determinations include speci fic st.1nd~l~is.
Toe Agency has authon tv, eursuant to Section 39 ~f the Act, to ap~ily i~iese
standards in the context of special exception permit issm.mance , smhjnc. ta
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Board review.

As is discussed in general above, pursuant to post—adoption comment, the
Board has added Section 611.110, creating a “special exception permit” as a
vehicle for all of the decisions the Agency makes in this Part. These
determinations will also be made pursuant to a “special exception permit.
Therefore, the Board has deleted the general procedural requi remer.ts which are
now addressed in Section 611.110.

in its final version, Section 611.201 requirms the Agency to trigger
these determinations in line with USEPA requirements. Tile Agency must give
sufficient notice to the PUS to collect toe required data.

Section 611.202

The Agency will make the determinations pursuant to a “special exception
permit” (Section 611.110).

Section 611.211

As is discussed below, the new federal disinfection rules emphasize
filtration as a means of achieving microbial quality in wate”, discouraging
the use of disinfectant on unfiltered water. Section 611.211 is the
determination as to whether filtration is required. This depends on eight
criteria for avoiding filtration which are set forth in detail in Section
611.231 and 611.232, ,qhich are drawn from 40 OCR 141.71. These include:
coliform and turbidity standards in source water; adequate disinfection; a
watershed control program; annual inspection; absence of disease
outbreaks; and, compliance with the total col iform and THN tIOLs in the
distribution system.

The filtration determination is back—referenced at numerous points in the
June 29, 1989 Federal Register. 40 CFR 141.71 is entitled “Cnite”i.a for
Avoiding Filtration”. However, the USEPA rule does not ever get around to
saying: “The State shall determine that filtration is rmquired based on the
fo]lowing criteria...” Rather, this is stated in the preamble at 54 Fed. Reg.
27505. Fortunately, the preamble references into the body of the rules. The
Board has placed a “Board note” after the text of Section 611.211 indicating
that it is drawn from the Preamble, rather than the rules.

Where the USEPA rules back-reference the filtration determination, they
repeat the foliowing litany: “... detenmoined, in writing pursuant to Section
1412(b)(7)(C)(iii) (of the SDWA), that filtration is required.” For example,
see the preamble to 40 OCR 141.11. The cited SDWA Section merely confers
jurisdiction on the Administrator and authorized states to make the
determination; it does not specify any standards fo’ the determination. The
Board has omitted this reference since it is confusing and irrelevant at the
State level. At the back—reference points the Board has cited instead to
Section 611.211. Also, the “in writing” ~-equirmmaentis replaced with the
special exception permoit action requiremoent in Section 611.201, and stated
only once.
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Section 611.212

The disinfection rules, discussed below, generally requi~e filtration of
surface water sources and “groundwater sources under the direct influence of
surface water”. Toe Boa-d has added Section 611.212 to specify the criteria
which the Agency is to use to make this determination. Again, tile federal
rules make numerous back ~eferences to the determination, but fail, to state
the criteria. The term “groundwater under tile direct influence of surface
water” is defined in 40 CFR 141.2. However, the preamble has additional, and
mnore specific criteria. (54 Fed. Req. 2/489). The preamble also refers to a
Guidance Manual. The Board has consolidated the criteria in the definition
and preamoble into Section 611.212.

The definition in 40 OCR 141.2 includes two main criteria: significant
occurrence of insects, algae or large-diameter pathogens, such as G.
larablia; or significant an.d relatively rapid shifts in in water
characteristics, such as turbidity, temperature, conductivity or ph, which
correlate with cl imnatologica] or surface characteristics. The determoination
is to be based on site-specific measurements of water quality or documentation
of well construction characteristics and geology. The preamble, 54 Fed. Reg.
2/489, adds two other criteria, which have been added to the Board
regulations. The deter;oin.ation may conside” structural modifications to
eliminate the direct influence of surface water and prevent B. lamblia cyst
contamination. (Section 611.212(c)). Also, the potential for contamination
by small-diameter pathogens, such as viruses or bacteria, does not alone
render the source “under the direct influence.” (Section 611.212(h)).

The Guidance Manual has a number of otiler criteria, and is moore speci fic
as to the cni ten a above. The Board has adopted language which places all of
the decisional criteria int,o the regulations, but without being overly
specific. The Section has beeml worded as “The Agency shall determine
based upon . . .“ , in order to allow the Agency freedom to weigh these factors
to make an overall evaluation of whether a source is “under the influence”.

The Guidance Manual is written from the point of view of a cost—effective
decision tree, so that the State can determine obvious cases without requi ring
the collection of immaterial data. For example, the process starts with
observing whether the source is a lake. If so, there is no point in
collecting further data. The Board has tried to preserve this hierarchy in
the order in which criteria are presented, but without setting out the full
coroplexity of the decision process. Tile major headings of the criteria
address, in the following order: physical characteristics; well
construction; water quality records; rapid shifts in water quality;
correlation with surface conditions; and particulate analysis. The sources
of the criteria are sumnaa~izedas follows:

Secti on 40 CFR 141.2 Preamble Gui iance Manual
611.212 “Groaniwate”_...~ 54Fed.Re~ Paqe

(a) 2-4
(0) 3rd Sentence 2-5
(c) 27439 2-1?
(8) 3rd Sentence 2-5
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(e) 2-6, 11
(f) (2) 2-10
(g) (1) — 2—7
(h) 27489 2-2

The Agency has objected to using the Guidance Manual and Preamble as a
source for the additional criteria. (post-adoption PC 14, p. 23) The
additional criteria of the preamble and Guidance Manual are certainly
consistent with the definition on 40 CFR 141.2. However, their status as
independent criteria can be illustrated by Section 611.212(e) and (f). The
latter involves changes in water characteristics which closely correlate with
climatological or surface water conditions. This criterion is drawn fromo the
definition. However, Section 611.212(e) contains numerical limits on
temperature and turbidity fluctuations which, according to the Guidance
Manual, are indicative of surface influence, regardless of whether they
correlate with surface conditions.

The Guidance Manual specifies a range of 0.5 to I NTU and 15 to 20% (in
degrees F) of temperature change as indicative of surface influence. There
are problems with these standards. First, does this mean that sources with
even larger changes are not under the influence? Second, what does it mean
for sources within the range? The Board has avoided these problems by
adopting a regulation which uses the lower value of tile range as indicative of
surface influence. This is probably what USEPA means. The Board proposed to
use values based on the lower end of the ranges, and so] ici ted comment, but
received no response.

The D”aft Guidance Document had a worse problem, in that it failed to
specify the units on which the “15 to 2O~” temperature range was to be
based. The Board noted that the range depended on the units, and proposed to
adopt a rule based on degrees Celsius. The final version specifies
Fahrenheit. The Board has therefore revised the proposed rule to reflect the
final Guidance. Assumning that groundwater is around 60°F, a 15~change would
be 9 Fahrenheit degrees, which the Board has used in the final rule.

Section 611.212(d) has been rewritten for clarity. (post-adoption PC 14,
p. 24) The Board also feels that, apart from this, the comments suggest there
is still a need to compare in detail the text of this rule with the Guidance
Manual. The Board has therefore conducted a detai led comparison of the rule
with the final version of the Guidance Manual. This has not revealed any
material changes between the final and draft versions, except that the method
of measuring “particulates” is now given in the Guidance Manual, instead of by
reference to Standard Method, Method 912K. The Board has revised Section
611.212(g) accordingly.

In its comments, the Agency suggested tnat the Board simply adopt the
text of the definition of “groundwater under the direct influence of surface
water” from 40 OCR 141.2. (PC 5, itemo 32) However, the Agency did not
explain its position. In its post—adoption comments, the Agency again
requested that the Board just adopt the text of the defini tion, without the
additional criteria in the preamble and Guidance Manual. The Agency states
the additional information “need not be included at all, as these are options
which the Agency may use to make its determoination.” (post—adoption PC 14, p.
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23)

The second sentence of the definition of “groundoate” unde” the influence
of suface wate”” provides that ‘Di”ect influence must be determnlned for
individual sources in acco-dance with c”itenia established by the State”. (40
CFR 141.2) The Board construes this as a directive to the State to establish
criteria. (Section 7.2(a)(3))

The Section 3.09 of the Illinois Administrative Procedure Act provides
that “‘Rule’ means each agency statement of general applicability that
implements, applies, interprets, or prescribes law o” policy...” The criteria
which the Agency will use to determine whether groundwater is “under the
influence” are cleanly a “rule” under the Illinois APA. Sections 17.5 and
7.2(a)(3) of the Act require that the Board adopt the rule.

In many situations the preamble and Guidance Manual merely serve to
amnpl ify or explain the contents of a USEPA rule. The Board may simply
incorporate the documents by reference. However, for tile “under tile
influence” determination, it is apparent that the preamble and Guidance Manual
contain additional decisional criteria which are at most remotely related to
the definition in 40 OCR 141.2. To meet the directive in 40 CCR 141.2, the
requirements of the Illinois APA, and the mandates of Sections 7.2 and 17.5 of
the Act, it is necessary that the Board adopt a rule with sufficient criteria
to enable the Agency to act consistently with the Guidance Manual.

It is important to re—emphasize that Section 611.212 is written, as a set
of criteria which the Agency considers in making the “groundwater under the
influence of surface water” determnination. It excludes much of the detail in
the Guidance Manual, and does not include any “formula” which forces the
Agency to any conclusion. Rather, the Agency considers these criteria,., along
with the Guidance Manual, in making an overall dete”mination as to whether
groundwater is “under tile influence of surface water”.

In its post-adoption comment, USEPA asked where the regulatory
requirement of determining whether a groundwater system’o is influenced by
surface water was located. (PC 12) USEPA is correct that Section 611.212 is
merely a listing of criteria which the State will use. The list is required
by the second sentence of the definition of “groundwater under the influence
of surface water” in 40 OCR 141.2. The requirement that the PUS make the
demonstration is triggered by Agency notification pursuant to Section
611.201. The Board has reviewed 40 OCR 141, and Part 611, and cannot find any
hard rules as to when the demonstration must be made. Toe Board suggests that
tile timing of the demonstrations should be the proper subject of toe M3A
between tile Agency and JSEPA.

Section 611.213

The new disinfection regulati om~s,whi cli are discussed below, md ude
nequinemoents that a PUS maintain a measurable residual disinfectant
concentration (RDC) in the distni bution system. RDC is measmi”ed in the’
directly, or by a heterotrophi c bacteria plate count (HPC). An 000 1 ass than
500/al imp] I as a neasurahl e RDC. (See Section 611. 241 (8)) . HP~5.1081 as must
be ref~’igerated am~d analysed within a limited time. (Standard natlods , tle~hod
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907A) Several of the regulations below include an exemption from HPC sampling
if the PUS has no means of analyzing for HPC and is providing adequate
disinfection. For example, see 40 OCR 141.7?(a)(4)(ii). The Boa”d has
collected tnese dete”mnin.ations into Section 611.213, which is back-referenced
instead of repeating the 1 engthy federal 1 anguage at each point.

The “no HPC” determination was the subject of extensive post—a’Joption
comnnent. Most of the discussion has been moved to the general discussion
above.

The USEPA rules do not give any cri tenia for naking the HPC
determoination. The criteria are discussed in the preamoble at 54 Fed. Req.
27495. Section 611.213 is ]aryely based on the preamble.

The HPC determination has two major comoponents: the inability to
measure; and, maintenance of adequate RDC in the distribution system. The
former has been phrased in terms of the inability to measure with time am~d
temopenatures specified in Standards Methods. It would be easy to go on and
state the time and temoperature conditions. However, the Board has avoided
doing this out of fear that these might change in the future. Citing to
Standard Methods avoids this problemo, since the Board will routinely update
the incorporations by reference Section to include revised methods.

The time and temperature showing includes consideration of transportation
time to the nearest certified laboratory. (Section 4(o) of tie Act) in
addition, the Agency is to consider whether, based on the size of the P83, it
ought to establish in—house laboratory facilities. See the preamble at 54
Fed. Req. 27495. This is not further elaborated.

Toe second ponti on of the showing md udes a demonstrati on that the PUS
is providing adequate disinfection in the distribution system. hote that the
RDC level in the distribution system nay not correlate with the RDC at the
point of disinfection, since the former also depends on: the presence of
organic material in the finished water; the residence time in the
distribution system; and contamoination from cross connections. In making the
disinfection portion of the determination, the Agency is to consider: other
measurements which show the presence of ROO in the distribution system; the
size of the system; and the adequacy of the cross connection control
program. See 54 Fed. Reg. 27495.

As is discussed in general above, the Board has added a third condition,
that tile PUS cannot maintain a disinfectant residual in the dist”ihution
system. This is drawn from the Preamble at 54 Fed. Reg. 274~5. (post—
adoption PC 14, p. 28)

Section 611.220

This Section is derived fnomo 40 OCR 141.70 (1937), as amended at 54 Fed.
Req. 27526, June 29, 1989. It sets forth the general requirements fo’
filtration and disinfection. These apply to PUSs using a surface wmta~source
or a groundwater source under the di rect influence of surface mater. Tmma PUS
must achieve a 99.9% remooval on inactivation of 3. lambi Ia cysts, and a 99.99%
remiioval or i nacti vati on of viruses , as between the raw water source and the
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first customoe’-. A PWS is considered to be in compliance if it either meets
the requirements for avoiding filtration, or if it meets the specific
filtration and disinfection requirements discussed below.

40 OCR 141.70(c) requires that each PUS using a su”face mater source o”
groundwater unde” the direct influence of surface water he operated by
personnel who meet requirements specified by toe State. The Board has
referenced the existing certification requinemnents of 35 Ill. Adm. Coda
603.103. The Board has also added a reference to the statutory requiremoent in
ch. 111 1/2, par. 501 et seq. (PC 5)

Section 611.230

This Section is derived from the preamble to 40 OCR 141.71, as adopted at
54 Fed. Req. 27526, June 29, 1989. It specifies times by which PUSs must meet
the filtration requirements. Dates depend upon when the Agency determines
that filtration is required, or that a groundwater source is under the direct
influence of surface water. As is discussed in general above, tile phase—in of
these requirements must be coordinated with the phase—out of the existing
requi”ements in Parts 604-607. (PC 5)

Section 611.231

This Section is derived from 40 OCR 141.71(a) (1987), as amended at 54
Fed. Req. 27526, June 29, 1989. It specifies the source water quality
conditions which the Agency considers in determining, pursuant to Section
611.211, that filtration is requi”ed. The conditions are that the source
water must be less than 20 fecal coliform bacteria pen 100 ml, or less than
100 total coliform pen 100 ml, and have a turbidity less than 5 NTU.

Section 611.231(b)(1) includes an exception fromn the turbidity condition
if the Agency determoines that the event was caused by “dircumnstances which
were unusual and unpredictable”. This determination would be made subsidiary
to the determnination as to whether filtration is required. (Section
611. 211)

Section 611.231(c) and (d) are drawn from existing Sections 601.501(a)
and (b). The proposed Section included several additional provisions
concerning source water quantity, drawn from existing 35 Ill. Adm. Code
604.502(a-c). These have been moved to Section 611.115. (PC 5)

Section 611.232

This Section is derived from 40 OCR 141.71(b) (1987), as amended at 54
Fed. Reg. 27525, June 29, 1989. It sets forth the “site-specific conditions’
by which a PUS may avoid filt”ation. This is a pant of the showing ~‘hi:h the
PUS must make pursuant to Section 611.211.

Toe Agency asked that thi s Section be deleted, i favor of the “mao”e
stringent” Agency criteria in 35 Ill. 1dm. Code 654.101(d). (PC h) As is
discussed in general above, Section. 17.5 of the Act requi res the iIoarJ to
adopt this Section.
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As provided by Section 611.232(a), a system which wants to avoid
filtration must neet the disinfection requirements in Section 611.241, ‘subject
to certain exceptions. These Agency determninations are subsidiary to the
filtration determination in Section 611.211. The disinfection requirements
are: inactivation of cysts and viruses; redundant disinfection equipment;
an RDO of 0.2 mg/L entering the distribution system; and, a detectable RDC in
the distribution system. (Section 611.242(a) - (d))

As provided by Section 611.232(b), system which wants to avoid filtration
must maintain a watershed control program which mninimizes the potential for
contamination by G. lamblia cysts and viruses in the source water. This
includes a requirement that the PUS acquire land or control rights in the
watershed.

40 OCR 141.71(b)(2) includes a determination as to the adequacy of the
program, which is made subsidiary to the filtration determination in Section
611.211. This includes a restatement of the purpose of the program to
minimize cysts and viruses. The Board has deleted the second statement, and
placed the final sentence into active voice.

As provided by Section 611.232(c), a system which wants to avoid
filtration must have an annual on—site inspection to assess the disinfection
process and watershed control program. This includes two subsidiary
demonstrations.

The USEPA rules require that either tile State “or a party approved by the
State” per’formo the on site inspections (40 CCR 141.71(b)(3)). It is not
obvious how this approval is to be given in Illinois. The Board has cited to
Section 611.108, which allows units of local government to enter into
delegation agreements pursuant to Section 4(r) of the Act.

40 OCR 141.71(b)(3) also requires that the inspection “indicate to the
State’s satisfaction” that the watershed control program and disinfection
process are adequately designed and maintained. The Board has replaced this
with “demonstrate” to avoid implying an unusual burden of proof or subjective
standard.

In the Proposal, the text of Section 611.132(c) was repeated. The excess
has been removed. (PC 4)

As provided by Section 611.232(d), a system which wants to avoid
filtration must not have been identified as a source of a waterbonne disease
outbreak. The system can continue to avoid filtration by modifications to
prevent another such occurrence. The phrase “as determined by the State” has
been deleted as redundant, in that this determination is made as specified in
Section 611.211.

As provided by Section 611.232(e), system which wants to avoid filtration
must meet the total coliform MCL of Section 611.325. This MEL involves a
demonstration of the absence of col formn bacteria, rather than a count
standard. This includes an exemption by way of a subsidiary demonstration
that the violation was not caused by a deficiency of treatment.
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As provided by Section 611.232(f), system which wants to avoid filtration
must meet the MCL for TTHM in Section 611.310. Mote that filtration would
remove organic material which interferes with disinfection and produces
unnecessary THM.

This Section is related to existing 35 Ill. Ado. Code 604.501(a,h,d).

Section 611.233

This Section is derived from 40 OCR 141.71(c) (1987), as amended at 54
Fed. Reg. 27526, June 29, 1989. This states the treatment technique rule,
which may be the subject of a violation. Under Section 611.233(a), a PWS
violates the treatment technique requirement if it fails to install filtration
by the date specified in Section 611.230, and either the Agency has determnined
that filtration is required, or tile PUS fails to meet one of the above
criteria for avoiding disinfection. Note that Section 611.230 allows time for
installation of equipment after the Agency nakes the determninatior..

Under Section 611.233(b), a PUS also nay violate the treatment technique
requirement if the source water turbidity exceeds 5 ~4T1J,or if the systemo is a
source of a waterborne disease outbreak.

The Agency suggested rewriting this Section, and consolidating related
prohibitions. (PC 5) Although tile Agency’s suggestion has merit, it would
make ‘the routine updating of the rules difficmult.

This Section is related to existing 35 ill. Adm. Code 604.203(’e,l a—a)

Section 611.240

This Section is derived from 40 OCR 141.72 preamble (1987), as amended at
54 Fed. Oeg. 27526, June 29, 1989 This Section specifies effective dates for
the disinfection requirement. These run through 1991 and 1993 for various
sources, or 18 months after Agency determinations regarding filtration or
groundwater influence. As is discussed in general above, the phase in of
these requirements must be coordinated with the phase out of the existing
requirements. (PC 5)

Section 611.240(c) allows the Agency to set interim disinfection
requirements applicable between the time filtration is required and
installed. This will be done by special exception permnit, as part of the
filtration determoination discussed above.

This Section is related to existing 35 Ill. 1dm. Code 604.401(a), (b),
(d), 604.402(b), 604.403(a) - (h), 604.404, 604.501(e), and 605.101.

The Agency commented to the effect that its criteria in 35 ill. Adm. Oode
654.101(d) are mnore stringent. (PC 5, item 50) As is discussed on general
above, Sections 7.2 and 17.5 of toe Act do not allow the Board to defer to
these Agency criteria.

The Agency also urged toe Boa’~d to defer to the Agency cni teria in, 35
Ill. Adm. Code 653.604(a), which the Agency says requires syste;ns to maintain
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a higher combined residual. (PC 5, item 50) Again, for the reasons discussed
in general, the Board cannot defer to the Agency criteria.

The post-adoption comments addressed the question of whether the Board’s
existing disinfection requirements might constitute consistent, more stringent
requirements which ought to be retained. (post-adoption PC 14, p. 25, 32) As
is discussed in general above, the Board believes that the the new USEPA
disinfection requirements as a whole are moore stringent than the existing
State requirements, and in some ways are inconsistent. The comments also
questioned the Board’s classification of groundwater and discussion of the
relative stringency of the USEPA “groundwater not under the direct influence
of surface water” exclusion versus the “confined geologic formation” standdrd
of Section 17(b) of the Act. (post-adoption PC 14, p. 31) This discussion
has also been moved forward to the front of the Opinion. In surrinary, the
Board agrees with the Agency’s position that the geologic standards are
equivalent. This results in no change to the text Section 611.240(g) as set
forth in the May 24, 1990, Order.

Proposed Section 611.240(g) is set out below. There was an error in the
citation to Section 17(b), which the Board has corrected in the following
quotations.

All CUSs shall provide disinfection pursuant to
Section 611.241 or 611.242, unless the Agency has
granted the supplier an exemnption pursuant to Section
[17(b)] of the Act.

BOARD NOTE: This is an additional State requi”ement.

The Agency comiinented as follows:

Subsection (g) .. . should be deleted since the
conditions of the chlo’ination exemption are already
prescribed in Section 17(b) of the Act and expressly
preclude any surface water supply from receiving an
exemption. (PC 5, item 50)

IJSEPA commented as follows:

How does “Section [17(b)] of the Act” apply to a
Section 1416 Variance (Section 611.112)? It is not
clear to what authority these requi remnants apply. (PC
4)

If the Board omitted the reference to Section 17(b), the rules would be
ambiguous as to how and whether tile exemption fits into the federally—mandated
rules. Section 7.2(a)(6) of the Act provides that identical in substance
regulations should reflect any consistent, mno”e stringent Board regulations.
As is discussed above, the “confined geologic formation” standard of Section
17(b) is equivalent to the “groundwater not under the infl uen.ce of surface
water” exemption in the USEPA rules. However, in Illinois PUSs must continue
to disinfect until tile Agency moakes the complete Section 17(b)
determination.
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The Board has merely referenced Section 17(b) of the Act. The Board has
not sought to restate or modify its requirements.

The Proposal was worded as an additional State requirement applicable to
all CUSs, even though it really impacted only tile few groundwate— sources
exempt from the USEPA disinfection requiremoent. This wording posed a
procedural question raised by USEPA: the relationship of the Section 1416
variance to the Section 17(b) exemption. To avoid confusion on this moatter,
the Board has added language narrowing Section 611.240(g) so that it applies
only to groundwater sources not under the direct influence of surface water.
Therefore, the Section 17(b) exemption is available only to groundwater
sources not subject to the USEPA disinfection requiremnent.

Regarding variances, in response to a USEPA comment (PC 4), the Board had
referenced the availability of Section 1416 variances, overlooking 40 OCR
141.4 and Section 611.112(g), which prohibit variances from the disinfection
requiremnent for surface water and groundwater sources under the influence of
surface water. (PC 12, 14, p. 35) The Agency actually cited to “40 OCR
141.64”, which is unrelated.

The text of Section 611.240(g), as adopted, is as follows:

OWS suppliers using groundwater which is not under the
direct influence of surface water shall provide
disinfection pursuant to Section 611.241 or 611.242,
unless the Agency has granted the supplier an
exemption pursuant to Section 17(b) of the Act.

BOARD NOTE: This is an additional State requirement.

Section 611.241

This Section is derived from 40 OCR 141.72(a) (1987), as amnended at 54
Fed. Reg. 27526, June 29, 1989. This specifies tile disinfection requirement
for PUSs which do not provide filtration. The system must meet the general
disinfection standard discussed above, i.e. inactivation or removal of 99.91~
of cysts and 99.99% of viruses. These are calculated as specified in Section
611.241 and Appendix B.

Section 611.241(a)(1), derived from 40 OCR 141.72(a)(1), provides that,
if a system uses a disinfectant other than chlo”’ine, which is the disinfectant
addressed by the larger tables in Appendix B, the PUS:

may demoonstrate to the Agency, through the use of
an Agency-approved protocol for on—site disinfection
challenge studies or other information, that
val ues other than those speci fied in Appendix B ... or
other operational parameters are adequate to
demoonstrate that the system is achieving mninimum
inactivation rates .

This provi Si on al lows the Agency to approve a~al teriati ye moethod of
demoonstrating compliance wmth the inactivation standard speci fled in the Bodrd
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regu 1 ation. The Board has el imoi nated subjective language from the USEPA rule
(information “satisfactory to the Agency”). So modified, the regulation sets
an objective standard which the Agency may apply in the context of special
exception penmnit issuance on modification, subject to Board revia.,’. The Board
has added Section 611.241(a)(2) to so provide.

Section 611.241(b) requires that a PUS which does not provide filtration
must have either redundant disinfection components, or an automatic shutoff of
water in the event the RDO falls below 0.2 mg/L. The latter alternative is
not allowed if automatic shutoff would “cause an unreasonable risk to health
or interfere with fine protection.”

Section 611.241(c) requires that, in a PUS which does not provide
filtration, the RDC in water entering the distribution cannot fall below 0.2
mng/L for more than four hours.

Section 611.241(d) governs the RDC in the distribution system.
Measurement is specified in Section 611.531 and 611.532’ below. RDC must not
be undetectable in the distribution system in more than 5% of samples in two
consecutive moonths. RDC can either be measured, on inferred from an HPO
bacteria count less than 500/lOOmol.

The Agency asked that the Board delete this Section, since 35 Ill. Ado.
Code 654.101(d) requires everybody to filter anyway. (PC 5) As discussed in
general above, Sections 7.2 an,d 17.5 of the Act require the Board to adopt
this Section.

RDC in the distribution system, and its relationship to the existing
Board “equiremnent and to the “no HPO” determination was the subject of
extensive post—adoption comoment, which is discussed in general above. In
summary, the Board believes that the USEPA residual disinfectant requiremnent
is more stringent, and in somiie ways inconsistent with the existing Board
requirements. The Board has mnodified the “no H?C” provision to add an
additional condition, reflected in Section 611.213.

Section 611.242

This Section is derived fromo 40 OCR 141.72(b) (1987), as amended at 54
Fed. Req. 27526, June 29, 1989. This Section specifies requirements for
systems which do provide filtration. These differ fnomn the requinemnents for
those which do not filter mainly in that the filtered systemn is not required
to have redundant disinfection components or an automatic shut-off of water in
the event of disinfection failure.

This Section also contains the ‘HPC imnplies RDC” and “no HPC” language
which is discussed in general above.

Section 611.250

This Section is derived from 40 OCR 141.73 (1937), as amended at 54 Cad.
Req. 27526, June 29, 1989. This Section specifies requirements for systemis
employing filtration. The standards differ depending on whether tile systemli
uses direct filtration,, slow sand filtration, diatomaceous earth filtration on
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other technologies. These methods must achieve a turbidity level of 0.5 or 1
NTU, depending on the method. The Agency may allow as much as 5 NT~Junder
various showings related to efficiency of disinfection at the higher turbidity
levels. The Board has specified that these are to be made by way of special
exception permoit.

The Agency asked that the Board delete slow sand filtration and
diatomaceous earth filtration as acceptable filtration treatment. (PC 5, item
54) For the reasons discussed in general above, Sections 7.2 and 17.5 of the
Act require the Board to adopt this “identical in substance” rule.

Section 611.261

This Section is derived from 40 OCR 141.75(a) (1987), as amended at 54
Fed. Req. 27526, June 29, 1989. It specifies reporting and recordkeeping
requirements for unfiltered PUSs.

Section 611.261 and 611.262 contain the “no HPC” language which is
discussed in general above. The formula in 40 OCR 141.75(a)(2)(viii)(D),
reflected in Section 611.261(b)(B)(D), has an error which the Board has
corrected. The Board has changed “the RDC” to “no RDO” to agree with the
formnula at the other three locations.

Section 611.262

This Section is derived from 40 OCR 141.75(b) (1987), as amended at 54
Fed. Reg. 27526, June 29, 1989. It specifies reporting and recordkeeping
requirements for filtered PUSs.

The Board has corrected a number of cross-reference errors in this
Section. (PC 4)

As proposed, Section 611.262(b)(4), derived from 40 OCR 141.75(b)(2)(iv),
allowed the Agency to reduce reporting to an annual report. The Agency
indicated that it wanted monthly reports. (PC 5, item 56) Consistent with
existing State requirements reflected in Section 611.831, the Board has
deleted the provision allowing annual reports.

Section 611.271

This additional State requi rement is drawn from 35 Ill. Ado. Oode
607.101. It requires tile PUS to protect tile system to prevent contamination
during repair, reconstruction or alteration. The text has been rewo’ded to
conform with the usage of terms in this Part.

The Agency has asked that this, and the following Section be moved
forward to the general requirements of the Part. (PC 5, item 57) The
Agency’s rationale is that these requi~emnents apply to all PUSs, not just
those which have to disinfect. However, the Board does not read the
appl icabi Ii ty of tins Subpart as so 1 imited. Rather, this Subpart mci ~
all disinfection requirements, including these requirements for ‘C;ldirs.

The Agency also noted a number of problems with tile language of toe
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Proposal. These are tied in with the discussion of the definition of “PUS”
above, specifically the difference between the “supplier” and the “PUS”
itself. The Board has corrected these in line with the earlier discussion.

The Agency also suggested a standard for determining when a repaired
portion has been satisfactorily disinfected. (PC 5, item 57) One problem is
that the Agency is specifying certain microbial tests, hut is failing to cite
to specific methods which are incorporated by reference. The Board believes
that it is better to retain language similar to the existing Board regulation
in 35 Ill. Adm. Code 607.101, and allow the Agency to place the specifics in
special exception permits, following its criteria in 35 Ill. Adm. Code
652. 201.

Section 611.272

This Additional State requirement is drawn from 35 Ill. Adm. Code
607.102. It requires the PWS to disinfect following repairs. The existing
rule requires Agency approval of the disinfection procedure, and allows the
PUS to follow the plan until the Agency notifies it that the procedure is no
longer satisfactory. The Board has simply made this a special exception
permnit. Having done this, there is no need for a specific modification
procedure.

During the post—adoption comment, the Agency objected to the use of the
“master permit” to approve disinfection procedures. (post—adoption PC 14, p.
35) As is discussed above, the Board has changed this to a “special exception
permit”. However, the Agency’s objection seemos to he a broader objection to
any form of prior approval of disinfection procedures, suggesting that a
special exception permit application would need to be submitted each time the
system needed repair. This is not the intent of the rule. Rather, the Agency
should give advance approval to generic disinfection procedures. The PUS
would have to come back for further approval only if it needed to depart from
the previously approved procedure. This is exactly what existing Section
607.102 provides, except that the Board has placed the decision into the new
“special exception permit” vehicle. The Agency can use its rules in 35 Ill.
Adm. Code 552.203 as standard conditions.

During the post-adoption co-irient, the Agenc~’ also noted that, while the
existing Board rule requires disinfection of equipment, the new rule referred
to disinfection of water within the system. (post—adoption PC 14, p. 35) The
Board has corrected this error.

MON-OENTRALIZED TREATMENT DEVICES

Section 611.280

This Section is derived f—on 40 CFR 141.100 (1987), as amended at 52 Fed.
Req. 25712, June 8, 1987, and at 53 Fed. Req. 25109, July 1, 1988. This
Section concerns “point—of—entry devices”, such as activated charcoal filters
at residences. If these are used to meet MOLs, then it is the PUS’
responsibility to operate and maintain the devices.

40 OCR 141.100(c) requires the PUS to have a State—approved mnoni toning
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plan before installing point-of-entry devices. The Board has required that
this plan be approved as a special exception permit.

40 OCR 141.100(c)(2) proiides that “In addition to the VOCs, monitoring
roust include physical measurements ...“ As discussed above, the Board has
defined “VOC” as “volatile o-ganic chemical”, which is presumably what is
intended here. This makes somoe sense in that one might want to monitor an
activated carbon unit by measuring VOOs. However, the rule applies to other
types of treatment. The Board solicited comr~nent on this, but received no
response.

Tile Agency has opposed the adoption of this and the following Section, on
the grounds that approving POEs or POUs would be too resource intensive, and
would require PUSs to employ licensed plumbers. (PC 5, item 58) However,
Section 17.5 of the Act requires the Board to adopt this identical in
substance rule. A PUS wishing to rely on these devices will have to pay the
cost.

Section 611.290

This Section is derived from 40 OCR 141.101 (1989). It allows the use of
bottled water or “point of use” devices to achieve compliance with an MOL only
on a temporary basis.

MAXIMUMOONTAMINAMT LEVELS (MCLs)

As is discussed in general above, the Board has consolidated the USEPA
MCLs and revised MCLs into a single Subpart. Also, the Board has omitted the
MOLGs from the State rules.

Section 611.300

This Section is derived from 40 CFR 141.11 (1989). This Section contains
the MCL5 for inorganic chemicals.

This Section is related to existing 35 iii. Ado. Code 504.202 and
604.203(a) and (b). The existing State MACs are generally the same as the
USEPA MOLs. However, the State regulations include MACs for the following
additional parameters: copper, cyanide, iron, manganese and zinc. These have
been placed in the same table as the federal MCLs, but have been marked with
an asterisk as additional State requirements.

As is discussed in general above, the identical in substance regulations
apply both to OWSs and non—CUSs, which are also subject to Public Health
regulations. (PC 5, 6) However, the additional State requirements apply only
to CUSs. The Board has added language to the introduction of this and the
fol 1 owing Sections to make it clean that the addi tional State requi nemnents
apply only to CUSs.

According to 35 Ill. Ado. Code 604.202, the State MAC for fluoride is 1.8
to 2.0 mng/L. However, Section 17.6 of the Act equires that the State flAG be
the samoa as the USEPA MOL for this parameter. The moore stringent State MAC is
therefore void. Section 17.6 moamldates the samoa MOLs for barium and raliumim
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also. However, these standards are the same in the 40 OCR 141 and 35 Ill.
Adm. Code 604 anyway.

40 CFR 141.11(c) specifies an MOL of 4.0 mg/L for fluoride. However,
fluo-ide is subject to a revised MCL, in 40 OCR 141.62, also of 4.0 mg/L. As
is discussed in general above, the Board has collapsed these into a single
entry in the table in Section 611.300(b).

The Agency commented with respect to Section 611.607 that the Board
needed to adopt the 2.0 mg/L “secondary standard” for fluoride in 40 CFR
143. (PC 5, item 84) This is coupled with what appears to be a mandatory
notice requirement in 40 CFR 143.5. However, the general introduction to 40
OCR 143 states that the regulations “are not federally enforceable, and are
intended as guidelines for the States. (40 OCR 143.1) The Board declined to
adopt these provisions pending clarification. USEPA nas confirmed that the
Board is supposed to adopt the secondary fluoride standard. (PC 12) The
secondary standard therefore appears at Section 611.300(c). The secondary
standard is not, strictly speaking, an MCL. However, the Board has placed it
with the MOLs since it is closely related, and there is no other logical place
to put it.

40 CFR 141.11(d) allows the State to raise the nitrate MCL for non-CUSs
to 20 mg/L under certain conditions, including a demonstration that water will
not be available to small children. As is discussed in general above, non—
CUSs are small PUSs subject to regulation by Public Health. In the Proposal,
the Board omitted the optional provision, based on a lack of an existing Board
regulation exercising the option. However, in light of the Public Health
jurisdiction, the Board has added language recognizing any exercise of this
option by Public Health. As of the present, the Public Health rules do not
allow increased nitrate levels. (77 Ill. Ado. Code 900.50, amended on April
13, 1990, at 14 Ill. Req. 5457.) However, the Board has incorporated the
USEPA rule by reference, and added language allowing any Public Health
exemptions which are consistent with federal law.

Section 611.300(c) and (d) were missing from the Proposal since it
appeared that 40 OCR 141.11(c) and (d) needed no State equivalents. The Board
left holes in the subsection numbering so as to avoid confusing the additional
State requirements with the identical in substance provisions. However, as is
discussed above, they are both in now, and the holes are filled. (PC 4)

Section 611.300(e) is an exception for the additional State requirements
for iron and manganese. This is drawn fromn existing 35 ill. Ado. Code
604.203(b). This limnits the iron and manganese MOLs to CUSs serving a
population over 1000 on more than 300 service connections.

Section 611.300(e)(2) allows the Agency to approve levels of iron and
manganese which are hi gher than the State MCLs.

Section 611.310

This Section is derived from 40 CFR 141.12 (1989). It establishes MOLs
for organic chemicals. These include pesticides and tnihalomethanes (THM or
TTHtI)
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The USEPA rule includes chemnical names for many of the pesticides. It is
difficult to produce a table meeting Administrative Code Unit format rules
with the long names in it. The Board has therefore added Appendix 0, which
defines the shortened names by reference to the long names. The federal ule
also ‘edefines “Vihalomethanes” inside the table. This is aleady defined in
the definitions in 40 CFR 141.2 (Section 611.101)

This Section is related to existing 35 Ill. Adm. Code 604.202 and
604. 203(d)(2).

35 Ill. Ado. Code 604.202 sets MOLs for six additional pesticides. These
have been inserted into the Table, and have been marked as additional State
requirements. The existing State MAC for 2,4-0, 0.01 mg/L, is also more
stringent than the USEPA standard of 0.1 mg/L. The Board has inserted the
moore stringent State MAC into the Table, and similarly marked it.

The State MACs for pesticides are expressed by common names, without full
chemnical names. The Board has added full chemical namnes in Appendix 0.

The p—eamble to 40 OCR 141.12 provides that tile TH~1 MCL appl ies only to
CUSs which serve oven 10,000 individuals and which add a disinfectant. 35
ill. Adm. Code 604.202 and 604.203(d)(2) set the same standard for the same
size “supply”, but without qualification as to whether disinfection is
applied. In R84—12, during the pendency of this proposal, the Board amended
Section 604.203 and 605.104 to remnove the 10,000 persons served limitation
from this MAO, and to prescribe a new method of measuring the parameter.
(R84-12, Decemimber 2, 1989; 14 Ill. Req. 689, effective January 2, 1990) Tile
THM MAC is therefore a more stringent requirement which the Board has
retained, and marked with an asterisk. The Board standard is presently more
stringent, since it applies regardless of whether disinfection is applied.
After 1991, it will also apply to CWS5 serving under 10,000 persons. (P0 4)

The Agency recomnoended language codifying R84-12. (PC 5, item 31) The
Agency added a provision to the effect that the TTHM standard does not apply
to groundwater supplies serving fewer than 10,000 individuals. Although
groundwater sources are allowed reduced monitoring under 234—12, they are not
exempt from the standard itself. Monitoring is addressed below in connection
with Section 611.680 et seq.

Section 611.311

This Section is derived fromo 40 OCR 141.61 (1987), as amended at 52 Fed.
Req. 25712, June 8, 1987. This Section contains the “national revised MCLs”
for “VOCs”, as the Agency prefers to call them. These are also referred to as
the “list of eight” organic chemic3ls.

This Section was proposed in a separate Subpart. As is discussed in
general above, the Board has collapsed the MCLs am~d revised MCLs into a single
Subpart.

The Agency has asked the Board to consol iiete these into a single Section
with the other organic MCLs. (PC 5, item Si; post-adoption PC 14, p. 31)
The Board has instead moved these to a sai’r~ate Section adj acent to the othe
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organics. This table has a different format fromn that employed in the other
Section. Because of the necessity of specifying CAS numbers and BAT, it would
be difficult to meet Code Division margin requirmnents if this were a
subsecti on.

In the Proposed Opinion and the May 24, 1990, Opinion, the Board pointed
out a numnber of problems with the wording of 40 OFR 141.61. Tile Agency ‘is
adamant that these are called “VOCs”:

All USEPA rulemaking, technical publication
information, professional industry publications and
water supply personnel use the terminology adopted by
USEPA to describe the groupings given. In order to
avoid confusion and to be consistent with federal
regulations, the Board should also adopt this
termninology. (post-adoption PC 14, p. 37)

The Board has changed the name to that preferred by the Agency. However,
the Board must take issue with the Agency’s assertion that this is the
termninology used by USEPA. The term “VOC” is not used at all in 40 OCR
141.61, which contains the list and USEPA MOL5. Subsection (a) calls these
“organic contaminants”. Subsection (b) calls them “synthetic organic
chemicals”. The term “VOCs” appears only in the associated monitoring
requirements in Section 611,648. The term “VOC” is undefined, but presumably
means “volatile organic chemicals”. (PC 5, item 23) The preamble also refers
to these as “VOCs” (52 Fed~Reg. 25691, July 8, 1988).

The term “VOO” is also used at two other points in the 1JSEPA rules. 40
OCR 141.24(g)(8)(iv)(D) and 141.100 refer to “VOCs”. These are reflected in
Section 611.643(h)(4)(D) and 611.280. Within the federal regulations it is
not clear whether these references are intended to be to “VOOs” in the general
sense, o- to the “list of eight”. Under the Agency’s reading, which the Board
has above adopted, “VOC” becomes a.narnowly defined term. This may have the
effect of restricting the meaning of “voc” in the other Sections. For
example, in the vulnerability assessment, Section 611.648(h), the Agency is
restricted to considering the “list of eight”, instead of any VOCs in the
generic sense.

The Agency’s post adoption comment, states that: “The Board questions
USEPA’s groupings of volatile organic chemicals and synthetic organic
chemorcal s, noting that not all of the chemnical s are volatile”. (post—adoption
PC 14, p. 37) This is a serious nischaractenization of the October 5, 1989,
and May 24, 1990 Opinions. First, there is no mention in either Opinion as to
whether the list of eight is or is not volatile. Second, the Board did not
“question USEPA’s groupings”. Rather, the Board noted that USEPA apparently
had three names for one list. The Board was forced to choose the best name.
The discussion was as fol lows:

There are obvious problems with having three names for
a list of chemnicals, especially if two are
undefined. The Board has therefore replaced the terms
“synthetic organic chemical ~ and “VOCs” with the best
term, “organic contaminants”. “Synthetic organic
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contaminants” is not a very good descriptor, since one
of these chemicals, henzene, is a naturally occurring
feedstock from oil and coal. “VOOs” is not very good
either, since these compounds are not a drinking wate
problem because of their volatility, but rather
because of their carcinogenicity. The term “VOC”
would be mnisleading if non—volatile organics with
similar toxicity were added to the list. (Proposed
Opinion, p. 35; May 24, 1990, Opinion, p. 59)

Again, the Board is prepared to use the Agency’s terminology. However,
the terminology is not that used in the USEPA rules.

Section 611.320

This Section is derived fromo 40 OCR 141.13 (1987), as amended at 54 Fed.
Req. 27526, June 29, 1989. Note that the turbidity standards will, at least
to some extent, be replaced by the new disinfection rules as the compliance
dates for those rules pass.

This Section is related to existing 35 ill. Admn. Oode 604.202 and
604.203(e). These appear to be largely the same as the USEPA rules. They
have been entirely replaced with the USEPA language.

As is discussed in general above, it is necessary to establish phase
out/phase in rules for tile existing Board rules and tne new filtration—
disinfection rules. In the case of turbidity, USEPA has established a phase
out/phase in rule within its own rules. The Agency has suggested that it
would be simpler for the regulated community to follow if the Board retained
its existing requirement, and phased it out. (PC 5, item 62) However, this
would be inconsistent with the general approach to stingency discussed
above. The Board would fail to follow the “identical in substance” mandate
pending phase in of tiiC new requiremoents~

The USEPA rules use both “NTU” and “T’J” as turbidity units. These are
defined in Section 611.101 above. As is discussed in connection with the
definitions in Section 611.101, the Board has replaced “TU” with “NTU”.
(post—adoption PC 14, p. 14)

The USEPA rule allows the State to approve turbidity limnits fromo one to
five TU if the PUS demoonstrates that the higher level does not: interfere
with disinfection; prevent maintenance of an effective residual ; and,
interfere with microbial determninations. The Board construes this as a case—
by—case “waiver” provision, since it requires an individual supplier to make
the demiionstration. The Board has inserted language to make it clean that this
is to be done by way of special exception special exception permit
application. As is discussed in gene—al above, the Agency has a’uthoity
pursuant to Sections 4 and 39 of the Act to moake these determinations in the
context of special exception permoit issuance. Tire regulation allo,is the
Agency to set a nuriani cal 1 imni’C within a range set by Board regulati or,
pursuant to an objective standard which is subject to Board review.

An alternative reading of this p’~’ovisionis that it allows a PUS to
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establish an after—the-fact defense in toe event it is charged with exceeding
the turbidity standard. The Board proposed to reject this interpretation, and
received no adverse comirment. 40 OFR 141.13(a) appears to be settin~ a
prospective design standard which a PUS should comply with in designing
equipmnent. It contains no factors, such as equipment malfunction, which one
would expect to see in an Section which created an after-the—fact defense to
enforcement.

Section 611.325

This Section is derived fromn 40 OCR 141.63, as adopted at 54 Fed. Reg.
27562, June 29, 1989. As is discussed in the introduction to this Subpart and
in general above, the Board has collapsed the MCLs and revised MOLs into a
single Subpart. Since there are no MOLs for microbiological contaminants,
this invlolves simply moving the text of 40 CFR 141.63 into the appropriate
point. The Board has inserted it after the turbidity standards, since this is
the mnost closely related parameter.

This Section sets a presence—absence (P-A) standard for total coliform.
A PUS is in compliance if no more than 5.0% of 100 ml samples are coliform
positive in a month. Systems which take fewer than 40 samples are allowed one
positive sample. Sampling frequency is governed by Section 611.521.
Analytical methods are prescribed in Section 611.526.

This Section is related to old 35 Ill. Ado. Code 604.102, which sets
numerical limits for total coliform. As is discussed in general above, the
existing standards appear to be less stringent than the new USEPA P/A
standard. Section 7.2(a)(6) allows the Board to retain only those more
stringent regulations which are more stringent than and consistent with USEPA
rules.

Section 611.330

This Section is derived from 40 OCR 141.15 (1989). This is the standard

for radium and gross alpha particle activity.

This Section is related to existing 35 Ill. Ado, Code 604.301, which sets
the same standards. In addition, Section 17.6 of the Act requires that the
Board have identical standards.

The Agency has asked the Board to defer action on the radiological
standards, pending USEPA amimendoents expected in 1991. (PC 5, item 63) This
would be inconsistent with the general approach to stringency discussed above.

Section 611.331

This Section is derived frommi 40 OCR 141.16 (1989). This is the standard

for beta and photon radiactivity from moan-made radionuclides.

This Section is related to existing 35 111. Ado. Coda 604.302. This is

the samoe as the USEPA Section.
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REVISED MOLs

Section 611.340 at seq. (Not Adopted)

For toe reasons discussed above, the revised MCLs have been consolidated

with the MCL5 above.
MCL GOALS

Section 611.380 et seq. (Not adopted)

This Subpart sets MOL goals (MCLGs). As is discussed in general above,
these are really policy statements required of USEPA by the SDWA. Since they
would serve no function as State rules, the Board has dropped them fromn the
proposal.

GENERAL MONITOR1:4G REQUIREMENTS

Section 611.480

This Section is derived fnomn 40 OCR 141.27 (1989), which allows USEPA to
approve alternate analytical techniques which are substantially equivalent in
“both precision and accuracy”. This Section is related to existing 35 ~Ill.
Adm. Code 605.110, which says pretty much the same thing. The Board has
allowed the Agency to approve alternate analytical techniques, on a case—by-
case basis, by way of special exception permit. The Board has provided that
the Agency may not grant such conditions without the concurrence of USEPA.

An alternative reading of 40 CFR 141.27 is that it authorizes the State
to adopt regulations specifying alternative analytical equiremoents, in which
case USEPA approval would come through the program approval process. The
Board requested comment as to which reading is correct, but received no direct
respon Se.

The Agency comomented that it was opposed to allowing alternative
analytical techniques by way of special exception permit. Instead, it wanted
a reference to laboratory certification authority pursuant to Sections 4(o)
and (p) of tile Act. (PC 5, item 68) This is related to the general
discussion above concerning laboratory certification. As is discussed in
general above, many analytical methods have a bias which is reflected in the
standard. Changing the analytical method could eliminate the bias, and would
therefore be equivalent to chdnging the standard. Speci fication of analytical
methods is therefore equivalent to setting environmental control standards, a
power reserved to the Board by Section 5 of the Act. in laborato’y
certification, the Agency is to certify labs which are correctly using the
analyti cal methods speci fled by Board rule.

The question in this Section is somewhat comoplex. In this Section the
State must approve alternative analytical techniques. Approval of al ternative
analytical techniques could concei vably comoe by several procedures. Specific
approval could be granted by tile Board by va—iance on adjusted standard, or by
the Agency in a special exception permit action (as proposed). Generic
approval could be granted by way of laboratory certification (as suggested by
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the Agency), by Board rule or by Agency criterion.

Not all PUSs have certified laboratories. Indeed, certification could be
granted to a commercial laboratory to whith PUSs send samples. Therefore, the
laboratory and the owner and operator of the PUS are not necessarily the same
person.

Board regulations specify MOL5 and analytical techniques. PUSs are
required to comply with the MOLs; and compliance is judged by the analytical
methods. The PUS has a right to have its compliance judged by the specified
methods. The Agency cannot specify an alternative in a separate action with a
comnroencial laboratory, and then impose the method on the PUSs without giving
them notice and the opportunity to object. For this reason, the basic mode
for approval of alternative methods must come in a process which includes
notice to the PWS. If the PWS is using a cornercial lab, it would notify the
lab that the alternative had been approved. If the lab demonstrated to the
Agency that it was able to analyse samnpies in accordance with the alternative
method, the Agency should certify the lab to run the alternative.

The Board has not insisted on a variance or adjusted standard mechanism
for approval of alternatives. As is discussed in the general portion of this
Opinion, entitled “Agency or Board Action”, this is an appropriate situation
for Agency special exception permit action. The rule specifies an objective
standard ‘for Agency action: “substantially equivalent to the prescribed test
in both precision and accuracy”.

Generic approval of a standard could comoe by way of a Board regulation.
Alternatively, if the Agency determines as a matter of policy that it will
always accept, in permit applications, an alternative to a specified method,
it has made a “rule” within tile meaning of the APA. It should publish the
rule for public comment in accordance with the APA.

In summary, the Board has left this rule as proposed. The Board rule is
specifying a standard for an Agency special exception permit action, rather
than a laboratory approval standard. The Agency should certify laboratories,
pursuant to its authority under Section 4 of the Act, if they are able to run
alternative analyses as specified.

Section 611.490

This Section is derived from 40 OCR 141.28 (1989), which requires
analyses to be penformoed in laboratories approved by the State. In the
Proposal, the Board cited to the Agency’s laboratory certification authority
in Section 4(o) of the Act, and solicited comment as to whether the Agency has
adopted imnplementing regulations approp”iate for this type of certification.

As is discussed in general above, the Agency referred the Boami to its
“joint laboratory certification standa’ds”, with Public Health, in 35 Ill.
Adm. Code 183. (PC 5, itemn 68) The Board has not referenced these standards
in the rules, for two reasons. First, as was discussed above, Part 133 is
specifying analytical methods which the Board is now required to adopt.
Second, the definition of “non-CUS’ in Section 3.05 of the Act casts doubt on
the authority for joint lab stanoards applicable to non-CUSs. The Agency has
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indicated that changes to Part 183 will be forthcoming. The Board will
consider referencing them following amendment. In the adopted rule, the Board
has referenced only to Section 4(o) of the Act, and to tile Public Health
authority in ch. 127, pan. 55.11.

In the Proposal, the Board noted that 40 CFR 141.28 and the proposed
Section would not allow analyses at USEPA—approved labs. The Board solicited
comment as to whether there was a need to allow USEPA—approved labs.:

The proposed formulation would not allow analyses to
be used in Illinois if performed by a laboratory
certified only by USEPA. The Board solicits coninent
as to whether there was a need for such a provision.
(Proposed Opinion, p. 36)

The Agency did not respond. Indeed, it recoir~riended language which also
excluded USEPA—certified labs. (PC 5, item 53) However, in. its post-adoption
comnmnent, the Agency states that: It is imnportant that laboratories certified
by USEPA be allowed to complete analyses for compliance purposes. (post-
adoption PC 14, p. 39) The Board has revised the rule to allow USEPA
analyses.

The USEPA Section also allows that certain simple measurements, such as
pH, may be made by “any person acceptable to the S,tate”. Tile Board proposed
to allow any person under the supervision of a certi fled operator to make
these measurements. The Board solicited comment on this, but received no
response. (Proposed Opinion, p. 36; PC 5, item 68) However, in its post-
adoption comment, the Agency has’ pointed out that this would work a hardship
on PUSs which are exemopted fromo operator certification, and claimoed that the
provision would prevent laboratory personnel fromo penfor’mning the tests.
(post—adoption PC 14, p. 40) As to the latter claimrm, the rule is quite clear
that the certified laboratory can also performo the simple tests.

The Agency has recommended that the simple tests may be performed:
“under the supervision of a certified operator, registered person or other
person approved by the Agency”. (post-adoption PC 14, p. 41) However, the
Agency has offerred no definition of “registered person”, and no procedures
for approval of “other persons”. The Board cannot add this provision without
explanation.

This Section is related to existing 35 Ill. Ado. Code 605.101(c) and
607.105(b). The former provides that it is the duty of tile PUS to have
compliance samples analyzed either at a its own or another certified
laboratory. This is an obvious requiremoent which may be moissing in the USEPA
rules. It has been moved to Section 611.490(c). 35 Ill. Ado. Code 607.105(b)
says the same tiling as Section 611.493(a)

The Agency asked the Board to red-aft Section 611.490(c) to better
reflect the usual situation, in which tne PUS has the Agency analyse the
samples. (P0 5, item 68) The Board has done so.
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Section 611.491

This Section is drawn f’romo 35 Ill. Ado. Code 607.105(a) and (c). This
requires each PUS to have adequate laboratory equipmnent to perform operational
tests, and allows control tests to be performed at an uncertified
laboratory. These provisions appear to be additional, consistent State
requi ements.

In its intial comments, the Agency commnented only on a misspelled word in
this Section. (PC 5, item 69) However, in its post-adoption comment, the
Agency has claimed that the existing Board rule refers to equipment which for
the most part is not “laboratory equipment”. (post-adoption PC 14, p. 41)
The Board has checked the existing rule, and this is the term used.

Section 611.492 and 611.493 (Renumnbered to 611.602 and 611.603)

The contents of these proposed Sections appears to apply only to

inorganic monitoring. They have been moved to Section 611.602 and 611.603.

Section 611.500

This Section is derived fnomo 40 CFR 141.29 (1989). It allows the Agency
to modify, by special exception permnit, monitoring requirements for
consecutive PUSs, to the extent their interconnection justifies treating them
as a single PWS. The Agency cannot issue such a special exception permoit
without concurrence fromn USEPA.

This Section is related to existing 35 Ill. Ado. Code 604.204, 604.402(a)

and 605.109(a), which say pretty much the same thing.

1HOROBIOLOGICAL MONIORING

This Subpart specifies the requirements for microbial monitoring. As is
discussed in general above, the Board has determined stringency and
consistency with respect to the MOLs and required treatment techniques. After
determining whether State or federal law is controlling at this level, the
Board has adopted the monitoring and notice requiremnents associated with the
controlling law, without further comparison of stringency.

The Board has above determined that the new USEPA microbiological MCLs
and treatment requirements are “more stringent”. The Board has therefore
followed the federal rules with respect to microbiological mionitoring.
Attached to the Opinion is a cross-reference table showing the relationship
with existing Board monitoring requiremnents. However, the Board has not
undertaken any detailed comopanison at this level in the Opinion.

The monitoring requi rements include a large numober of “wai ver”
provisions. Generally the Board has specified that any “waivers” are to be
addressed by way of special exception penmnit. As provided in Section 611.110,
a special exception permnit will necessarily be in writing and signed by a
responsible Agency official. Therefore, the Board has dropped as unnecessary
many detailed requinemnents as to the form these “waivers” must take.
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A few of the monitoring “waivers” appear to represent emoergency response
situations. For example, some povisions require resampling in response to
MCL exceedances, except in certain situations. These “waivers” the Boa-d has
allowed the Agency to handle outside the penmoit systemn.

Some “waivers” seem to occupy an intermediary position between a design
change which should be approved by permit, and an emergency response. For
example, a provision which equines resampling within 30 hours, unless the PUS
cannot resample within that time. One way of looking at this is that each PUS
is to take steps from the time of special exception penmait issuance to be
prepared to resample within 30 hours should the need arise, if there is
something about the system which will prevent such resampling, the PUS needs
to specify in a special exception permit application, so that the Agency can
specify an alternative. A second way of looking at this is that it is
intended to allow “waivers” after the 30 hour resampling is required, based on
unanticipatable events, in which case it is an emnergency action. A third
possibility is that tile provision is an after-the-fact excuse provision which
would create a defense in an enforcement action. Whenever possible the Board
has followed the first alternative, to place these decisions squarely into the
Agency’s permit authority. The Board solicited as to whether another sense ic

intended, but received no response.

Section 611.521

This Section is derived fromo 40 OCR 141.21(a) (1937), as amended at 54
Fed. Reg. 27562, June 29, 1989. This Section specifies the frequency of
monitoring for total coliform.

40 OCR 141.21(a)(l.) requies a “written sample siting plan. These plans
are subject to State review and revision”. For the reasons discussed in
general above, in Section 611.521(a) the Board has requied a written plan,
which “must be approved as a special exception permit.”

40 OCR 141.21(a)(2) includes the table of required monitoring frequencies
for CWSs. This is almoost the same as under existing 35 Ill. Adm. Code
635.102. The Agency and USEPA have indicated that it is necessary to specify
population ranges in the table. (PC 12; post-adoption PC 14, p. 43) In
addition, a footnote was missing from the adopted table. The Code Division
requires that tables fit within the margins of the preceding text, and
sometimes 5 spaces inside. They also prohibit the use of footnotes in the
main body of the rules. Therefore the Board has moved the table to Table A,
whi di wi 11 appear at the end of the ‘Order. This allows the use of wider
margins, and footnotes if necessary. They Agency can move this Table to a
more convenient location in the printed version of the rules.

40 OCR 141.21(a) includes nu:oe-ous references to the determination that
groundwater is under the im~fl uence of surface water. The Board has referenced
Section 611.212 for this determnination.

Section 611.521(b) is derived from 40 OCR 141.21(a)(2). The parag~’opil
fol lowing the table al lois the State to reduce the morn toning frequency for
CUSs serving 25 to 1000 persons, if a sani tary survey shows that the system is
suppi ied solely by a protected g~’oundwater source and is free of sani tdry
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defects. The Agency has asked the Board to drop this procedure, since it is
“less stringent” than existing sampling requirements in Section 6O5.101(a)(1)
and 605.102. While the existing rules always require at least a monthly
sample, the USEPA rules allow a reduction to a quarterly sample. The Agency
questions the wisdom of the USEPA rule, since the most serious risk of
contamination occurs in the distribution system. (PC 5, item 73)

In its post-adoption comment, the Agency has suggested additional
considerations as a basis for determination. (post—adoption PC 14, p. 43)
The Board believes that the Agency can properly consider only those showings
that flow from the standard in the USEPA rule. The use of “shall” and “may”
is discussed in general above.

The Board’s approach to stringency is discussed in general above, and in
the introduction to this Subpart. The Bodrd judges stringency with respect to
the MCLs, and adopts the moonitoring requirements associated with the more
stringent MOL. The Board has determined that the new filtration and
disinfection rules are more stringent than the existing Board rules, and has
therefore adopted the USEPA rules. it would be unacceptable to retain the
monitoring requirements associated with the old standards.

Section 7.2 and 17.5 of the Act require the Board to adopt an equivalent
of the USEPA rule regardless of its wisdomn. The Board notes, however, that
the Agency cannot allow the reduction in monitoring unless it determnines that
the PUS is “free of sanitary defects”.

Section 611.521(c) includes specific monitoring requirements for non—
CUSs. As is discussed in general above, and in connection with Section
611.100, these are regulated by the Department’ of Public Health. (PC 5, item
73) The Board has corrected the proposal to reference Public Health
procedures.

Section 611.521(e) includes an intermediate type of “waiver” provision
discussed in general at the beginning of the Microbial Monitoring Subpart.
This allows the Agency to “waive” a 30 hour resaniple requiremnent if the PUS
cannot have the sample analyzed “for logistical reasons outside tile PUSs
control”. The Board adopted this as a special exception permit type waiver
which must be granted in advance, but solicited comment. The Board received
no direct response.

The Agency asked the Board to delete Section 611.521(e), since it applies
only to surface sources, etc. which do not have to filter, and the Agency
believes all must filter. (PC 5, item 73) As is discussed in general above,
Sections 7.2 and 17.5 of the Act require the Board to adopt these rules.

Section 611.522

This Section is derived from 40 OCR 141.21(b) (1987), as amended at 34
Fed. Reg. 27552, June 29, 1989. It governs repeat col iform monitoring, which
is requi~ed following a coliforw positive sample.

Tiii s Section i ncludes mnany “wci vers”. Most of these appea to arise
within the context of a “boil order”. The Board has adopted most of these as
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Agency actions outside the permoit system, but solicited comment as to whether
procedures need to be specified. The Board received no direct response.

Section 611.522(b) is drawn from 40 OCR 141.21(b)(2). USEPA has
indicated that this is to be a case-by—case wai yen of the requi remnant to
obtain upstream and downstneamo repeat samrmplcs if a coliform positive was
collected ac the last, or next to last, connection. (PC 4) Toe Board has
reformulated the proposal in line with USEPA’s comment.

Section 611.522(e)(1), drawn fnomn 40 OCR 141.21(b)(5)(i), deals with
sanitary surveys following a coliformo positive sample. The USEPA rule allows
the State to delegate this autho-ity, but prohibits del egation to the PUS
itself. The proposal allowed units of local government to perform the survey,
so long as it was not done by the PUS. The Agency objected to this on the
general grounds discussed above in connection with Section 611.108: that the
Board did not have authority to regulate the delegation process. (PC 5, item
74) The Agency has now explained that it does not wish to delegate this to
local government at all. (post-adoption PC 14, p. 44) In that the delegation
provision is optional with the State, the Board has dropped it. With it gone,
there is no need to limit the possible delegates.

Section 611.523

This Section is derived from 40 OCR 141.21(c) (1987), as amended at 54
Fed. Reg. 27562, June 29,1989. This Section governs the invalidation of total
coliform samples. 40 OCR 141.21(c)(1)(iii) allows the State to invalidate~a
sample if “the State has substantial grounds to believe” that a positive
result is due to a circumstance which does not reflect water quality in the
distribution system. In Section 611.523(a)(3) the Board has replaced this
with “tne Agency determines”, so as to avoid specifying a subjective standard
or unusual standard for proof. Note that, under the federal rule as written,
the question on review would be, “wnat did the Agency bel ieve?” Whether the
result was in fact positive or negative would be irrelevant.

Section 611.524

This Section is derived from 40 OCR 141.21(d) (1987), as amended at 54
Fed. Reg. 27562, June 29, 1989. This Section requires “sanitary surveys” of
CUSs which collect fewer than 5 routine coliform samples per month. Under
Section 611.521, this would be systems with fewer than 4100 persons served.
The initial survey is required in 1994 f~r CWSs, and in 1999 for non-CWSs.
Tile survey must be repeated every five years thereafter, except for “non—CUSs
using only protected and disinfected groundwater, as defined by the State”.
As a definition, the Board has used the “not unde the direct influence of
surface water” determination in Section 611.212. The Board solicited comnmoent
on this, but received no response.

Sacti on 611.524(a) (2) all ows the use of. data col 1 acted in developing and
inplementing a “welihead protection p-ogram”. This tern is defined above.

40 OCR 141.21(d)(2) re~uires that the sanitary survey be performed by the
State “on an agent approved by the State.” Tile Board proposed to al low
delegated units of local government to conduct the surveys, and ‘sal ici ted
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comment. The Agency is opposed to allowing units of local government to
conduct the sanitary survey. (PC 5, item 75) The Board has therefore deleted
this option.

The final sentence of 40 OCR 141.21(d)(2) provides that “the systemn is
responsible for ensuring that the su~vey takes place.” This is reflected in
the final sentence of Section 611.524(b). The City of Chicago has suggested
that this responsibility “should belong” to the Agency instead. (PC 3)
However, the Board cannot modify the substance of the USEPA regulations.

In the May 24, 1990, Opinion and Order, the Board inadvertently
attributed this commoent to USEPA. (PC 12, post-adoption PC 14, p. 46)

Section 611.525

This Section is derived from 40 OCR 141.21(e) (1987), as amended at 54
Fed. Reg. 27552, June 29, 1989. if a sample is colifonmo positive, the system
must reanalyze the culture to see if fecal coliform or E. coli are present.

Section 611.525(b) allows the Agency to allow a PUS, on a case—by—case
basis, to forgo fecal coliform or E. coli testing, if it assumes that a
colifonro positive sample is also positive for these parameters. This would
then constitute a violation of the MOL.

The Board has inserted a provi sion to the effect that the PUS need not
provide notice if an original sample was analyzed by the Agency. This was
requested by the Agency. (PC 5, item 76)

Section 611.526

This Section is derived from 40 CFR 141.21(f) (1987), as amended at 54
Fed. Reg. 27562, June 29, 1989. This Section specifies the analytical methods
to be used for microbiological analysis. Note that the text uses abbreviated
names for sources, which are set out at length in the incorporations by
reference Section.

40 OCR 141.21(f)(5) modifies certain “EPA approved methods” The Board
construes this as a back reference to the references in the preceding
paragraph which are published by USEPA, i.e. “Microbiological Methods for
Monitoring ...“. Section 611.526(e)(2) has been worded to reference
“Microbiolgical Methods” directly. However, it is possible that the USEPA
provision is intended to modify all of the preceding references, including the
ASTM and Standard Methods. The Board solicited comment on this, but received
no direct response.

USEPA indicated that the June 29, 1939, Federal Register indicated that
additional analytical methods would be fontilcoming, but that no subsequent
notice had been issued as of the comment. (PC 4) The Board notes that
additional methods were approved on July 17, 1989, at 54 Fed. Rug. 29998.
These concern the MTF and Mfl0-NIUG test, discussed above in connection with
Section 611.102.

As is discussed in connecti on with Section 611.102, the Board proposed to
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change the analytical methods to the current 17th Edition of Standard
Metnods. ‘JSEPA advised the Board to correct the numbers. (PC 4) The Agency
did not comment. (PC 5) Howeve”, in their post—adoption comments, both the
Agency and USEPA asked the Board to change the numbers back to tne earlier
editions. (PC 12; post-adoption PC 14, p. 47) The Boad has cone so.

Section 611.527

This Section is derived from 40 CCR 141.21(g) (1987), as amended at 54
Fed. Reg. 27562, June 29, 1989. The PWS has to report a colifonmi violation on
the next business day, and report to the public as specified in Subpart T.

Section 611.531

This and the following Sections are drawn from 40 OCR 141.74, which
specifies the analytical methods for compliance with the filtration and
disinfection rules. These have been included with the microbiological
methods, to which they dre closely related. Note, however, that they do
specify methods for measurement of non—biological parameters also.

This Section is derived from 40 OCR 141.74(a) (1987), as amended at 54
Fed. Reg. 27526, June 29, 1989 40 OCR 141.74 provides for alternate methods
“otherwise approved by the EPA”. The Board proposed to allow alternate.
methods approved by the Agency junder Section 611.480. The Board soiicLted
comment, but received no direct response. However, the Agency recom~mnendecI
language which omitted mention of “alternate methods”. (PC 5, itemo 78).. The
Board construes the authority to approve alternate methods as non-delegatable.

The Board also proposed to allow ~imple measurements, such as ph or RDC,
to be conducted by a certified operato’-. More complicated analyses, iRcluding
bacterial, must be performed by a certified laboratory. The Agency suggested
language specifying that these simple analyses could be done “under the
supervision” of the operator. (P0 5, item 73) The Board adopted language
similar to that recommended by the Agency. However, in its post-adoption
comments, the Agency raised the problem of possible hardship for PUSs exempt
from having a certified operator. (post-adoption PC 14, p. 49) The same
issue was discussed above in connection with Section 611.490 above. In
summary, the rules clearly allow the simple analyses to be conducted by a
certified laboratory. Before the Board can adopt a rule allowing these
analyses to be performed by “regi stered” and other “approved” persons, the
Board will need definitions and procedures for approval.

Pending recertification pursuant to new standards, any laboratory
certi fi ed for total col i form is deemoed certi fi ed for fecal col i form and HPC
(het’erotrophic plate count). Again the Board has assumoed that all of this
will be delegated, and the the Agency will take over laboratory certification
for this program, and solicited comment. The Board again received no direct
response. However, the Agency recommended alternative language which included
Agency certification. (PC 5, item 78) Howeve’-, the Agency omitted the
“deemed certified” provision, without explanation. in its post-adoption
comment, the Agency explained that it has al eady adopted the needed
centi fication cri tenia. (post-adoption PC 14, p. 50) The Board has therefore
dropped this sentence as unnecessa—y.
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Section 611.532

This Section is derived from 40 OCR 141.74(b) (1937), as amended at 54
Fed. Reg. 27526, June 29, 1989. This specifies the monitoring requiements
for PUSs which do not provide filtration.

Because this Section applies only to PUSs which do not filte, the Agency
recommended its deletion. (P0 5, item 79) As is discussed in general above,
Sections 7.2 and 17.5 of the Act require the Board to adopt these identical in
substance rules. As a practical matter, this Section will have little imnpact
since all PWSs required to filter already do so.

This Section is closely linked to the Agency determinations in Section
611.201 et seq., which have been referenced instead of repeating the standards
for the determinations.

40 OCR 141.74(b)(2) allows a PUS to use continuous turbidity monitoring
“using a protocol approved by the State”. The Board, in Section 611.532(b),
has placed this in the special exception permit issuance process as a case—by—
case decision.

40 OCR 141.74(b)(3) et seq. govern the measurement of the inactivation
ratio at the point of disinfection. Note that the tables listing CT99.9 have
been moved to Appendix B. Note also that the text at 54 Fed. Rug. 27534 is
scrambled. As is discussed above, the Board has avoided typing problems by
shortening the symbols used in the formulas.

USEPA has asked what “3B” means in Section 611.532(d)(3). (PC 4) “B” is
defined in the definition of “inactivation ratio” in Section 611.101, and in
the introductory portion of this Opinion, along with all the other
abbreviations and symbols. “B” is also defined in Section
611.532(d)(1)(B)(ii)~ “B” is the sun of the inactivation ratios fo” each
disinfection step.

As discussed in Subpart 3 above, the USEPA rules include a trewt:remt.
requiremoent which requires 99.9% removal or inactivation of G. lamblia
cysts. To demoonstrate compliance with this standard the PUS has to measure
pH, temperature, contact time and RUG concentration for each disinfection
process. The PWS measures these, and calculates the total ‘inactivation ratio
pursuant to this Section.

The values in Appendix B are mainly for chlorine. Section 611.532(c)(5)
allows a PUS using an alternative disinfectant to establish altenative
protocol s. The Board has refe—enced the al ternati yes in Section 611.241,
instead of repeating simnilan language here. Those Sections require
alte—natives to be specified by special exception permit.

Section 611.533

This Section is derived from 40 OCR 141.74(c) (19S7), as amended at 54
Fed. Reg. 27526, June 29, 1989. It governs mooniLoning by systems which use
fi Itration. The monitoring requi rements are less strict than for PUSs which
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do not filter.

As is discussed above, the table in this Section has been mooved to Table
O to meet mrargin and format -equi—eroerts. (post—adoption PC 14, p. 51) The
use of “snaIl” and “mnay” is discussed in general above. (post-adoption PC 14,
p. 52)

TURBIDITY MONITORING

Section 611.560

This Section is derived from 40 OCR 141.22 (1987), as amended at 54 Fed.
Reg. 27526, June 29, 1939. This Section governs turbidity mTmonitorir’g. Note
that there are additional turbidity monitoring requirements with the
microbiological monitoring requirements. Those ‘equiremments appear to replace
this Section after the dates disinfection and filtration are required.

40 OCR 141.22(a)(2) allows calibration of the turbidimeter either
according to cited references, or by use of a comomencially available
calibration styrene divinylbenzene polymer standard. This is discussed above
in connection with incorponations by reference in Section 611.102.

40 OCR 141.22(e) authorizes the State to initiate er’foncemoent. This has

been made a global rule in Section 611.109.

INORGANIC MONITORING

This Subpart governs inorganic monitoring. Unlike the preceding
Subparts, there are additional State MCL5 for inorganic contaminants.
(Section 611.300) These include: copper, cyanide, iron, manganese and
zinc. There may be additional State equinements governing moonitoirg for
these parameters which should he preserved acco’dirg to the general approach
discussed above. However, for the sake of simrpl i:itv, if tho existing State
rule is very similar to the federal rule for all inorganic MOLs, the Board has
simply extended the USEPA rule to cover the additional parameters. Some
geneai State monitoring rules have been retained in Section 611.480 at seq.
More specific rules are contained in this Subpart.

Section 611.601

This Section is derived from 40 OCR 141.23(a) through (e) (1987), as
amended at 53 Fed. Reg. 5146, Ceb—uary 19, 1988. This specifies the
monitoring requirements for inorganic chemicals.

This Section is related to existing 35 111. Adm. Code 604.203 and
605.103. The latter establishes a schedule for “chemical analysis” of raw and
finished water from CUSs. Surface water sources ~re to monitor annually,
~ihile groundwater sources a’-e to moonitor every three years. Fortunately this
is the same as the federal rule. (Section 611.6O1(a)(1) ard (2)) The Bord
has added a note to make it clean that the general federal rule applies to the
additional State MCLs.

As discussed in connection with Section 611.300, the USEPA hOt of 10 ng/L
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for nitrate is the same as the existing Board MAC in 35 lH. 4dm. Code
504.202. The Board has therefore based the rule on the USEPA ICL, and hence
also the monitoring requirement. Howeve—, 40 OCR 141.23(a)(3) allows the
State to set nitrate noni to-i ng f’equenci ‘Cs fo- non-CUSs. Ni trate noni to-i ng
is governed by existing 35 111. 4dm. Code 604.203 and 605.103. The latter
applies only to CUSs. As was discussed above in connection with the MCL, non-
GUS moonitoring may be subject to exceptions promulgated by Public Health.

40 CFR 141.23(a)(4) has been made a global rule on enforcement in Section
611. 109.

40 OCR 141.23(b) and (c) specify additional sampling, averaging and
reporting rules for inorganic parameters. These are basically the same as
existing 35 Ill. Adm. Code 604.202, which is stated in general in Section
611.492. The Board has therefore made the USEPA derived rule applicable to
the additional State parameters, and has dropped a note to that effect.

40 OCR 141.23(c) includes a reference to monitoring schedules as a
condition of a “variance, exemption or enforcement action”. The comnparable
State procedures are referenced in Section 611.601(c). These are variance,
adjusted standard, site-specific rule and enforcement action,.

40 CFR 141.23(e) has been ommitted, since it was a transitional rule

allowing the use of pre—existing data when the USEPA rule was first adopted.

Section 611.602

This and the following Section were proposed as Section 611.492 et seq.
In its post-adoption comments, the Agency pointed out that they a~’e de’-ive’d
fromi existing Board rules which apply only to ino”ganic mnonito—ir’g. (post—
adoption PC 14, p. 42) The Board has therefore moved them to the Subpart on
inorganic monitoring.

This Section is drawn fromo 35 Ill. Adm. Code 604.204. This contains a
general averaging rule, and reporting and notification requirements. It has
been retained to state a general rule on what to do about a violation of the
State MOLs, which have above been added to the federal. Language has been
added to the effect that this Section applies only to additional State
requirements for which no specific monitoring, reporting or public notice
requirements are specified.

Section 611.603

This Section is drawn from 35 Ill. 4dm. Code 605.103. It specifies the
f-equency of monitoring for additional State MCLs, in the absence of a more
specific rule.

Section 611.606

This Section is derived fromo 40 OCR 141.23(f) (1987), as amended at 53
Fed. Reg. 5146, February 19, 1988. It specifies analytical retnods. Note
that the Board rule uses abbreviated names whi cii reference into Secti on
611.102, incorporations by reference.

11 !~_23~
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This Section is related to existing 35 111. 4dm. Code 604. 104, which
includes a broadside reference to methods approved by USEPA or the Agency. It
is doubtful whethe— this would be acceptable to JCAR under the current APA.
The Board the’-efore added test methods for tne additional State parameters,
and sol i cited cement as to whether these a—a correct, or whet le addi ti onal
methods need to be referenced. The Board received no direct response.

in Section 611.606(g), the Board has cited to Standard Methods, 14th
Edition, Methods 4190, 4190 and 605, various methods for measuring nitrates.
These Methods have no equivalents in the 16th and 17th Editions.

Section 611.607

This Section is derived from 40 OCR 141.23(g) (1987), as amended at 53

Fed. Reg. 5146, February 19, 1988. It governs fluoride moonitoning.

mis Section is related to existing 35 Ill. 4dm. Code 604.202 and
604.203. However, in that Section 17.6 of the Act mandates that the Board
follow the USEPA standard, the Board has followed the USEPA monitoring rules.

The provisions of the USEPA rule include a number of “wai yen”
provisions. The Board has generally placed these into the context of Agency
special exception permit actions, which will necessarily be formal, written
determinations. The Board has omitted the requiremment of Agency notice of
these decisions to USEPA, since this can be provided for in the memorandum of
agreement between the agencies.

40 OCR 141.23(g)(4) limits laboratories to those which have successfully
analyzed “performrmance evaluation samples” within the last 12 months. This
provision is evidently referencing into a body of laboratory certification
rules. The Board requested comriient as to the identity of these rules, but
received no direct response. However, the Board has identified the apparent
correct reference as 35 Ill. Adm. Code 183.125(c)(3), which has been inserted
into the rules.

Section 611.610

This Section is derived from 40 OCR 141.41 (1989). This Section requires
special monitoring and reporting concerning sodium. Note that there is no MCL
for sodium. This Section just requires monitoring, and special public
notification if the level is excessive. Sodium is associated with high blood
pressure. The notification allows people with restricted sodium intact to
seek alternative water sources.

This and the following USEPA rules are applicable to “suppliers of water
for community public water systemos”, an extremne exaropie of USEPA’s fequent
apparent deviation from the use of defined terms. The Board has replaced this
with “CUSs” on “OWS suppl ic-s’. The Board sol ici ted coment on this, but
received no response.

40 OCR 141 .41(b) requi res the CUS to report at the erd of tue nequ’i red
monitoring period, “or as stipilated by tile State”. In Section 611.612(h),
Board has referenced the moni toning frequencies specified by soecial excepti on
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permit.

40 CFR 141.41(c) requires notification of “the appnop’iate local and
State public health officials”. in Section 611.610(c), Boad has equired
notification of tile Agency and local health officials. The Board solicited
comiloent, but recei ved no response, as to whether there night be other
appropni ate State agencies, and as to whether thei - might be a more speci fic
reference to the local official entitled to notice. in addition, the USEPA
rule allows the State to assume the local notification responsibility. The
Board solicit comment, but received no response, as to whether it should
exercise this option, by requiring the Agency to give this notice.

Section 611.621 et seq. (Not adopted)

This Section is derived from 40 OCR 141.42(a) and (b) (1989). This
required one shot mnonitoning for corrosivity charcteristics, which has been
accomplished in Illinois. (PC 5, item 36) There was no MOL associated with
this monitoring. The OWS just had to monitor ond report. Since this USEPA
rule has no prospective effect, the Board has dropped it from the Proposal.

ORGANIC MONITORING

This Subpart deals with organic mnonitoring. Note that there are both
MCLs (for pesticides) and revised MCLs for (other) organics, in Section
611.310 and 611.311. As is discussed above, with respect to the MOLs, the
existing Board regulations include more stringent MOL5 and additional
parameters. Monitoring is therefore subject to considerations simila to the
inorganics, as is discussed above.

Section 611.641

This Section is derived from 40 CCR 141.24(a) through (d) (1987), as
amended at 53 Fed. Reg. 5146, February 19, 1988. This specifies the
monitoring frequencies for the pesticides in Section 611.310.

40 OCR 141.24(a)(1) and (2) appear to defer to the State as to the
required frequencies for pesticide monitoring. The Board has therefore drawn
on the existing general provision of 35 Ill. Adm. Code 605.103, which requires
CUSs to monitor annually for surface supplies, and every three years for
groundwater. The Board has dropped a note to provide that this pro-existing
requirement applies also to the additional State requirements.

In its initial comment, the Agency asked that this Section be deleted
pending future USEPA rulemaking. Alternatively, the Agency opposed action by
way of special exception permoit. (PC 5, item 89) As is discussed in general
above, Sections 7~2and 17.5 of the Act require the Board to adopt these
rules. The alternatives to special exception permnits are variances and
adjusted standards.

In its post-adoption comments, the Agency stated as follows:

The Board has inaccurately i nterpreted USEPA ‘s

intention to “defer to the State as to the requi red
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frequencies for pesticide monitoring.” Federal
requirements will be promulgated in December, 1990 as
a pant of the Phase II regulations. If th~ Board
wants to promulgate g—oundwate- pesticide sampling
requirements at this time, a rev! rulemaking poceeding
separate from identical in substance acoption should
be used. it is counterproductive fo— this activity to
occur, however, since federal regulations will oe
promulgated in December 1990. (post-adoption PC 14,
p. 54)

There are presently two sets of pesticide NIOLs: the existing ttACs drawn
from Section 604.102, and the USEPA MOLs drawn fomm 40 OCR 141.12. These
standards are to be combined in Section 611.310. The existing monitoring
requiremnent for the MACs is in Section 605.103. This requires an annual
analysis for surface water sources, and once every three years for groundwate’-
sources. The monitoring requirement for tile MCLs is in 40 OCR 141.24(a)(1)
and (2). For surface water sources, analyses must be repeated ‘at intervals
specified by the State, but no less frequently than at three year
intervals.” Con groundwater sources, analyses must be “completed by those
systems specified by the State.” Existing Section 605. 103 specifies annual
mnonitoring for surface sources, and tniannual for all groundwater sources.
This is wholly consistent with 40 OFR 141.24(a), so that the existing State
monitoring requirement can be carried oven into the MOLs, avoiding the
necessity of the Board “specifying” some other’ monitoring scope or frequency.

This is not a new monitoring requirement. it is drawn fromn the existing
MACs and existing monitoring requirements. While it is possible that, under
the USEPA rules, the Agency has “specified” another monitoring f’equency on
scope for the MOLs for Illinois groundwate’- sources, the Agency has not

informed tile Board of this. The Board must therefore’ rely on the
existing rule.

As is discussed in general above, Section 17.5 of the Act requires the
Board to adopt these rules. The Board cannot defer action pending anticipate
USE PA amendments.

Section 611.645

This Section is derived from 40 CFR 141.24(e) and (f) (1987), as amended
at 53 Fed. Reg. 5146, February 19, 1988. This specifies the analytical
methods for the pesticides. The Board solicited comommient, but received no
response, as to whether the methods cited include methods for the additional
State requirements in Section 611.310.

The Agency asked that the Board defer to 35 Ill . 4dm. Code 183 fo’
analytical methods. (PC 5, item 90) As was discussed in general above,
Sections 7.2 and 17.5 of the Act require the Boa’d to adopt this rule.
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Section 611.648

Tnis Section is derived from 40 OCR 141.24(g) (1987), as amended at 52
Fed. Reg. 25712, July 8, 1987, and 53 Fed. Reg. 25109, July 1, 1988. This
Section governs monitoring for tile “‘IOCs” in the evised MCLs in Section
611. 311.

The Agency has asked the Board to reorganize the sampling rules. (PC 5,
item 91) This is addressed in general above. At this point the organization
tracks the USEPA organization closely, so that the Agency’s suggested
reorganization would make it much none difficult to maintain the identical in
substance rules.

As is discussed above, 40 CFR 141.61 refers to these contaminants by two
names: “organic contammminants” and “synthetic organic contaminants”. However,
40 OCR 141.24(g), the source of this Section, uses a third name: “VOCs”. The
Board has changed all of these to “VOC”, which, as is discussed above, is the
Agency’s choice.

The revised MOL in Section 611.311 applies to CUSs and MTCWSs The Board
has therefore used these terms in stating the general monitoring requirement,
in place of the various synonyms used in the federal rule. NTCWSs are subject
to additional Public Health regulations. As is provided in Section 611.100,
NTOWSs are to follow the equivalent procedures specified by Public Health,
rather than the Agency procedures specified in these rules. The Agency did
not explain why it sought to expand this Section to include “all PUSs”,
inconsistent with its general position discussed above. (PC 5, item 91)

Section 611.648(d) is drawn from 40 OCR 141.21(g)(4), which establishes a
phase in schedule for this monitoring, depending on the number of “people”
served. The Board has collapsed the past compliance dates into a single
“monitor now” provision in subsection (d)(i). A January 1, 1991, (late remains
for systems serving fewer than 3300 ‘people”. This term is unsatisfactory,
since it is not defined. The Agency asked the Board to change this to
“individuals”. (PC 5, item 91) However, there is no compelling reason to
depart from the USEPA tenmi nol ogy to use another undefined term.

As provided in Section 611.648(e), if a sample exceeds the VOC MCL, the
CWS has to take three mnone samples within one month. The four samples are
averaged to determine compliance with the MOL.

40 OCR 141.24(g)(5) also allows the State on USEPA to require
confirmation samples for positive or negative esults. The Board has looked
to existing 35 Ill. 4dm. Code 604.203 for a rule on confirmiation of positive
results. The Board is not aware of any existing State ules on negative
confinmoation, and therefore proposed not to exercise this option. The Board
requested comument on this (Proposed Opinion, p. 46), hut eceived no
response. (PC 5, item 91) Howeve-, in its post-adoption comment, the Agency
stated as follows:

Section 611.648(e) is not accurate. The rule states
that “the CWS or NTCWS suppl icr shall mi t~ate three
add i ti oral analyses at the same samopl i ng pci ~t within
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one month.” This is inaccurate. The Agency may
require repeat sampling iminiediately. Sampling roust
then be perfomed quarterly, according to 52 [Fed.
Peg.] 25713 (July 8, 1987), 141.24(g)(5) and (g)(9).
(post-adoption PC 14, p. 56)

The Board construes this as addressing the confirmation question. The
Agency goes on to —econioend that Section 611.643(e) be modified to provide
that the supplier “may be required by the Agency to take a confirmation sample
immediately”. (post—adoption PC 14, p. 58) This raises a lot of questions
which the Board is reluctant to address at this late stage. The first relates
to the “shall v. may” general discussion above. If the Agency is going to
decide whether to require confirmation samples on a case-by-case basis, some
standard needs to be stated, along with a procedural context for the decision
(for example, by “special exception permit”). An alternative would be to
require confirmation samples in all cases by rule. Which ever way the Board
proceeds, “imnrmmediateiy” needs to be defined. When aoes the time start: from
the receipt of the original analysis or notification by the Agency? How quick
is “iriinediately”: seconds, hours, days, weeks? The Board invites further
comment on this in a later Docket.

40 OCR 141.24(g)(6) allows the States to require surface water supplies
to sample for vinyl chloride. The Board did not exercise this option, but
sol i cited comment, which went unanswered.

40 OCR 141.24(g)(7) authorizes the State, o~’a group of CUSs to composite
up to five samples. If any organic contaminant is detected, the individual
sources must be resamopled and analyzed separately. Apparently this procedure
is intended to save analytical costs. The Board has proposed an equivalent in
Section 611.648(g).

There appears to be a major typographical error in the text of 40 OCR
141.24(g)(7) (1939): The text uses both “organic contamninant” and “VOO”, but
is not grarnatically correct. As is discussed above, the Board has used the
Agency’s preferred term “VOO”. However, it is conceivable that the USEPA rule
is intended to require only a generic VOC analysis of the composite, to be
followed by GO/MS if VOCs are detected. The Board solicited comment as to
whether its reading was correct, but received no response.

The Agency requested deletion of Section 611.648(g). The Agency
questions the wisdom of compositing samples, and also indicates that it will
adopt the details of the rule in 35 Ill. 4dm. Code 183. (PC 5, item 91)
However, as is discussed in general above, Sections 7.2 and 17.5 of the Act
require the Board to adopt this subsection.

Section 611.633(h) authorizes the Agency, by special exception permit, to
reduce monitoring f—equency based on certain conditions. 40 OCR
141.24(g)(3)(ii)(A) provides that, if the first year of sampling is negative,
repeat moni toning for these organic contami nants is “only nequi -ed at State
discretion”. In that there are no existing State standards for these
contaminants, the Boa—d has not exercised this discretion, but sol icited
comoment, whi oh went unanswered. (Sect i ~ 611 .643(h) (2) (4)).
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Section 611.648(h)(3) requires the Agency, by special exception permit,
to reduce the frequency of organic contaminant monitoring if levels are
“consistently less than the MCL for three consecutive years.” The use of
“shall” and “may” is discussed in general above.

The Agency wants to be able to -educe this monito-ing th—ough some method
other than special exception permit. (PC 5, item 91) As is discussed in
general above, the alternatives are va-iances and adjusted standards, which
would be rather onerous to all concerned.

Section 611.640(h)(4) sets a standard for “vulnerability” for a
groundwater system, which is used in some of the monitoring decisions. A
portion of this is the proximity to use, disposal on stoage of “Volatile
Synthetic Organic Cnemicals”. As is discussed dbove, the Board has replaced
this with “VOCs”, the term preferred by the Agency. (post—adoption PC 14, p.
57)

“VOOs” refers to the “list of eight” in Section 611.311. However,
limiting the compounds to those listed may be removing an aspect of the USEPA
standard: the Agency is not able to consider unlisted compounds which night
be precursers to the listed comnpounds. The Board solicited comment, which
went unanswered, as to whether it should add a reference to parent
compounds.

Section 611.648(j) et seq., drawn from 40 OCR 141.24(g)(10) et seq.,
govern laboratory certification, etc. The Agency opposes adoption, asking
that the Board defer to 35 Ill. Adm. Code 183. (PC 5, item 91) However, as
is discussed in general above, Sections 7.2 and 17.5 of the Act require the
Board to adopt these s~bsections.

The Board has back-referenced Section 611.490 for approval of alternative
methods. The Board has edited the certification requi—emnents on the
assumption that the Agency will be delegated this responsibility. As is
discussed above, Section 611.490 allows USEPA certification.

The Board has cited to 35 Ill. Adm. Code 133.125(c)(3) for “performance
evaluation samples”.

Section 611.650

This Section is derived from 40 OCR 141.40(a-f) (1987), as anended at 52
Fed. Reg. 25712, July 8, 1937, and at Fed. Reg. 25109, July 1, 1988. It
requires special monitoring for 36 organic chemicals. Note that the’e are no
tiOLs directly associated with this mnonitoning. Howeve, a few of the
parameters are involved with MCLs: for example, chloroform is a component of
the THM standard in Section 611.310.

The Agency has asked the Board to establish a Subpart for “unregulated
contammlinants”. (PC 5, item 92) Tois illustrates a major problem with the
Agency’s suggested reorganization of the Part, as discussed in general
above. The perceived advantage of placing the MOLs together with the
associated monitoring conditions is based on the assumption that for each tIOL
there is a noni tori ng nequi remoent , arid that there are no mon tori rg
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requirements for contaminants for which there are no MOLs. Both of these
assumptions are false. As is illustrated by this Section, the Agency’s
organization requires a separate Subpart for any monitoring requirement which
is not associated with an MCL. As it happens, all of these are oganics.
However, if thee ware also additional nonito~ir3 fo inorganic and microbial
parameters, the Part would get really confusing.

The list of chemicals is presented in the same 0—den as in the USEPA
rule. This appears to be arbitrary. It would be much easier to find items in
the list if it were alphabetized. However’, this would make comparison with
the USEPA rule more difficult. The Board solicited comment as to whether an
alphabetical list would be better, but received no response. (PC 5, items 92
and 93) However, in its post-adoption commiment, the Agency expressed a
preference for the disorganized list. (post-adoption PC 14, p. 60)

40 OCR 141.40(d) allows the State to require confirmation samimples for
positive or negative results. This is similar to existing 35 Ill. Adm. Code
604.203, and to Section 611.648(e) above. As noted above, there is no
tradition for negative confirmation samples in the Board’s existing rules.
Moreover, in this situation there is no MCL: any detection is a ‘positive”.
The language of the existing 35 Ill. 4dm. Code 604.203 would not apply. The
Board has therefore not exercised this discretion, but solicited comment,
which went unanswered.

Section 611.657

This Section is derived from 40 OCR 141.40(g-m) (1987), as aroended at 52
Fed. Reg. 25712, July 8, 1987, and at 53 Fed. Reg. 25109, July 1, 1988. This
specifies the analytical requirements for the special monitoring in the
preceding Section

40 OCR 141.40(j) authorizes the States to require monitoring for 15
additional parameters. In that there is no existing requirement for this, the
Board has not exercised this discretion, but solicited comment, which went
unanswered. A hole was left at Section 611.657(d), to preserve the
equivalences of subsection labies with the USEPA rules. The Agency did point
out that this subsection was missing, with no indication as to whether it
ought to have been included. (PC 5, item 93)

40 OCR 141.40(i) includes the only use of the term “groundwater supply
survey”. The Board proposed a definition in Section 611.101, and solicited
comminent. The Agency proposed a general definition. (PC 5, item 12) The
problem with the Agency’s general definition is that, while the USEPA rule
appears to be referencing a certain document, the Agency’s definition would
allow the PUS to meet the requi remnants with any document meeting the general
description. The Board —equested telephone clarification of PC 5. The Agency
indicated that this reference was intended to be to the vulnerability
determination in Section 611.643(h)(4). In the May 24, 1990, Orde—, the Board
therefore replaced the tenmn with a cross reference. However, in its post—
adoption comaoent, the Agency reversed its position again. (post-adoption PC
14, p. 61) The “Groundwater Supply Survey” indeed does refer to a certain
document pepared for USEPA p~ior to 1985. Howeve, the Agency has still not
provided time Board with an adequate reference to include this in the rule.
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The Agency has, however, recommended allowing the use of any data collected
since January 1, 1983, provided the monitoring was consistent with this
Section. (post—adoption PC 14, p. 61) The Boa—d has used this language.

THM M0~LToRi:lG

This Subpa-t governs THM mooni toning. This is rd ated to foegoi ng
organic mnonito—ing, in that Tm-INs are organic compounds. It is also related to
the disinfection and microbial standards, in that THMs are produced when
chlorine is used as a disinfectant.

As discussed above, the Board’s existing THN rules are in 35 ill. Adm.
Code 605.104. At the time of the proposal, these were the same as the USEPA
rules. However, in R84-12 the Board has adopted a proposal to remove the
10,000 persons limimitation on this standard, which would be a more stringent
regulation. This is coupled with changes to the monitoring requirements. The
Board has revised this Subpart to reflect tile new requi rements before final
adoption.

There are two aspects of the stringency comnpanison: the Illinois TH~1
standard applies regardless of whether disinfectant applies; and, it applies
to CUSs with under 10,000 individuals served. This first aspect may be
unimportant, since the Agency has indicated that virtually all Illinois CUSs
disinfect, so they are subject to the federal standard. The major division is
between CUSs serving mnore on less than 10,000 individuals. As is further
discussed below, the Board has adopted the USEPA language for the larger CWSs,
and added the State language for the smnallen CUSs.

Section 611.680

This Section is derived from 40 OCR 141.30(a) and (b) (1989). Tne first
federal subsection consists of three unrelated rules in a single paragraph,
which the Board has broken out into three subsections. The second consists of
three subsections, without introductory material. The Administrative Code
prohibits this format. The Board has therefore added headings to group the
two subsections.

The second sentence of 40 CFR 141.30(a) authorizes the State to group
multiple wells drawing water from the same aquifer for the purpose of
determining the mninimum number of samples. The Board has added language
making it clear that this is to be done by special exception permit. Note
that the “sane aquifer” determmiination is a question of fact which requires
evaluation of well construction and geology.

40 OCR 141.30 has a lot of passive voice and unnecessary words. The
Board has edited these moore extensively than tile rest of the rules. This
allows the Board to specify “by special exception permit action” more
easily. The Board has also replaced repeated standards with cross references
to avoid having to say things none than once.

For the larger CUSs tile CX] sting rules and USEPA rules say p~etty much
the sane thi ng, except that time USEPA rule is more detai led. Oor’si stent with
the general approach di scmmssed above, the Board haS retai nod the USEPA rules
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for the larger CUSs, modified only to remove the limitation concerning
addition of disinfectants.

For the smaller OWSs, the Board has added tne new State requirements.
The Board has modified tile language to use terms as defined in this Part.

Section 611.683

This Section is derived from 40 OCR 141.30(c) (1989). This allows CUSs
using groundwater sources a reduced monitoring frequency for THUs, if the OWs
shows current compliance with the THU standard, and that it is unlikely to
exceed the standard. The CWS is then allowed to monitor on the basis of a
single annual sample at the point in the system reflecting maximum residence
time.

As is discussed above, Board has generally broken this Section into
subsections, placed it into active voice, deleted unnecessary words and
specified that these actions are to be taken by special exception permit
action.

Section 611.684

This Section is derived from 40 OCR 141.30(d) (1989). It specifies a
twelve month running average for THU.

This Section is related to existing 35 Ill. Adm. Code 604.203(d), which
appears to say pretty much the same thing.

Section 611.685

This Section is derived from 40 OCR 141.30(e) (1989). It specifies
analytical methods. Note that tile methods are set forth at length in 40 CFR
141.30, Appendix C. The Board has instead referenced to the sane thing in
USEPA Methods, as outlined in the incorporations by reference Section.

Section 611.686

This Section is derived from 40 OCR 141.30(f) (1989). This Section
prohibits unauthorized modification of a CWS to achieve compliance with
THUs. Note that this arises out of the tension between the requirement to
disinfect and achieve compliance with microbial standards on the one hand, and
avoid THUs on the other.

This Section is to some extent surplusage in the Illinois system, in that
the CWS would have to obtain a construction permoit and modified operating
penmnit to ‘make any such changes. However, it has been retained in that it
sets out relevant information which the CWS should provide in such an
application.

40 OCR 141.30(f)(4), reflected in Section 611.686(d), requires “standard
plate count analyses” for CUSs going to chlorine dioxide on related
disin~ectants. This term is undefined. The Board solicited as to what this
means, but received no response. This appears to be an old term for the HPC
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count specified in Standard Methods, Method 907A. The Bodrd has replaced this

with a cross reference to Section 611.531.

RADIOLOGICAL MONITORING

Tnis Subpart addresses radiological monitoring. As is discussed above in
connection with the MOLs in Section 611.330 and 611.331, the existing Board
MACs are basically the same as the USEPA MOLs. Jnden the general approach
discussed above, the Board has adopted the USEPA moonitoning requirements
associated with its standards. This ought to have been straightforward.
However, these requirements have many provisions which are “recommended”, o
left to State discretion. Since the Board’s existing monitoring requirements
were drawn from these samme rules, there is usually a precedent for deciding
which way to go on these. Therefore, the following discussion winds up
drawing heavily from the existing rules.

The Agency asked the Board to defer action on this Subpart pending future
USEPA rulemaking, and to defer to the Agency’s laboratory criteria. (PC 5,
item 98, 99) As is discussed in general above, Sections 7.2 and 17.5 of the
Act require the Board to adopt these rules.

Section 611.720

This Section is derived from 40 CFR 141.25 (1989). This Section
specifies analytical methods.

Section 611.731

This Section is derived from 40 OCR 141.26(a) (1989). It specifies the
requirements for monitoring for gross alpha particle activity. This usually
arises because of naturally occurring radium in the water. If alpha particle
activity exceeds a certain level, the CWS is required to analyze for radium
226 and 228.

This Section is related to existing 35 Ill. 4dm. Code 605.105 and
605. 106.

This Section has a basic question as toapplicability. The MOLs in 40
CFR 141.15 and 141.16 apply to all PWSs. However, the monitoring requirement
uses terms which are closely akin to “OWS”. It is conceivable that the MCL
applies the PUSs, but the monitoring is required only of CUSs. Existing 35
Ill. 4dm. Code 604.302 and 605.106 clearly apply to CUSs. The Board
substituted “CWS” into the radiological monitoring rules, and solicited
comment, which went unanswered.

40 OCR 141.26(a)(1)(i) “recommends” that the State require “radiuni-226
and/on radiumo—228” analysis when gross alpha exceeds 2 pCi/L and radium—228
mo~ybe in the water. The Board has implemented tnis consistent with existing
35 Ill. 4dm. Code 605.105(b). Section 611.731(a)(1) is specific that the
Agency is to “require” the monitoring by special exception permit. Also, as
is discussed above, the Board has replaced “and/or” with the equivalent
“or”.
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40 OCR 141.26(a)(2) is a transitional rule which is not reflected in the
rules. Section 611.731(b) is omitted to reflect this.

Under Section 611.731(c) [40 OCR 141.26(a)(3)], CUSs are required to
monitor at least once every four years, apparently meaning to take the
required four quarterly samples in one yeai out of four. This is subject to a
number of provisos.

40 OCR 141.26(a)(3) provides that, at the discretion of the State, if the
results of one year’s analyses gives a value less than one half the MOL, the
CWS may substitute a single annual sample for quarterly monitoring.
Consistent with existing 35 Ill. 4dm. Code 605.106, in Section 611.731(c), the
Board has required the Agency to reduce the monitoring frequency by special
exception permit. The use of “shall” and “may” is discussed in general
above. (post—adoption PC 14, p. 63)

40 OCR 141.26(a)(3)(i) through (v) talk of alternative monitoring “when
ordered by the State”. None of these appear to be emergency situations
similar to a “boil order”. Rather, they are typical embellishments on the
general monitoring rule, which the Agency should address by way of special
exception permit modification. However, there are drafting problems in
rephrasing each of these into special exception permit language. [Section
611.731(c)(1) - (5)] The Board solicited comment as to whether they c&pture
the meaning of the USEPA rule, but received no response.

Section 611.732

This Section is derived from 40 OCR 141.26(b) (1989). This governs
monitoring for “manmade radioactivity”, which is generally associated with
beta particle (electron) and photon emissions.

This Section is related to existing 35 Ill. Adm. Code 605.107 and
605. 108.

40 OCR 141.26(b)(1) requires CWSs over serving 100,000 persons and such
other CUSs “as are designated by the State” to monitor for manmade
radioactivity. Existing 35 Ill. Adm. Code 605.107(a) has this as a case—by—
case decision to be made by the Agency. The Board has followed this
interpretation, specifying that the decision is to be made in the context of
special exception permit issuance.

40 OCR 141.26(b)(1)(ii) and (iii) contain “order” type provisions which,
consistent with the above discussion, have been rendered into special
exception permit language.

40 OCR 141.26(b)(2) is a transitional rule which is not reflected in the
rul es.

40 OCR 141.26(b)(4) provides that a CUS “designated by the State as
utilizing waters contamninated by effluents fromo nuclear facilities” must
“initiate” monitoring for gross beta, iodine—131, strontiumn—90 and tritiun.
In Section 611.732(d), the Board has adopted this as a case—by—case decision
to be made by the Agency by special exception permit, consistent with existing
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35 Ill. 4dm. Code 605.108(b) through (f).

REPORTING 1~iD PUBLIC NOTIFICATION

This Subpart specifies tile réqui renents governing reporting to the
Agency, notification of the public and recordkeeping. As is discussed in
general above, the Board has generally determoined stringency with respect to
the MCLs, and has retained the reporting requirements associated with the moore
stringent MCL. However, the State reporting requirements are mainly general
requirements which are not associated with a particular parameter. And, they
say pretty much the same thing as the federal requirements. If the Board were
to follow through on the general plan, it should separate notification
requirements for the federal and State MOL5.

For example, under the general plan, a PUS might have a mal function which
resulted in violations of both a federal and a State MOL. The PUS mnight have
to give notices in different newspapers on different time schedules for the
State and federal violations. This would certainly he much more burdensome
than following either set of rules.

Having two sets of general notification requirements would produce a very
complex set of rules which wouldn’t be appreciably different from just making
the general portion of the federal notification requirements applicable to
everything. The Board therefore followed the latter course. The Board
received no adverse comment on this.

The State MACs have only general notification requirements associated
with them. On the other hand, the federal MCLs have detailed health effects
notices prescribed by rule. Under the foregoing approach, a violation of a
State MOL will be governed by general language, while the federal MCL will
have detailed requirements.

This Subpart has an applicability problem associated with the one in the
previous Subpart. Most of the requirements are made applicable to “the owner
or operator of the PWS”. As is discussed in general above, the Board has
substituted the term “supplier”.

Section 611.830

This introductory Section provides that the general notification
requiremments apply to both the federal and State MOLs.

Section 611.831

This Section is drawn fromo existing 35 Ill. 4dm. Code 606.101. It
requires a moonthly operating report. This appears to be separate from the
federal notification requirements, which are triggered by violations of MOLs
and other requi rnents.
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Section 611.832

This Section is drawn from 40 OCR 141.32(g), as well as existing 35 Ill.
4dm. Code 606.205. It authorizes the Agency to give public notices for the
PJS. However, it is still the PUSs responsibility to get the notice done.

Section 611.833

This Section is drawn from existing 35 Ill. Adm. Code 606.102(d), and
from Section 17(b)(5) of the Act. It requires a PUS which is exempt from
disinfection to report monthly on its efforts to educate customers on
preventing contamnination of the distribution system. As is discussed in
general above, the existing rules were superseded by Section 17(b) of the
Act. However, 35 Ill. 4dm. Code 606.102(b) appears to be consistent with
Section. 17(b)(5). The Board therefore proposed to retain it, and solicited
comment.

The Agency has asked the Board to defer action on this Section to R87-37,
concerning cross—connections. (PC 5, item 100) As is discussed in connection
with proposed Section 611.124, the Board intends to retain the existing cross-
connections rules in place pending action on R87—37. However, this Section is
a disinfection reporting Section which only incidently relates to cross
connections. The Board has therefore retained it as proposed.

Section 611.840

This Section is derived fromo 40 OCR 141.31 (1987), as amended at 54 Fed.

Reg. 27562, June 29, 1989. This is the general reporting requirement.

This Section is related to existing 35 111. 4dm. Code 606.101 and

606.102(a) through (d) and 606.204(a) and (h).

40 OCR 141.31(a) requires the PUS to report to the State by the tenth of
the month following the analysis, or within ten days after the end “of the
required monitoring period as stipulated by the State”, whichever is
shorter. The Board has immrplemented this by reference to the cioni toning period
required by special exception permit. The alternative would be to specify on
alternative time period.

40 CFR 141.31(b) requires reporting to the Agency within 43 hours after
any failure to comply with an NPDWR. Because these reporting requiremments
will apply equally to additional State requirements, the Board has substitute
“this Part”.

40 OCR 141.31(c) provides:

The supplier of water is not required to report
analytical results to the State in cases where a State
laboratory perfornis the analys is ard reports the
results to tue State office which would romally
receive such noti ficati on from the sane1 icr. 40 Ci 2
141.31(c) (1939)
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This is similar to existing 35 111. Adm. Code 605.102(b). Because in
Illinois the same agency, IEPA, performs analyses and receives reports, the
Board proposed to drop the contingency from the rule, so that the proposed
rule read as follows:

The PUS is not required to report analytical results
to the Agency in cases where an Agency laboatory
performs the analysis. (Proposed Order, Section
611.840(c))

This would mean that there would be no PUS reporting of Agency analytical
results. The Boa-d solicited comment. (Proposed Opinion, p. 54) The Agency
did not respond diectly, but recommended language which was consistent with
no reporting of Agency analytical results. (PC 5, item 101) The Board
adopted the rule substantially as proposed. However, in its post-adoption
comment, the Agency stated as follows:

The Board states that, “Because in Illinois the sane
agency, IEPA performs analyses and receives reports,
the Board has dropped the contingency” [requiring the
PWS to report to the Agency] “from the rule.” This is
not accurate. The [Act] has established a laboratory
fee requirement; [PUSs] nay choose not to pay this
fee, choosing to have there analyses performed at a
certified laboratory. Thus, the language must be
included. (post-adoption PC 14, p. 63)

The Agency comment is off-point because it is assuming that “the
conti ngency” is “requi ring the PUS to report to the Agency”. This is fal se.
“The contingency” is the possibility that another State agency would perform
the analysis and report the result to the Agency. As written, the ule
requires duplicate repo—ting in such a case. This is based on the Board’s
assumption that there is no other State agency performing these analyses and
reporting to the Agency. If such an agency exists, it should be included in
the rule, to eliminate the duplicate reporting. The Board invites comment in
another Docket.

If a PWS chooses to use a private lab, the analysis is not performed by
the Agency. Therefore, subsection (c) does not apply. Section 611.840(a)
requires that the result be reported.

The Agency asked the Board to combine subsections (a) and (c). (PC 5,
item 101) The Board is not convinced that combining the subsections would
clarify the rule. However, it would introduce a chronic problem of
maintaining the identical in substance rules, since it would destroy the
correspondence of subsections.

This is a good place to stop and explain tile consequences of the change
the Agency is ‘~equesting. The first problem stems fnoo the 1 ack in the
Federal Register of a “strike and underl I ne’ format indicating whet is hei ng
changed. If the Agency’s orgar’i zati on ware adopted, the fi rst tim;ma tillS

Section was amended, the Ass i start drafting the proposal would assum:le that the
contents of subsection (c) was being added to the federal rule. The result
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would be the repetition of the contents in both subsections (a) and (c). If
subsection (c) were then amended, the requirement would be present in the
Section in two different versions. A similar erro in the U1C rules ‘equined
expedited Board action to correct. The second problem is cross-references
into this Section. The entire Part would have to be initially reviewed for
references into subsection (c). Thereafter, any JSEPA amendment would have to
be reviewed for cross—references into this subsection.

Existing 35 Ill. 4dm. Code 607.103 specifies the details of “boil orders”
when microbial standards are exceeded. The Board proposed to omit this
because the Iloard adopted the USEPA microbial standards. The USEPA
notification rules require a simnilar type notice. The Board solicited comment
as to whether portions of Section 607.103 need to be retained (Proposed
Opinion, p. 54), but received no response. (PC 5, items 101 and 102)
However, in its post-adoption comment, the Agency asked that Section 607.103
be retained. (post-adoption PC 14, p. 67) The Board will do so. The Board
will consider moving the text into Part 611 in a later Docket.

Section 611.851

This Section is derived fromn 40 OCR 141.32(a) (1987), as amended at 52
Fed. Reg. 41546, October 28, 1987, at 54 Fed. Reg. 15188, April 17, 1989, at
54 Fed. Reg. 27526, June 29, 1989, and at 54 Fed. Reg. 27562, June 29. 1989.

This Section is related to existing 35 Ill. Adm. Code 606.201, 606.202
and 606.203.

40 OFR 141.32(a)(1)(iii)(A) requires prompt radio and tv notice for MCL
violations which pose an acute hazard to human health, as “specified by; the
State”. This raises a question as to whether this should be specified ~by
regulation or on a case-by-case basis. Some of the MOLs are above specified
as posing an acute hazard. However, the Board does not have a basis on which
to specify others in this identical in substance rulemaking. The Board has
therefore provided, in Section 611.851(a)(3)(A), that prompt notice is to be
given for any violations specified in this Part, or as specified by the Agency
on a case—by-case basis, but solicited comment, which went unanswered. The
following subsections list nitrate and total coliform violations as being
acute.

40 OCR 141.32(a)(1)(ii) allows the State to waive notive to customers if
a PWS corrects a violation within 45 days. Section 611.851(a)(2) provides
that “notice is not required if the Agency determines that the PUS in
violation has corrected the violation ...“ in its post-adoption comments, the
Agency requested the “waiver” language, and the use of “may”. (post—adoption
PC 14, p. 64) The use of “shall” and “moay” is discussed in general above.
However, in this Section the Board is able to avoid the term “waive”, which
also has problems discussed in general above.

40 OCR 141.32(a)(1)(iii) provides that “For violations of the MOLs of
contamni nants that may pose an acute risk to humoan heal th . . .“ the PUS must
give public notice within 72 hours. Subsection (A) then provides that acute
violations include “Any violations specified by the State as posing an acute
risk ...“ In Section 611.851(a)(3) the Board has provided 72 hour notice for
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violations of MOLs that pose an acute risk to health. In subsection (A) the
Board has provided that acute violations include those “specified in this Part
or as determined by the Agency on a case-by-case basis.” In its post-adoption
comment, the Agency has claimed that “the Board would require public notice
only for those contamni nants which are proved to pose an acute risk to human
health”. (post-adoption PC 14, p. 65) On the contrary, the Board rule does
not specify any extraordinary burden of proof. If the Agency makes the
determnination that a contaminant poses an acute risk, then the PUS must give
the notice. In that “risk” is probabilistic concept, the Agency is not
required to find that adverse health consequences would necessarily follow.
To the extent the Agency wants the discretion to either require the notice
without making the determination, or to waive the notice even after it has
determined that the violation poses an “acute risk to human health”, these
would be patently absurd provisions.

Section 611.851(a)(3)(D) is drawn from 40 OCR 141.32(a)(1)(iii)(D). This
was mislabelled as (a)(4) in the Proposal. It requires the PUS to give public
notice of:

Occurrence of a waterborne disease outbreak, as
defined in §141.2, in an unfiltered system subject to
the requirements of Subpart H of this part, after
December 30, 1991 (see §141.71(b)(4)). (40 CFR
141.32(a)(1)(iii )(D) (1989))

This appeared in the Proposal as section 611.851(a)(3)(d), as follows:

Occurrence of a waterborne disease outbreak, as
defined in Section 611.101, in an unfiltered system
subject to the requirements of Subpart B, after
Decemiiber 30, 1991 (see Section 611.232(d)).

The Agency asked that the Board reword this Section so that the notice
requirement applies to any treatment technique violation. (PC 5, item 102)
Apparently this is related to the Agency’s position, rejected above, that all
supplies should be required to filter. Even if the Board accepted the
Agency’s position, this would still impose an additional notice requirement
beyond that required by the USEPA rules. This is not authorized by Sections
7.2 and 17.5 of the Act.

In its post-adoption comment, the Agency stated as follows:

Section 611.851(a)(3)(D) requires the supply to
provide notice of a waterborne disease outbreak only
if that outbreak occurs due to inadequate treatment.
This leaves a waterborne disease outbreak caused by a
cross—connection ... without a requiremnent for public
notice. (post—adoption PC 14, p. 65)

The Board does not understand how this notice is limited to outbreaks
caused by inadequate treatment. The notice is not conditioned on the cause of
the outbreak.
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The Agency may be objecting to the delayed effective date of this notice
requirement. In Illinois, this could be construed as delaying p—c—existing
notification requirements. USEPA has indicated that its rule should not be
construed as mandating such a del ay. (PC 12) The Board has therefore dropped
the conditions on this notice, so that the PUS is required to give notice of
any waterborne disease outbreak imomoediately.

Section 611.852

This Section is derived fromo 40 CFR 141.32(b) (1987), as amended at 52

Fed. Reg. 41546, October 28, 1987.

40 OCR 141.32(b) requires notice, among other things, if the PUS is
subject to “a variance granted under Section 1415(a)(1)(A) or 1415(a)(2) of
the (SDWA), or is subject to an exemption under Section 1416 of the (SDWA)”
The Board has referenced the variance and adjusted standards provisions
discussed above at Section 611.111 et seq. Note, however, that the USEPA
language is using different terminology here. in the Proposed Opinion, the
Board asked ~~hetherthis is intended to refer to the “variance” under Section
1415(a)(1)(A), the “variance” under Section 1416 and the “exemnption” under
Section 1415(a)(3). The Board received no response. The Board has inserted
cross-references to Sections 611.111 et seq.

40 OCR 141.32(b)(4) allows States to require less frequent notice for
“minor monitoring violations, as defined by the State”. The Board proposed to
allow the Agency to specify reduced frequency by penmiiit condition, and
solicited comTnent. The Agency indicated that it opposed doing this by permit
condition, but didn’t indicate how this would be otherwise specified. (PC 5,
item 103) On the other hand, USEPA indicated that 40 OCR 141.32(b)(4)
requires the State to define “minor violations”. (PC 4) Absent such a
defini tion in either tile existing State regulations or the USEPA regulations,
there is no way to resolve this in an “identical in substance” rulemoaking.
Since the Board doesn’t have a clue, it has dropped this option from time
proposal. If the Agency wishes, or some other person wishes the Agency, to
exercise this authority, it will have to come up with a definition in a
“regular” rulemaking.

Section 611.853

This Section is derived from 40 OCR 141.32(c), as amended at 52 Fed. Reg.
51546, October 28, 1987. It requires copies on notices to go to new billing
units.

Section 611.854

This Section is derived fromo 40 OCR 141.32(d) (1987), as amended at 52
Fed. Reg. 41546, October 28, 1987. This specifies the general content of th~
public notice. Most of the federal MCLs now have specific information set out
below in Appendix A. However, the addi tional State requi remer’~s have no sick
speci fic notice requi remnants. (post-adoption PC 14, p. 65) ThI S Section mo
comparable to existing 35 Ill. 4dm. Code 606.204.
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Section 611.855

This Section is derived fromn 40 CFR 141.32(e) (1987), as amended at 52
Fed. Reg. 41546, October 28, 1987, and at 54 Fed. Reg. 27526, June 29, 1989,
and at 54 Fed. Reg. 27562, June 29, 1988. The text of the mandatory notices
have been moved to Appendix A.

40 OCR 141.32(e) includes a statemnent that the mandatory health effects
subsection does not apply if language for the particular contaminant is not
specified at thetime the notice is given. This is reflected in the final
sentence of Section 611.855. USEPA says the sentence is unclear. (PC 4)
However, it appears to track the USEPA language exactly. As new mandatory
language is adopted by USEPA, the Board will add the language to Appendix A.

Section 611.856

This Section is derived from 40 OCR i41.32~f) (1987), as amended at 52
Fed. Reg. 41546, October 28, 1987. The contents of the public notice for
fluoride are specified in 40 OCR 143.5. Rather than reference this Part, the
Board has set forth the text of the notice in Appendix A below.

40 OCR 141.32(g) has been addressed as a global rule in Section 611.832

above.

Section 611.858

As is discussed in connection with Section 611.300(c), the Board has
added a secondary standard of 2.0 mg/L for fluoride. If a sample exceeds the
secondary standard, the notice requirement of 40 OCR 143.5 is triggered. The
Board has placed this provision next to the notice requiremiment for bioiation
of the MCL. (post—adoption PC 14, p. 3, 37)

Section 611.860

This Section is derived from 40 CFR 141.33 (1989).

This Section is related to existing 35 Ill. 4dm. Code 607.106.

Section 611.861 et seq (Not adopted)

This Section of the Proposal was derived from 40 OCR 141.34 (1987), as
amended at 52 Fed. Reg. 41546, October 28, 1987. This was the mandatory
public notice of possible lead contamination. The Agency initially comnmnented
as follows:

Sections 611.861, 611.863, 611.Appendix A(13). The
Agency recommoends that these sections be deleted.
Sections 611.861, 611.863, 611.Appendix 4(13) will
require Illinois public water supplies to again issue
public notice for lead. The [SDWA] amendments
...requined all public water supplies to issue this
notice no later than 24 months after enactment of
Section 109 of that law. Illinois suppi ies have
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complied with this legislative moandate, and have been
recognized as being in compliance by USEPA. (PC 5,
item 105)

:JSEPA apparently agreed with this position. (PC 4) In accocance with
these coraoents, tile Board deleted Section 611.861. However, in its post—
adoption commnent, the Agency stated as follows:

The Board has misinterpreted the Agency’s initial
comment. The corrosivity study was a one-time
monitoring requiremnent. Lead is one of the inorganic
contaminants requiring monitoring under Section
606.202 of the existing rules, and is included in
Section 611.300(b) of the adopted rules. (post-
adoption PC 14, p. 66)

The Board has first reviewed the Agency’s initial comment to see if there
may have been a “misinterpretation”. There was none. The comwnent
unambiguously asked the Board that these provisions be “deleted”. (PC 5, item
105) Moreover, the language of 40 OCR 141.34 is clearly o~iented toward this
one-shot notice. Most of it would be inappropriate for violations of the MCL
in the distribution system. The Board has therefore not ne-inserted these
provisions.

Completion of the one—shot notice does not, of course, excuse the PUS
fromn ongoing mnonitoning for lead. If a violation of the MCL is found, the PUS
is required to give public notice under Section 611.851.

Section 611.870

This Section is derived fromo 40 OCR 141.35 (1937), as anended at 52 Fed.
Reg. 25712, July 8, 1987. This is a notice concerning the additional o~ganic
contaminants which are monitored under Section 611.650, but for which there is
no MCL.

40 OCR 141.35(c) is not a pattern rule. Rather, it is a regulation which
applies to the states pending adoption of equivalent regulations. No
equivalent has been adopted. The Board has added a reference to Section
611.100(d). (post—adoption PC 14, p. 66)

Section 611.Appendix A

This Section is derived fromo 40 OFR 141.32(e) (1937), as amended at 52
Fed. Reg. 41546, October 28, 1937, and at 54 Fed. Reg. 27526, June 29, 1089,
and at 54 Fed. Reg. 27562, June 29, 1933; and fromn 40 OCR 143.5 (1989). This
is the text of the mnandatory health effects info-nation which must be
published.

40 OCR 141.34(d) (1987), as amended at 52 Fed. Peg. 41545, October 23,
1987, requi res moandatory he3lth effects i nfon’oa:ion for leuO. Os
discussed above, this was a one—ti moe notice, which has been acco~ipl i shed. (PC
5, itemn 105) (post-adoption PC 14, p. 66)
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Section 611.Appendix B

This Section is derived from 40 OCR 141.74(b) (1987), as amended at 54
Fed. Rey. 27526, June 29, 1989. This contains the tables for CT values for
99.9 percent inactivation of G. lanblia cysts by various disinfectants at
various values of RDC, pH and temperature.

There are a number of apparent typographical errors in the federal tables
at 54 Fed. Reg. 27532. All of the tables refer to “Free Residual” except
Table 1.1, which is “Residual”. In that Table, while the first entry under
“Residual”, and the headings for p14 6.0 and 9.0 are “less than”, in all other
tables the values are “less than or equal”. In all of the tables, what value
do you use if the pH is greater than 9.0?

The Agency wants these Tables deleted from the rules, since they apply
only to systems which do not filter. (PC 5, item 106) As is discussed in
general above, Sections 7.2 and 17.5 of the Act require the Board to adopt
these rules.

Section 611.Appendix C

This Section is derived fromn 40 OCR 141.30 (1989). This is a list of
common names of organic chemicals, which have been mooved here to prevent
clutter in the MCL tables.

40 OCR 141.30 includes both a common name and a long name for the
pesticides. Existing 35 Ill. 4dm. Code regulates additional parameters which
have also been moved into Section 611.310. However, the existing Board rule
has only the commnon name. The Board has provided a Chemnical Abstracts
Services (CAS) Registry Number and the Chemical Abstracts name for each
regulated paramete~, whether from the OCR or existing Board rule. Uote that
in moost cases the long name in the OCR is di fferent fromo the GAS name. The
Board has generally substituted the preferred CAS name. The 043 names and
numbers are drawn from the hazardous waste rules at 40 OCR 262, Appendix VIII,
or 35 Ill. Adm. Code 721.Appendix H.

Section 611.Tables A through C

Various tables have been moved from the body of the rules in order to
avoid having to meet Code Division margin and format requirements. The Agency
may wish to place these in a more convenient location in the printed rules.

PHASE-IN/PHASE—OUT PROVISIONS

As is discussed in general above, the Board will retain certain of its
existing requiremments pending the delayed effective dates for tile USEPA
filtration and disinfection requirements. The Board has added phase-out
provisions at the begi mi ng of each retained provi sion. Whenever a given PUS
becomes subject to the filtration and disinfection requi-emer~ts, it will no
longer be subject to the old Board rules.

These actions are surmiiani zed in the fol lowing Tahl e. Sect I or’s which are
not mentioned are simply repealed i nnediately. T~eTable lists only those
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Sections which are retained, or which are repealed, but are subject to some
question

Sections Corlmnen t

604.101- 604.105 Existing Board rules specifying bacteriological
quality temporarily retained.

604.202— 604.203 MAC’s and related exemptions repealed at once.
Note that Part 611 includes a temporary turbidity
rule pending phase in of filtration and
disinfection requirements.

604. 401 Chlorination requirement temporarily retained.
604.402- 604.404 Chlorination exemptions repealed and replaced

with reference to statutory exemption.

605.101— 605.102 Frequency of bacteriological sampling temnporarily

606

607. 103

607. 124

35 Ill. Adm. Code

retained

Entire Part repeal ed. Persons who are still
operating under the temporary rules will report
pursuant to Part 611.

Existing boil order provisions will remain.

Cross connections rule will remain pending future
rulemaking.

STATE TO FEDERAL TABLE

40 OCR

611. 100 (a—c)
611. 100(d)
611. 101
611. 101
611. 102
611. 103
611. 103
611. 109
611. 109
611. 110
611.111
611. 112
611. 113
611. 114
611. 115
611. 120
611.120
611. 121
611.125

141.1
141.3
141.71(b)
141.2
141.App C
*

*

141.22(e)
141.23(a) (4)
*

141.4
141.4
SDWA, 1415(a)(3)
141.5
*

141. 60
131.6
141.2

11 :r- 5~)
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611. 126
611. 201
611. 202
611. 211
611. 212
611. 213
611. 220
611. 230
611.231(a), (b)
611.231(c), (d)
611. 232
611. 233
611. 240 ( a-f
611.240(g)
611. 241
611. 242
611. 250
611. 261
611. 262
611 .271
611. 272
611. 280
611. 290
611.300(a)—(d)
611.300(e)
611.310(a) ,(b)
611.310(c) ,(d)
611. 320
611. 330
611. 331
611. 340
611. 350
611. 360
611. 480
611.490(a), (b)
611.490(c)
611. 491
611. 500
611. 521
611. 522
611. 523
611. 524
611. 525
611. 526
611. 527
611. 531
611. 53?
611. 533
611. 560
611. 601
611. 602
611. 603
611.6O6(a)-(j)

141.43
*

*

141.71
141.2
141. 72(a ) (4) (ii)
141.70
141.71
141.71 (a)
*

141.71(b)
141.71(c)
141.72
*

141.72(a)
141.72(b)
141.73
141. 75 (a)
141.75(b)
*

*

111 .100
141. 101
141.11
*

141.12
*

141.13
141.15
141.16
141.61
141. 62
141.63
141.27
141.28
*

*

141.29
141. 21(a)
141.21(b)
141.21(c)
141.21(d)
141. 21(e)
141.21(f)
141. 21(g)
141. 74 (a)
141. 74(b)
141.74(c)
141.22
141.23(a-d)
*

*

141.23(f)
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611.606(k)-(o)
611. 607
611. 610
611. 641
611. 645
611. 643
611. 650
611. 657
611.680(a) ,(b)
611.680(c) ,(d)
611. 683
611. 684
611. 685
611. 686
611. 720
611. 731
611.732
611. 830
611. 831
611. 832
611. 833
611. 840
611. 851
611. 852
611. 853
611. 854
611. 855
611. 856
611. 858
611. 860
611. 370
611. AppA
611 .AppA
611 .AppB
611. AppC
61i.AppC
611 . Ta bA
611. TabB
611. TabC
611. TabO

136. 003
141.23(g)
141.41
141.24(a-d)
141.24(e,f)
141.24(g)
141. 40(a-f)
141.40(g-m)
141. 30 (a ,b)
*

141.30(c)
141.30(d)
141.30(e)
141.30(f)
141.25
141. 26 (a)
141.26(b)
*

*

141.32
*

141.31
141. 32 (a)
141.32(b)
141.32(c)
141.32(d)
141.32(e)
141.32(f,g)
143.5
141.33
141.35
143. 005
141.32(e)
141.74(b)

H
141. 21(a) (2)
141. 74 (b) (1)
141.74(b)(5)
141. 74 (c) (2)

FEDERAL TO STATE TABLE

35 Ill. Adm. Code

611 .606(k)-(o)
611. 100(a—c)
611. 212
611. 121
611. 101
611. 100(d)
611. 111
611. 112

40 OCR

136. 003
141.1
141.2
141.2
141.2
141.3
141.4
141.4
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611.114
611. 120
611.300(a)-(d)
611.310(a) ,(b)
611. 320
611. 330
611. 331
611. 521
611 . Ta bA
611. 522
611. 523
611. 524
611. 525
611. 526
611. 527
611. 560
611. 109
611. 109
611. 601
*

611. 606 (a )-( j)

611.607
611. 641
611. 645
611. 648
611. 720
611. 731
611. 732
611. 480
611.490(a) ,(b)
611. 500
611. AppO
611.680(a), (b)
611. 683
611. 684
611. 685
611. 686
611. 840
611. 832
611. 851
611.852
611 .853
611. 854
611 .AppA
611. 855
611. 856
611.360
*
~11 0—’

611. 650
611. 657
611.610
*

141.5
141.6
141.11
141.1?
141.13
141.15
141. 16
141. 21 (a)
141.21(a) (2)
141. 21(b)
141. 21(c)
141.21 (d)
141.21(e)
141.21 (f)
141. 21(g)
141.22
141.22(e)
141. 23(a) (4)
141.23(a—d)
141.23(e)
141. 23(f)
141.23(g)
141.24(a-d)
141.24(e,f)
141.24(g)
141.25
141.26(a)
141.26(b)
141.27
141.28
141.29
141.30
141.30 (a,b)
141.30(c)
141. 30(d)
141. 30(e)
141.30(f)
141.31
141.32
141. 32 (a)
141. 32(b)
141.32(c)
141. 32(d)
141.32(e)
141.32(e)
141. 32(f,g)
141.33
141.34
141.35
141 .40(a—f)
141.40(g-oi)
141 . 41
141.42

114-
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611. 126
*

*

*

611. 120
611. 340
611. 350
611. 360
611. 220
611. 230
611. 211
611.231(a),
611. 232
611. 101
611. 233
611. 240 ( a-f
611. 241
611. 213
611. 242
611. 250
611. 531
611. AppB
611. 532
611. TabB
611. TabC
611. 533
611. Ta bO
611. 261
611. 262
611. 280
611. 290
*

*

611. 102
611 .AppA
611. 858
611 .AppC
611. 113

141.43
141.50
141.51
141.52
141.60
141.61
141.62
141.63
141.70
141.71
141.71
141.71 (a)
141.71(b)
141. 71(b)
141. 71(c)
141.72
141. 72 (a)
141.72(a)(4)(ii )

141. 72(b)
141.73
141.74(a)
141.74(b)
141.74(b)
141. 74 (b) (1)
141. 75(b) (5)
141. 74(c)
141.74(c )(2)
141. 75 (a)
141. 75(b)
141. 100
141. 101
141.App A
141 .App B
141.App C
143.5

—

itO. S
261.App H
SDWA, 1415(a)(3)

This Opinion supports the Board’s Order of this sane day.

1, Dorothy i. Gunn, Clerk of the Illinois Pollution Control B a’~d, he’eby
certify that the above Opinion was adopted on the ~ day of
1 990, by a vote of (~-O

c-I
~/2!. ____

Dorothy N. Gum~Clerk —

Illinois Pollution Control Board

(b)
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